



‘Russia Places Veto 
On Hopes for Peace’
Nanaimo Police 
Lead Searchers
Special to The Herald
An 11-year-old girl was killed by an
OT̂ TAWA (CP) — Prime Min­
ister Diefenbaker today charged 
that Russia’s rejection of an Arc­
tic inspection plan “has placed a 
veto on the hopes of mankind for 
peace by denying a first step” 
toward ultimate disarmament.
peace by denying the first step i whole or a part of Canada in­
being taken to ultimate disarma- eluded in an equitable system of 
ment.” inspection to provide safeguards
CIRCUS TRUCKS COME TO TOWN
Trucks piled' high with circus equipment, arriv­
ing in Penticton from the United States, were 
promptly inspected by RCMP Constable Karl Von 
Brevem to ensure they complied in road-worth­
iness with B.C. regulations. Driver, O. G. Smiley
of McBride, watches while check-up is made of 
rear lights. The Gyro Club-sponsorqd circus, set 
for May 5 to 10, has made a last minute change 
in location from Lakeshore to the comer of Main 
Street and Calgary Avenue.
Careless Hunters May
Face ‘Get-Tough’ Policy
Delegates attending the annual 
fish V and! ganie conferencci here
two resolutions d esired  to hit 
the .careless'himter. . • .
T h e  proper authorities are 'to 
be petitioned to make it an în­
dictable offence to handle fire­
arms while the ability to do so 
is impaired by alcohol whether 
the gun is loaded or not.
Suggested punishment for per­
sons found guilty of such an of 
fepce would be a fine of not more 
than ?500 and not less than $25 
plus a temporary suspension of, 
the hunting license.
For a second offence perman
imprisonment for not more ^ a n  
three-months .an^ 'not less, than 
t i u ^ e d c h  isub^uen t 
ilinpWsdiimeht^^ î f̂^  ̂ riot 
iriore than brie year and not less 
than three weeks.
The second section of the reso­
lution called for punishment for 
hunters found guilty .of handling 
firearms anywhere without due 
care and attention or without 
consideration for other persons 
or property.
Suggested' convictions for this 
offence were cancellation of fire­
arms license for not less than 
one year and a fine of not more 
than $500 andnot less than $10, 
or to imprisonment for not more
ent suspension of the license, and [than three months and not less
Lights Co Out at 
KitimatMain Camp
KiriMAT, B.C. (CP) — Lights 
have gone out on the former 
main camp of this . aluminum 
centre 450 miles north of Van­
couver.
Only the giant smelter site and 
a handful of industrial busines 
ses, plus tlic hospital, remain in 
the area that was the site of the 
first housing. Gone are the Hud 
son’s Bay Company store, Helen's 
coffee shop and the beached ves­
sel Delta King, landmarks that 
will long bo remembered by the 
men and women who lived there.
The original camp had become 
an economic liability, said offl 
clals of the Aluminum Company 
of Canada. At peak construction, 
Ha bunkhouRCS and other dwell 
Ings housed 2,000 persons. But it 
was never intended as a perman­
ent installation.
Single men have been trans 
ferred to Rlverlodge Camp, and 
married personnel to now rental 
units in nearby Klldala and Nc 
chako.
m o  APPETITES
Bob .Tnmleson, one of the firs 
30 men to set foot in Kltlmat, 
was cook in the main cafeteria. 
Ho recalled watching men move 
mountains to create a city, a 
smelter and a tradition.
He fed as many as 2,000 men 
on one day, and said “a fellow 
named Morgan" stood out in his 
memory because he was the only 
one who ate five of the thick, 
platter-size steaks In one sitting.
Some of the men Jamieson anc 
his crew fed were housed in the 
Mississippi River stemwheeler 
Delta King. Built In Scotland, the 
old river dame sheltered 214 coh' 
struction workers in once luxur 
ous state-rooms.
The Delta King’s 414-horsc 
power oil-fired boilers provide 
steam for heating the hospita' 
s c h o o l ,  staff house, recreation 
hall, Helen’s Cafe and trailer 
camp wash-rooms.
Now her job is done and her 
future uncertain.
Gordon Roy, now in Grande 
Prairie, Alta., was first manager 
of the Hudson’s Bay Trading 
Post, “The store was crowded," 
he once said. “Every day was 
like a Christmas rush."
Those were the days when 50 
employees in plaid shirts and 
work pants sold food and flash­
light batteries and clothing as 
fast as the cash registers could 
work.
Manager George Campbell and 
seven employees remaining wH' 
bo gone by the end of Moy;
than ten days. . a-" ' -
» For second ,offejidersji;tbfr; pup-
peYmarierit' cahcellati ■ of 
firearnis license: and to imipris- 
oriment for not more than three 
months and not less than 14 days.
If a fatal accident occurs and a 
manslaughter charge is laid un­
der the criminal code none of the 
charges recommended should be 
dropped according to the major­
ity of defla tes present.
A smiliar resolution from Inter- 
or zone delegates also won sup­
port. • '•
The resolution called for heav­
er fines for infractions of game 
aws, lengthier suspensions of 
lunting licenses for those found 
guilty of such infractions ^ d  a 
program to evaluate and imple­
ment all means of education in 
sportsmanlike hunting- and in; 
structions in the handling of fire­
arms, especially for the younger 
generation.
The West Kootenay zone won 
approval of'its resolution calling 
on the government to hand back 
to the B.C. Fish and Game Club 
Federation the $297,000.00 collec­
ted from license fees and set 
aside for conservation projects.
’The money would be-used for 
the study and carrying out ô  
special conservation programs a ; 
the discretion of rod and gun 
clubs in their respective zones,
In a statement, he described as 
“most disturbing" Russia’s veto 
Friday in the United Nations Se­
curity Council of a United States- 
backed proposal for establisb- 
ment of an international commis­
sion of countries with Arctic ter­
ritories to implement mutual sur­
veillance in strategic polar reg­
ions.
The'Canadian government could 
only conclude, he added, that So­
viet charges that U.S. Strategic 
Air Command aircraft were mak­
ing provocative* Arctic flights to­
ward Russia “are unfounded." 
The prime minister added: 
“The veto which the Soviet Un­
ion cast yesterday in the Secur­
ity Council on the proposjd for 
the establishment of such mear 
sures in the Arctic we-can only 
regard as evidence that the 
charges made by the Soviet Unr 
ion against the U.S.A. are with­
out foundation.
CANADA He a d y
“But more serious than- that, 
the U.S.S.R; has' placed a veto 
bn the . hopes. ^'jriankind,; Tor
]^r. Diefenbaker noted that 
last September he informed the 
General Assembly and that Can­
ada’s Security Council represent­
ative reiterated last week “we 
are prepared, if the Soviet Union 
will reciprocate, to, have the
against surprise attack.”
If there were in fact Soviet 
fears of attack through the Arc­
tic regions, they should be al­
layed. The ■ most practical way 
was to provide mutually satis­
factory assurances.
NANAIMO-
African lion several miles north of here shortly before 
noon this morning.
The daughter of Dr. Vanstone, an employee at 
the Dominion Biological station at Departure Bay, was 
attacked by the beast after it escaped from its cage 
in Hertel’s Zoo at Wellington on the Island Highway. It 
is not known at the present time how the lion escaped.
Mrs. Walter Butcher, mother of often been criticized as unsafe
Arsonist Strikes 
Again in Windsor
WINDSOR, Gnt. (CP) — Four I in 18 blocks occurred in April, 
garages “burst , into flames Friday I Five suspects from the area have 
night as a  four-hour series of ---------- “ — ■’ ------
fires ended a  week-long lull in 
the activities of an arsonist who 
has plagued Windsor, for the last 
two months.
een questioned in the' last three 




MONTREAL (CP') — A group 
<nown as the “Canadian Associ­
ates for-a Sane Nuclear Policy’’ 
las planned a march through 
owntown Montreal to the United 
States consulate-general’s office 
Sunday in protest against forth­
coming U.S. nuclear bomb tests 
n the Pacific.
Keitii Wright, spokesman for 
the group, said Friday night sev­
eral of the marchers will camp 
overnight in front of the office to 
stage a “conscience vigil." The 
group is lo assemble Sunday af­
ternoon in Dominion Square ,and 
will number about 50 persons, he 
said. They will march 12 blocks 
'» the consulate-general’s office;
Two garages were destroyed, 
one heavily damaged and a 
fourth saved by firemen.  ̂The 
fires occurred in an 18-minute 
period..
The garage fires followed a pat­
tern of 26 other fires in the last 
53 days which have been classed 
aS arson. Four others may be ar­
son.
The first ‘gaifipige fire spread to 
a  ’adjacent:garage; ^
both WeYe'''3deStroyfed." 'ElVe iriin- 
utes latec a garage a block away 
burst into flames.
Equipment from the first blaze 
arrived iri time to prevent de­
struction but damage was heavy, 
Thirteen minutes later a  thirc 
garage fire occurred two miles 
away but the garage was saved. 
Investigators said a man and car 
were spotted leaving the fire. Sev­




OSOYOOS — The York Farms 
Cannery here will continue oper­
ations this season on at least 
partial basis; It had' been prev­
iously decided toat the caime^. 
would have' to» -close' because-' of 
low-priced  ̂ imports ^fpomif.'the
five children living in the vicinity 
of the zoo, heard the victim’s 
screams as the lion fatally claw­
ed her and informed the police.
RCMP in the district quickly 
organized members of local game 
clubs to track down the animal 
but at press time today the lion 
was still at large.
All residents of the district have 
been warned to stay in doors un- 
the animal is tracked down 
and shot.
Moved to Nanaimo approxi­
mately a year ago, the zoo was 
long the . object of controversy in 
the Aibemi Valley where Paul 
Hertel first organized his collec­
tion of wild animals.
PERFECTLY TAME”
A popular item of attraction 
at that time was a  cage of three 
African lions Mr. Hertel claimed 
as “perfectly tame.
Many visitors to the zoo in the 
Albernis and later in Nanaimo 
have stepped into the lion’s cage 
to photograph the beasts as they 
were controlled by the zoo owner, 
A ':majoir '.tourist' .attn îctionvjf 
thfe ‘ area'" the zoo h ^
by local residents.
It is understood that Miss Van- 
stone survived the vicious 'maul­
ing sustained in toe attack but 
later died as a result of her in­
juries. . ,
Flames that destroyed the. adja­
cent garages threatened homes.
Previously three fires have dam­
aged homes.
The fires Friday night were 
south of an area where 13 fires
to




KELOWNA (CP) --  One of the 
last major Btops in complollon o' 
he Okanagan Lake bridge will 
start Wednesday wlicn a 500-ton 
lift span is floated into place.
As. soon as the lift span is in 
place, work will begin on the two 
remaining transKlon spans to be 
oonstru6tcd at the CNR .wharf 
and floated into position. The link­
up across the lake will be com­
plete after this step.
Highways Minister P. A. Gag 
lardl flow to Kelowna to moot 
Premier’ Bennett and Mayor R, 
F. Parkinson of Kelowna to dis 
cuss highway problems expected 
to arise when the bridge is oftl 
dally opened this July.
OTTAWA (CP) — Prince Bern- 
hard of The Netherlands arrived 
here at 9 a.m. EDT by air today 
for an official nine-day visit to 
Canada,' He was accompanied'by 
Canadian ambassador to The 
Netherlands, Thomas Stone.
Prince Bernhard was greeted 
at suburban Uplands Airport by 
Governor-General Massey, Agri­
culture Minister Harlmess repre­
senting the Canadian government 
end members of the diplomatic 
corps. -
Ho will be the guest of Mr. 
Massey at Government House un­
til his departure for Montreal 
Monday morning.
The 46-year-old prince, dressed 
in a grey suit and wearing 
white carnation in his lapel, re­
ceived a royal salute from a 100- 
man RCAF guard of honor and 
the RCAF central band, which 
played tiio Dutch national on- 
thom.
V Glenn R. Meinnes, superin- 
tendant, said in an interview last 
night that because government 
subsidy has helped toe tomato 
situation “through toe cooperat­
ion of Keremeos and Osoyoos !to- 
mato growers, Vhis cannery wi 
operate on at least a partial -basis 
with vegetables' and • hopes 
pack some fruit also.
“We are hoping that with the 
new government help and toe 
cooperation of growers, we will 
get some relief on soft fruits as 
well," Mr. MeInnes said. “Mark­
eting conditions will determine 
whether we will pack soft fruits 
because each fruit* will be con­
sidered seperately."
The decision to continue oper­
ations was relayed to . Osoyoos 
from head office yesterday.
Meanwhile the cannery and 
price situation was debated at a 
meeting of Osoyoos / Local, BCF 
GA last night.
Louis Hart contended that the 
assistance granted for tomatoes 
and other vegetables could be 
extended to soft fruits also if, the 
B.C. Tree Fruits was to make as 
strong a representation as the 
vegetable growers had.
A resolution was passed by the 
meeting urging that L. R. Steph­
ens, fruit board secretary, should 
be sent to Ottawa as part of the 
committee osking for assistance, 
and present a brief on the need 
for soft fruit assistance,
Mr. Hart also suggested an am­
endment to the tri-parly contract 
whereby soft fruits would be rep- 
ijsented by several independent 
boards Under the B, C. Marketing 
Act, retaining B. C. Tree Fruits 
as their soiling agency but hav­




KELOWNA,' B.C. (CP) — Prin­
cess Margaret will be here for 
the opening of toe new Okanagan 
Lake Bridge in July, Premier 
Bennett said Friday night.
Local Group 
Takes Part m 
CD Exercise
Thirty members of Penticton 
and district civil defence were 
taking part this weekend ‘in a 
nation-wide communications and 
control exercise. '
At eight o’clock ‘ today , E. C. 
Tennant, local civil defence, offi-' 
cer, alerted his organization after
a sudden warning from area con­
trol
an
headquarters, ̂ Kelowna . that 
attack” was. imminent.-’ .
The control 
Home Street
The announcement, made in 
brief address, was the first offi 
clal indication of the . itinerary 
for Margaret’s visit to British 
Columbia.
Tentative date for the opening 
of the $7,500,000 bridge is July 
19. The premier said he believes 
the bridge will be completed by 
that date.
Motorists would be able to cross 
jtoe bridge free of toll after the 
opening ceremonies, and on the 
following day.
Kelowna already expects sev­
eral thousand visitors July 19, 
when'British Columbia Lions of 
the Western Interprovincial Foot­
ball Union play an inter-squad 
game.
centre^' at'VSiiVari 
was ^im m edirit^ 
matoied' ‘and'( toe'. .commri^'dtiteiif^' |
system- srt’-up;: ' ' ' ' “■ j
; The. exercise was based on'-the 
supposition th a t . evacuation of . 
Great Vancouver - and i; .Victoria 
commenced at four o’clock: this 
morning.
“At nine o’clock word w as re- / 
ceived * that 10,000 cars; contain-? 
ing evacuees had passed, Hope," ; 
Mr. Tennant told ,toe Herald.:̂ ^̂ ^̂  ̂̂ ̂ ^̂̂
At press-time theoretical, action 
was being taken to receive some ; 
of the e- acuees here.
A traffic control centre was set 
up at Kaleden and pre-arranged 
welfare plans were put into oper­
ation.
The exercise will continue till 
eight o’clock Sunday, morning.-
“The public nre not involved' 
in the exerciis-i in any’way,t’ Mr. 
Tennant pointed out. .,. ^
DURHAM, N.H. (AP) — State 
Secretary Dulles was 'en route to 
Copenhagen today for a NATO 
conference at which he is ex­
pected to seek fresh support for 
President Eisenhower’s Arctic in­
spection plan despite Friday’s 
Russian veto in the United'Na­
tions.
Allies Agree to 
Separate Talks
PARIS (AP)—The Western Big 
Tlirce today reluctantly agreed 
that their Moscow ambassadors 
continue separate consultations 
with Russla'a Foreign Minister 
Gromyko on preparation of a 
summit conference.
Franco, Britain and the United 
States said in a note to Moscow
NEW PRESIDENT
Famous Mountie 
Dies in Ottawa TODAY'S BULLETINS
Now president of the Penticton 
Senior Hockey Club is Tony Bl-
OTTAWA (CP) — Supcrlntcnd- 
lent John Leopold, whose counter-
olio Ho lioodi 0 lon-mon ololo oI ogJ™"EO work to toB  « '• l«J« 
otficon oleotod ot tho olub-o Kon-U®E0o and oorly U30» made him
_____,„uf 0-* Btnrv one of tho most famous mountlcs
 ̂ ® ' of them all, died In his room heroon page six. today.
BITTER DEFERT FOR MRNCHESTER
Bolton Wears Soccer Crown
A 68-ycar-old native of Czocho- 
I Slovakia, Superintendent Leopold 
retired from tho RCMP in 1052 
after spending 34 years maintain­
ing an official and private vigil 
over Communiari) in Canado,
Police Seek RacUoactive Burglar
,EL )j*ASO, Tex. (AP) — A burglar walked the streets of El 
Paso todoy, his body contaminated by deadly rndionctlvo ma­
terial, Unless he receives medical treatment promptly ho could 
drop dead. Dr. Vincent Ravel warned. Dr. Ravel-is director of 
tho department of radiology at El Paso General Hospital where 
someone stole 12 lead bricks Thursday,
that they still had not modified 
tholr view that moro-rapid pro­
gress could be made in Joint 
talks.
Tho West gave In, however, 
bocauBo it desires to got on with 
tho basic task" of preparing for 
the summit talks, the note said.
Russia on April 26 rejected a 
demand for joint talks 'and said 
that if tho West persisted in this, 
Poland and Czechoslovakia should 
also take part to equalize East- 
West representation in prelimin­
ary negotiations,
Britain, Franco and the UMSM 
are opposed to any such enlarged 
ment because ot tho precedent it 
would sot in future conversations 




hi By VERNON MORGAN
LONDON (Reuters) — Bolton 
Wanderers wore crowned kings 
ot Engllsli soccer today when 
limy dofented Manchester United 
2-0 at Wembley Stadium hero in 
the F 0 0 1 b a 11 Association Cup 
final.
Mnre then 100,000 persons, in­
cluding Prince Plilllp, watched 
tho game, It was Bolton's first 
cup win since 1929.
Althougli Manciioster United— 
tho team that was almost wiped 
out in a tragic air crash Feb. 5 
in Munich—was the acritimentnl 
favorite, txiday’s final belonged to
Bolton,
In particular, it belonged to 
32-ycar-old Not Lofthouso, captain 
ot tho Dolton team and one ot 
England’s all-tlmc soccer greats.
Loflhouso scored the first goal 
just three mlnulos after the open­
ing whistle, and ho scored tlio 
final goal 10 minutes into the 
second half.
For Lofthouse, making what 
could well bo his last cup final 
appearance, it marked a fitting 
climax to a brilliant career.
HOLDS RECORD
The sharp-shooting 
ward hat played 31
centre-for- 
tjmei for
England in international matches 
and has scored a record 30 goals,
But until today, a cup-winner’s 
modal had eluded him. He ployed 
in one previous final, in 3953, 
when Blackpool nipped his Bol­
ton side Willi n last-minute goal.
It was a bitter defeat for Man­
chester United, a team considered 
"out ot contention" just 32 weeks 
ago. Odds on the day ot the plane 
crash were 12-to-l against United 
over renohlng Wembley.
But tho team enmo storming 
back, rebuilt with youngsters up 
from form clubs and bolstered by 
a few judicious transfers from 
other first division teams ot toe
He was .found dead In his Ob 
English league, \im a  room today. Cause ot death
Although Manchester United was not known immediately, 
won only one loaguo gamo in 14 l Ho becarne a national sensation 
tho team won five elimination when,_ as
games on tho road to Wentbloy. J^CMP sergoanV hô  provided thi 
The cup competition is run sep- key tesUmony at trlaVi that sent
Today Manchester U n l t « a  tion and participating In a eed 
fought gamely, they wore beaten censplracy. 
by a better team. But If a ter-
rifle shot by winger Colin We^j 'VAN^UVER (CP) -— A n w  
slcr had gone*In instead ot hit-lltamp to commemorate the B.C.,
Firemen's Chiel to Rddress Unions
MONTREAL (CP) — H. E. Gilbert, liilornalionnl chief of 
tho flromen"8 union, is to fly Tuesday to Montrpal to address 
a meeting ot major railwoy unions on tho flromon’s strike coll 
for May 31. Tho union conference, called by tlie Canadian Labor 
Congress, looms os tho next milepost In the march of the 
CPR and the firemens union toward a showdown May 11.
About ID railway unions are expected to attend.
ting too upright in the 64th min-1 Centenary be I s s ^
ute, the course of the game Postmaster General WiUfam Ha- 
might haVe been changed. Imllton announota it id ty .
Rttempted Military Coup Fails
BOnOTA, Colombia (AP) — CSolomhla prepared today to 
elect Its flrst constltutlonal president In a decade after failure 
of on attempted military coup to prevent It. In an almost blood­
less uprising, some 1,500 soldiers seized toe leading candidate 
In Sunday’s election and four members of the ftve-man ruling 
junta. But the fifth jtanHii member rallied loyal forces arid 
forced tha rebels to baoh down.
* ' • ' ' : ' ' ,  ’-N
Completion Date
OKANAGAN FALLS — High- 
ways Mlnl,ster P. A. Guglardl de­
nies having made any promise 
about completion date of the 
East Ride Sknha Lake Road in a 
letter to the Okanagan Falls 
Board of Trade.
Tho letter, addressed to J. M. 
Park, board secretary here, de­
clares;
"Wo certainly will be doing 
some work on the cast side of 
Skaha Lake just ns soon ns this 
can be arranged, I have never 
but will certainly do my best," 
signed, P. A. Gaglardi, minister 
borird president, said tills morn­
ing that Mr, Gaglardl’a letter 
was in answer to an inquiry 
from his board.
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Railways Tang led m 
Series of Labor
I The last plague the Lord brought 
I upon the Egyptians was the slaying 
I of the firstborn of every family, from 
< the Pharaoh down. Then Pharaoh or­
dered the Hebrews to leave Egypt 
&o they went forth with all their be­
longings, their flocks and herds.
The Lord ordered that the Israelites 
keep a  seven-day feast of the Pass- 
over forever. When future genera­
tions asked the meaning of the cere­
mony, they were to be told how the 
Slayer passed over the Jewish homes 
marked by lamb’s blood!
As the children of Israel went on their 
way out of Egypt, “The Lord went 
before them by day in a pillar of 
cloud, to lead them the way; and by 
night in a pillar of fire to give them 
light; to go by day and night.’’— 
.Exodus 13:21.
Camped on the shore of the Red sea, \.i 
the Israelites saw the Egypthms fol­
lowing them. Moses lif ted 1^ rod and 
the waters parted and th ^  went 
through safely. All Egyptians drowned ' 
' as the waters returned.
MEMORY VERSE-.^:&aiah 12:2.




The paaaage of the Juraan.
y.. "i will treat, and net be afraid: for the Lord Jehevah is my 
'strength and my rang."—Isaiah 12s2.
God Delivers His
I Scripture — Exodus 11:1-15:18; 
12:21-36; 13:17-21; 14:9-15, 21-28; 
!]^:l-2. >
^ By NEWMAN CAMPBELL
’The Scripture readings assign- 
^  to this lesson are so many 
that to save space,-we shall fol­
low the printed text suggested by 
Dr. Wilbur M. Smith, editor of 
Peloubet’s Notes.
; “And the Lord said unto Moses, 
T^et will I  bring one plague more 
lypon Pharaoh, and upon Egypt; 
afterwards he will let you go 
hence: when he shall let you go, 
tjje shall. surely thrust you out 
hence altogether.”—Exodus 11:1. 
'This last plague was to be the 
death of the first-born of 'every 
Egyptiem, from the Pharaoh 
down to the maidservants; but 
no Hebrew child would be harm- 
ed.
"Then Moses called for all the 
leadera of Israel, and said unto 
them. Draw out and take you a 
lamb according to your families, 
and kill tlie passover.
'"And ye shall take a bunch of 
hyssop”—agreed by most critics 
to be a species of plant common 
in Palestine,. an aromatic plant 
with a long straight stalk anc 
leaves—"and dip It in the blood 
that i s  In the bason, and strike 
the linteli and the two side posts."
. Then "the Lord will^ass over the 
door, %'-.id will not suffer the de 
stroyer to come In unto your 
houses to smite you.”—Exodus 
12:21-23.
Thus was established the Jew­
ish Passover which the Lord com 
manded be kept every year there­
after In the Jewish month of 
Nisan (April). It is still observ­
ed rigidly 3,400 years Inter,
The Hebrews were told tha'; 
when their children asked what 
was meant by this service, they 
should tell them: "It is the sacri­
fice of the Lord’s passover. Who 
passed over the houses of the 
children of Israel In Egypt, when 
He smote the Egyptians and de 
livered our houses. And the pco 
pie bowed the head and wor 
shlped, And the children of Isrno 
went away, and did ns the Lord 
commanded Moses and Aaron so 
did they,”—Exodus 12:27.
After Ibis slaughter of the 
first-born of the Egyptians, the 
Pharaoh said; “Rise up, and got 
you forth from among my people, 
both ye and the children of Is­
rael; and go, serve thy Lord, as 
yo have said."—Exodus 12:31.
Thus the children of Israel were 
freed from their tyrants, arid be­
gan' their journey with their 
flocks and with much treasure 
which was given or lent by the 
Egyptians.
God led His people “not through 
the land of the Philistines, al­
though thajt was near,” for fear 
of war which they were not pre­
pared-to fight, but “through the 
way of the wilderness of the Red 
Sea ; si . And they took their jour­
ney fi^ni Soccoth, arid encamped 
in Etham, in the,, edge of the 
wilderness. And the Lord went 
before them by day in a pillar of 
a cloud, to lead them the way; 
and by night in a pillar of fire, 
to give them light.”—Exodus 
12:17-21.
Pharaoh repented then that he 
lad let the people go, and he sent 
his armies after them. When the 
Red Sea was reached and the 
Israelites knew that Pharaoh’s 
army was coming after them 
they blamed Moses and Aaron for 
bringing them from Egypt to die 
Moses, however, was commanded 
by God to stretch forth his hanc 
over the sea, "and the Lord 
caused the sea to go back by a 
strong cast wind . .. . and made 
the sea dry land, and the waters 
were divided. And the children of 
Israel wer.t Into the midst of the 
sea upon dry ground.”—Exodus 
14:22.
The pursuing Egyptians startec 
across, but Moses again lifted his 
hand and the waters reriirned, de 
stroying the Egyptian armies.
"Then sang Moses and the chll* 
dren of Israel this song unto the 
Lord, and spake, saying. I will 
sing unto the Lord, for He hath 
triumphed gloriously: the horse 
and his rider hath He thrown Into 
the sea. The Lord is my strength 
and song, and He Is become my 
salvation: Ho is my God. and I 
will prepare Him an habitation; 
mv father's God. and I will exalt 
Him.’’-Exodus 15:1-2.
By HAROLD MORRISON 
Canadian PrcHs Staff Writer
HALIFAX (CP) — A tangle of 
conflicting evidence confronts the 
r o y a l  commission on p r i c e  
spreads as if ends thp first phase 
of a frustrating struggle to find 
out whether Canadians are pay­
ing too much for their lood.
In a month of travel, the six 
men and a housewife have trek­
ked through eight provinces—all 
but Ontario and Quebec. In seek­
ing information on price spreads, 
they have been swamped with 
views and counter-views, charges 
of price-fixing and monopolies, 
complaints of inadequate wages 
and farm returns, suggestions 
for improving public information 
on prices.
But eluding them is the answer 
to their quest. I s , the middle­
man's “take” on the sale of food 
too high and if so what should 
the federal government do about 
it?
STILL PUZZLED 
As commission chairman Dr. 
Andrew Stewart of Edmonton 
said at the end of the western 
tour two weeks ago: "The prob­
lem is still as puzzling as ever.” 
He was no nearer to the answer 
them when he first started public 
hearings at Vancouver April 9.
The commissioners, who wind 
up their initial hearings with an 
excursion into St. Jolm’s Nfld., 
today, have gathered ’a stack of 
briefs to be studied by econo­
mists during the summer months. 
Next fall, on a date to be fixed 
ater, they will open new hear­
ings in the centra* provinces.
But even at this point, it seems 
clear the commission will agree 
at least on one; poini—the con­
sumer must be'given more in­
formation on prices. Whether 
this should be • done'through a 
public or private body is a ques­
tion to be decided! .
prices for their products.
The price-fixing charge came 
from Hugh MacLeod, secretary- 
treasurer of the Nova Scotia La­
bor Federation. He alleged that 
packers and shippers tend to 
maintain a close relationship be­
tween prices charged in Canada 
and those charged in the United 
States, the main Canadian mar­
ket for fresh and frozen fillets.
Labor federation officials esti 
mated consumers were charged 
55 cents for a pound of haddock 
fillets that cost packers 22 cents 
to produce. The provincial branch 
of the consumers’ association re­
ported that a 16-ounce package 
of frozen fillets sold for 33 cents 
at Toronto and 37 cents here.
At Boston a tin of frozen Nova 
Scotia lobster sold for 40 cents, 
about two cents leas than that 
charged in this area. It seemed 
that Nova S c o t i a  consumers 
could not get a break even on 
products produced in their own 
province.
The provincial agriculture fed­
eration was worried about the 
alleged concentration of market­
ing power among the processors 
and distributors.
Jim McNeil, a Nova Scotia 
economist, said he believed the 
boards lacked legal powers. What 
the farmers needed was a “mon­
opoly” in the marketings of their 
products if they are to obtain 
[Strength in the market place.
Montreal Pipeline 
Said Uneconomical
CALGARY (CP) — The royal 
commission on energy resources 
held a special session today to 
further consider arguments by 
Shell Oil Company of Canada 
Ltd., against proposals to build 
a crude oil pipeline from Edmon­
ton to Montreal.
The commission also intended 
to cross examine company offi­
cials on a suggestion favoring ex­
tended exports of Canadian nat­
ural gas held in . surplus to the 
United States. Shell’s brief to the 
commission claimed there were 
sufficient reserves in Western
Canada to warrant additional ex­
ports.
During questioning Friday, R,
. Ritchie of Toronto, vice-presi­
dent. of transportation and sup­
plies for the company, estimatec 
t  would cost 3.34 cents a barrel 
to pipe Alberta crude to Eastern 
Canada.
CHARGE PRICE-FIXING
As the commission wound up 
its hearings here Friday, it heard 
a charge of “price-fixing” in the 
Atlantic fish industry. It also 
heard a suggestion that farmers 
need a market “monopoly” if 
they are to obtain strong bar­
gaining power and get higher
New Machine
MONTREAL (CP) — A high­
speed machine that breaks blood 
down into three essential ele­
ments has made transfusions 






ers)—The only undertaker in the 
tiny Queensland state dairy town 
of Monto has declared war on the 
local municipal council and has 
refused to bury anyone.
MEMORY VERHE 
"I will trust, and not lie afraid: 
for the Lord Jehovah Is’ my 
strength and my song,”—Innlnh 
12:2.
OXFORD, England (AP)-Two 
Oxford University students today 
Wore ordered Into court to ex­
plain their charges In an under­
graduate magazine that the West 
deliberately provoked "Interna 
tlonnl Incidents” with the Soviet 
Union. '
The reason; The council's de­
termination to put through a four- 
point plan to make its cemetery 
one of the most streamlined In 
Australia.
This, says undertaker James 
Winn—also the local shoemaker, 
chemical engineer and ambulance 
man—moans total war.
The council is firm in its de- 
oislon to; ban headstones ond 
statues; have people burled In 
straight rows; pul thorn all be­
neath Identical slx-hy-four-fcot 
oonoroto slabs and have the 
graves head to head, reducing the 
number of paths.
"What are they trying to do? 
asked Winn. 'Nobody Wants to 
1)0 hurled under a concrete road.
"The council has no right to 
Interfere In things which don' 
ooncern them. They won't got 
away with it with mo.”
Dr, Paul lyeil, head of the hos­
pital’s blood transfusion service, 
said the unit separates a pint o ! 
blood in 15 minutes. Under older 
methods the same task took 24 
hours.
The machipe, a Cohn blooc 
fractioner, w a s  recently pur­
chased by the hospital for $9,000 
with a federal - provincial grant, 
It was invented by Dr. Edwin 
Cohn, Harvard University profes­
sor who died recently, when he 
was asked during the Second 
World War by the United' States 
Navy to find a substitute for 
plasma that would take less 
space.
m ore are less than half - a- 
dozen units in use throughout the 
world, essentially for researci 
A metal cone spinning at more 
than 3,000 revolutions a minut 
separates blood into plasma an 
red and white cells. The plasma 
is run through the same process 
and from It are extracted'platel­
ets, the short-lived cells that con­
geal blood.
The platelets, stored In a plas­
tic bag and frozen, arc used to 
treat patients with homorrhagos. 
Such cases formerly required al­
most direct blood transfusions 
since ordinary blood banks are 
not Hlookod with the congealing 
element, which normally dies af­
ter j’omovnl from the body.
The machine also breaks down 
rod and white blood colls Into In­
dividual solutions, used to treat 
various conditions Including an­
emia.
CLAIM LOWER PRICE 
Earlier this week,. a group of 
independent oil companies pro­
posed that 'vrith a $373,000,000 
pipeline to Montreal crude could 
36 shipped for $3.16 a barrel 
'which is lower than the laid- 
down price of Venezuelan crude.” 
Most ̂  of Montreal’s supplies are 
imported front Venezuela. 
Coirimissibn counsel A r  t h u r 
?attillo of Toronto observed that 
cpiripanies proposing a Montreal 
pipeline had emphasized that it 
depended on long-term agree­
ments with eas1;em' refiners to 
guarantee sufficient throughput to 
place the project on a paying 
basis.
He asked Shell president, W. 
M. V. Ash, also of Toronto, 
whether the company would vol­
untarily sign a throughput agree­
ment to take Canadian oil should 
a line from Alberta be recom­
mended.
“We would not, sir,” replied 
Mr. Ash,
The company president said If 
Canadian crude were moved into 
Montreal to, displace foreign im­
ports which amount to about 250,- 
000 barrels a day, the world mar­
ket could be seriously affected 
by Having the Montreal imports 
dumped into the supply stream.
MAJOR DEVELOPMENT
In his brief Mr, Ash said the 
emergence of Saskatchewan as a 
major producer of crude oil was 
one of the most significant devel­
opments of recent times.
Geographically, the province 
was in on economic position to 
supply the Eastern Canada and 
United States midwest markets, 
A transportation saving of nearly 
12 cents a barrel on pipeline 
tariffs was possible if Saskatche­
wan oil were exported rather 
than Alberta crude,
Ho felt an oil pipeline to Mont­
real may draw on the cheaper 
Saskatchewan products Instead of 
Alberta independent producers 
who are proposing the line.
With sound conservation prln 
olples and good engineering itan 
dards, Saskatchewan producers 
also had more flexibility In mov­
ing into new market areas.
By ROBERT BICE 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
MONTREAL (CP) — Canada’s 
major railways are tangled Jn a 
series of contract squabblei in­
volving fnore than 150,000 Tail-̂  
waymen and many millions of 
dollars.
Orily one—the diesel firemen 
dispute on the CPR—has gone to 
the limit. The firemen’s union 
has-told its 3,000 members work­
ing on the CPR to strike May 11,
Six other railway - upion argu­
ments are either still at the bar­
gaining stage or have .gone to 
conciliation.
DIESEL DEADLOCK
The Brotherhood of Locomotive 
Firemen and Enginemen (CLC) 
is arguing over new^ contracts 
with both the Canadian Pacific 
and Canadian National Railways.
In both disputes, the union wants 
an 18 - per - cent wage increase 
plus other benefits, .but the com­
panies want to assign firemen to 
diesels as they see fit.
The CNR and the firemen’s 
union are deadlocked over the 
ciesel question. A federal concil- 
ator was unable to settle the 
mpasse, and a three-man board 
of conciliation is being set up to 
try for a solution. The contract 
was to expire last March 31. The 
outcome of this scrap may well 
be decided by the result of the 
CPR firemen action.
More than two years ago, the 
CPR i n f o r m e d  the firemen’ 
union it wanted to eliminate 
diesel helpers from yard and 
freight service. Since then, the 
ssue went before a conciliation 
board, provoked a nine - day 
strike in January, 1957, and had 
been studied for 10 months by 
royal commission of three judges 
headed by Mr. Justice R. JL. 
Kellock of the Supreme Court of 
Canada.
NOT BENDING
The commission finally recom­
mended three months ago that 
f i r e m e n  are unnecessary on 
freight and yard diesel locomo­
tives. Negotiations on the basis 
of the report failed, and the CPR 
said it would go ahead to .imple- 
rnent the recommendation May 
11. The report was not binding on 
either side.
This led to the union’s strike 
order for May 11, announced 
Tuesday by the brotherhood’s 
general CPR chairman, John 
Graham. The CPR agreement 
does not end until May 31.
Biggest money dispute is the 
demand for a wage increa^ 
amounting to about 35 cents an 
hour brought against the CPR, 
CNR and four smaller railways 
by 15 unions representing 130,000 
non-operating railway workers.
The “non-ops” are railway per­
sonnel who do. not actually run 
trains—clerks, porters, , machin­
ists and similar groups of work­
ers.
headed by Mr. Justice Hi F. lgineers and the Brotherhood of 
Thomson of Regina, began hear- Railway Trainmen. Neither-union,; i 
ngs last March arid adjourned in 1 is affiliated with the Canadimi . 
mid-April. Labor Congress, the l,000,0()p- '
The board is to resume sesrions member parent body of Cana- ’ 
—open to the public for the first dian labor. . /
time—in Montreal next Thursday, 
May 8. Chances of a conciliation 
setriement are considered slight.
Still unsettled are disputes in­
volving the railways and the 
Brottier^ood of Locomotive En-
Bishops Make 
Vote Ip p e^s
ROME (AP) — Roman Cath 
olic bishops today urged Italians 
to vote May 25 ‘‘in conformity 
with the principles of the Cath­
olic religion and the decrees of 
the church.” .
The Catholic action newspaper 
:i Quotldiano, publishing the ap­
peal, says votes in the parlia­
mentary election for Communist 
and socialist candidates would not 
be in line with Catholic prin- 
c.lples.
One of the major election issues 
has been relations between the 
church and state. The leftist par- 
lies claim the Vatican influences 
Italian national policy through the 
ruling Christian Democrats. Pre­
mier Adone Zoli’s party has de­
nied this.
Church intervention during po­
litical campaigns is the normal 
thing in this overwhelmingly 
Catholic country. It usually takes 
the form of an appeal' to vote 
against leftists rather than spe 
cific backing for parties friendly 
to the church.
SEEK 21-25 PER CENT r
Here is the present situation in . 
these disputes:
Some 1,400 locomtive -englnr 
eers in the CNR’s western re-'- 
gime, centred in Winnipeg, want: 
a 25-per-cent wage increase and ;  
other contract changes.
Another. 2,200 locomotive engi- v 
neers on the CNR’s Central and 
Atlantic regions are seeking a 
wage i n c r e a s e  of 21 per'; 
cent, plus other benefits.
Contracts were to expire April 
30 arid negotiations are still at ' 
preliminary stages in both areas. !
The engineers’ brotherhood ia 
e.xpected to serve similar de­
mands for its 2,500 members on ' 
the CPR within the next few / 
weeks. The agreement • with th* 
CPR ends June 30. '
The railway trainmen are pro­
ceeding with exploratory , bar­
gaining with both the CPR and, 
CNR. Both contracts expire May 
31. In the case ot the CNR, the. 
union has asked for a 25-per-cent 
wage increase for its 10,500 mem­
bers. The union’s demands on the 
CPR have not been announced, 
but generally they run along the 
lines of the proposals presented 
to the CNR.
RE-OPEN HEARINGS
They want a new contract—the 
old one was to expire last Dec 
31—to include the wagi^ increase 
and other benefits worth annually 
from $96,000,000 to $128,000,000 
depending which estimate of cost, 
union or company, is accepted.
A three-man conciliation board
And St midnight there was a
cry made. Behold, the Bride-• \
groom cometh; go - yo out to 
meet Him. Thoy that were 
ready went in with Him to tho 
marriage: and the door was shut. 
•—Matt. 25 : 6, 10.
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Given Freedom




KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS HALL
400 Block. Main St.
Rev. Art Belyea, Pastor 
Phone frlS6
Sunday School • 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship - U :00 a.m. 
Evening Worship — 7:30 p.m. 
Cooperating with 30.000 
Churches In a program of 
World Evangelism : 
All WELCOME
Grace Gospel Church
(A saneiated Quapsi C burebss)
MASONIC TEMPLE
Pastor REV. L M . GILLEH
421 Bennett Ave. -  Phone 5023
OUR MESSAGE
i  Crucified 
CHRIST V Living
\ Returning ̂
9 :4 5  a.m. —  Sunday School
11 :00  a.m. —  Subject; “ Bieliev- 
er's Baptism" —  Series in 
Acta.
7:30 p.m.---- Subject;“ The
Way, The Truth and the life'.’ 
ALL WELCOME
e fv tc e d  in p . . «  t i o n  ^ ^ j t u r c l i e i
WORDS OF THE WISE
One may go wrong in many 
different directions, but right 
only in one.
—Aristotle.
Greater even than the greatest 
discovery is to keep open the way 
to future discovery. .
—John Jacob Abel.
PENTICTON UNITED. CHURCH 
K ln ln te ri Rev; Brneel Rand* 
e a  H an o r P a rb  
V D ial SflSl 4.T 2A84
11:00 a.m. — "Three Things God 
Requires”
Senior Choir—"O Love the Lord” 
—Sullivan 
Soloist — Mrs. ,J. Campbell 
7:30 p.m. — Forgiveness Can 
Heal,
Senior Choir — "Shadows of the 
Evening Hours”—Baker 
Mixed Quartet
TO IMPROVE CANADIAN RELATIONS
Ike to Visit Ottawa in July
By JOHN M. HIGHTOWER
WASHINGTON (AP) -  Presi­
dent Elsenhower will visit Ot­
tawa this July In a personal hid 
to tighten relations w llh the 
United States' nearest NATO ally 
and best customer.
The White House announced 
Friday that the president and 
, Mrs. Elsenhower will visit tho 
Canadian capital July 8-10. They 
will bn accompanied by state see 
rotary and Mrs. Dulles on what 
was olficlnlly dcscrlhod ns an In­
formal trip.
The schedule, to bo announced 
iHit'v in detail, is expecied to al­
low time for full-scale policy 
talks by Elsenhower with Prime 
Minister DlefenbnUer, who In 
vltcd Elsenhower for the visit,
Diplomats of both countries 
hope that oUt of those talks will 
come better Canadlnn-U.,S. rela­
tions, especially In handling eco­
nomic problems w h i c h  have 
caused increasing diifloulties in 
recent years.
Eiscnhowirr will address a joint 
esBlon of ParllnmcHt during his 
visit. The Whlre Houso said the 
prcslde.it and Mrs, Elsenhower 
will spend the first night of thalr 
stay at Rldonu Hall as guests of 
Govornor-Goncrnl Massey,
Tills will bo Elsonliowor's sec­
ond trip to Ottawa as president, 
lie wont there in November, 
1953, Dulles has made pcv'''i'l 
irlps for talks with Canadian 
Ic/iders during his more tliun uve 
years ns secretary of state,
1 Dicfenbaker Is regarded here
ns a man who favors the closest 
possible CO - operation between 
Canada and the U.S, In military, 
polltincal and oconomlo fields. 
But, Dlefcnbnkor Is said also to 
want Inoroased Canadian trade 
with Britain and other Common­
wealth countries, and to intend to 
make sure that Canada's voice Is 
listened to In Washington.
AWARE OP CRITICISM
Diplomats hero say that both 
Elsenhower and Dlofcnhaker are 
anxious to establish l1int there 
are no serious troubles between 
tho two countries.
Yet both are aware that there 
has been increasing criticism In 
Canada of heavy reliance, pari 
liculnrly economic, on the U.S.
Canadian leaders arg critical
of U.S. restrictions on foreign oil 
Imports, fearing that this may 
eventually cut heavily Into Cann' 
dlan petroleum sales to tho north 
west states.
Tho Cnnodlans also object to 
possible U.S. restrictions on load 
and zinc imports.
Another long-standing source of 
Irritation Is the American sys 
tom of selling surplus wheal 
abroad for local currencies. The 
Canadians cbntcnd that this prac 
tlco denies Ihom markets which 
might olhorwlso bo available for 
normal commercial transactions,
As far as is knnnm publlelly 
there are no serious military 
problems between the two coun­
tries, which have a long tradition 







B I B L E S
Sunday School and 
Church Supplies




Sunday School — 9 :45 a.m.
Church Service -  11:00 a.m.
Subject: EVERLASTING PUN­
ISHMENT
Golden Text: II Chronicles 15:2. 
The Lord Is with you, while ye 
be with Him; and if ye seek 
Him, he will be found of you.
Wednesday Meetings 
8:00 p.m,—First and Third Wed 
nesdays
Reading Room 3-5 every Wednee 
day. 815 Falrvlew Rd. 
Everybody Welcome
TUNE-IN AND DIAL 940 
CJIB -  VERNON
5 A T 1 1 t0 0 A .M . —  SU N .7>30A .M .
HEAR DR. MIGHELSON
A  JEW PREACHING CHRIST! Dr, MIchalien
D r. Mlrhitlvnn, l i  v«lr* o f th»  l l rb r rw  R vrn iir llia ilo ii S n rirtv , a  w orld- 
Wide nnviHil in in litry  ilio J im i .  Ilo l i  aloo K dltnr o f tho  m onllily 
lirnpholle m ag a tin o , “ T he .low lih H ope" . Kor a  freo copy w rito to i




9i00 a,m.— "M oiio fo  of U fa” (CKOKI 
9145. a.m.— Sunday School.
11 lOO i.m .— Warihlp Sorvica
7tS0 p.m.— Evangallitli Sarvice with Spaelal Singing and M uiia
W IIK N IG H T  SEiViCES
7 pmt Taanaga BIbla
CENTRAL GOSPEL CHAPEL 
« » t C L U n  MX. DIAL d s a a . ;
Sunday Services . *
Listen to Young Canada Bible 
Hour at 8:30 a.m., CKOK.
9:45 a.m. — Sunday School and 
Bible Class
11:00 a.m. — Worship arid 
Breaking of Bread
7:30 p.m. — Gospel Service
* Wednesday 
8:00 p.m. — Prayer Meeting
I j
THE PUESlIVTEKIAN 
OllUHCH IN CANADA 
BT. ANDRBW ’B, PRNTIOTON 
(Oomer warli amt llarUni 
rhone BTtS
Minister, Rev. Alex F. Foster of 
Salmon Arm 
9:45 a.m.—Church School 
11:00 a.m. —'Divine Worship 
7:30 p.m. — Evening Service 
Vlsltore Cordially Welcome
■Jifirsi l i l a u t i s l  (LKh u t Ii:
Government Street nt Onrml Ava. i 
riione 0047
(In Fellowship with the Baptist 
Federation of Canada)
A. G. Stewart LIDDELL, Mlnlitae
Sunday Services ^
9:45 a.m. — Sunday Church 
School
11:00 a.m, — Morning Worship, 
"Populaf* Christianity” 
(Broadcast over CIKOK)
7:30 p.m. — Evening Fellow^ 
ship Hour,
"The Grace of Our Lord”
(The OtHllnnnoe of the Lord's 
Supper will be observed)
For trans|>ortntlon please call 8806 
WOR.SMIP WITH US!
» »l
Wad., 7i30 pm—Prayar and BIbla Study 
Club (In Annas), rrl., 7 i l 0  p.m.— Yeung Peepla'i Sarvice. 
RtV . W . C. IR V irR  .  Phene 2164
BT. BAVIOUIt’B CllimCII
lAngllrani
Oor. Wlm>lpea and Orchard Ava. 
The Rev. Cannn A. R. Eailti 
Dial tdia
Eaater IV
8:00 a.m. — Holy Communion 
10:45 a.m, — Church School 
11:00 a.m. — Choral Eucharist 
7:30 p.m. — Evensong 
9:30 p.m, — Nnramata — Holy 
Communion 
N ovw i^^
CHURCH OP THE NA'/AKENE 
nrilllARDT AND RI.I.IS 
PaMevi Rev. J. R, nnitlal
PHONE seta
(WESLEYAN IIENBAUE)
0:45 a.m. -  Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. — Morning Worship 
7:30 p.m, -  Evangelistic Service 
Rov. E. P. Berg In charge ot 
both Services.
8:00 p.m. — Wednesday, Prayer 
Meeting.
7:30 p.m. — Frl„ Young Peo­
ples.
A Welcome Awaits All Wito 
, Attend
THE SALVATION ARMY
0 * p t. B. M iller .  L ieut, 0 .  Hoyd 
Phone n sa t
Suoday, May 4tli
9:45 a.m. -  Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. -  Holiness Meeting 
7:30 p.m. -  Solvation Meeting
8:00 p.m.. Wed. — Prayer and 
Bible Study ^
Visitors Welceme
8;00 p.m. Thurs,—Home League
CONCORDIA LUTHERAN 
GHUUOH
60S Winnipeg Phone 4S4I
REV. L. A, GAnKRT, Paetor
Riindny Sorvlros
10:45 a .m .— Sunday School F 
11:15 a. — Morning Worship
Tunc In To! 
a<OV 8:30 a.m.-Tho Lutheran 
Hour -  5:00 p.m.: aiBC-TV~ 
"THIS IS THE LIFE”
FOURMQDAHE CIIUUCll 
804 Main Street
9;45 B.m. -  .Sunday SehooJ 
11:00 a.m.-Momlng Worship 
7:30 p.m.-Evenlng Gospel .Se^




SUMMERLAND —The Trout 
Creek Drainage bylaw was de­
feated in balloting yesterday, 
by a margin of three votes.
The counting showed 40 votes 
in favor of the scheme and 31 
against with , three spoiled bal­
lots. .Three more favorable 
votes would have been needed 
to attain the required 60 per 
cent majority.
There were 143 property own­
ers eligible to vote but many 
of them live in other parts of 
the country.
A. F. Calder was returning 
officer and voting was in the 





CORVEHES RECALLED ON MAY 4 ANNIVERSARY
Penticton Search' and Rescue 
Corps received a warm pat on the 
back yesterday from Flight-Lieut
By Merchants
Penticton retail merchants last 
night agreed to ask city council 
to change late opening each 
week from Saturday night to 
Friday night bringing Penticton 
into line with most parts of B.C.
There was no change recom­
mended in the present Monday 
closing for 10 months of the year, 
however. Council will be asked 
to set up' a separate classifica­
tion in the store hours bylaw for 
comer stores” allowing them 
more extensive business hours.
The changes asked could be 
passed by city council by June 
1, was the opinion of H. G. An­
drew, city clerk, who outlined the 
new provincial store hours legis 
lation. He said it was possible for 
council to "do almost anything 
as far as store hou^s are con­
cerned.
cial legislation for comer-stores 
and decided to ask city council 
to adopt a definition of a corner- 
store.
By 34 votes to two a motion 
was carried defining a corner- 
store as “a food'store owned and
42 • 1 FOR FRIDAY
Only seven of the 42
operated by a family and em­
ploying not more than two full­
time employees and two part- 
time employees.”
The motion asked city council 
to set opening and closing hours 
of comer-stores. '
CITY &
Saturday, M ay 3, 1958 THE PENTICTON HERALD 3
Pair Convicted of 
Break-In at Oliver
“Battle of the Atlantic” Sunday, tomorrow, May 4, rnarks the 
fifteenth anniversary of the turning of the tide in the battle against 
the U-Boat during \Vorld War II. The corvette, such as HMCS Bat- 
tleford, pictured above on patrol on the flank of a convoy, sym­
bolizes the Canadian .Navy’s part in this relentless struggle, more 
than any other type of ship. Shipping losses were slashed as cor­






board meeting this week a letter 
was received from the municipal 
council stressing opposition to 
building of schools in outlying 
areas of Summerland, and reiter­
ating ideas expressed to a. school 
boa^ delegation at the last coun­
cil meeting.
This arose from a suggestion of 
the department of education that 
the M a c D o n a l d .  Elementary 
School be decentralized. Summer 
land'schools were the first in B.C. 
to;be consolidated and the board 
and council consider that decen­
tralization would be a retrograde 
step. There is no, concentration of 
population in-the .districts where 
small ■ schools. were indicated by 
the department, as an alternative 
to a ne wschool at West Summer- 
land on the : present school 
grounds. .
Population is increasing at West 
Summerland due to the large
number of subdivisions being Summerland’s official Centennial
made. The same is true at ’Trout 
Creek where 2ui addition to the 
new school is underway.
The board will request the'local 
Centennial cpmmittee to provide 
a Centennial flag for the school 
flagpole. This arose from board 
opinion that .the flag should be 
seen by aiV students during the 
Centennial year.,
MARK KENNEY DANCE
Other Centennial business,was 
permission to the local committee 
to hold the Mart Kenney dance 
in the high school auditorium on 
Sept. 22. Although the board has 
a regulation a g a i n s t  public 
dances in, school buildings, it was 
waived for this special Centennial 
occasion.
Request of the Singers’* and 
Players’ Club vto present “The 
Pirates of Penzance” in the high 
school auditorium, on June 4,
Day, was granted.
Okanagan Valley School Em­
ployees’ Union has suggested that 
a master agreement covering the 
whole Okanagan area be entered 
into for 1959 to save individual 
negotiation. The letter was .tabled 
until further information regard­
ing opinion from other districts is 
obtained.
TWO RESIGNATIONS
Resignations received from 
Miss Jean Parmley, home eco­
nomics teacher, and from .Mrs 
C. M. Weitzel, girl’s physical ed­
ucation teacher, were accepted 
with'regret.
The secretary, B. A. Tingley, 
was given permission to attend, 
the School Business Administra­
tion Institute at UBC, May 20-24, 
Mr. Tingley will take tlie lectures 
following a winter- correspond 
ence course and will write the 
examinations.
_ _____  ___ retailers
D. H. Ewart, officer c o m m a n d - v o t e d  against late o ^ n  
ing the Rescue Co-ordination Cen- ing on Fridays conteiming that 
tre of the aPcific area, at Van- Saturday night was belter for 
couver. ’ business especially that brought
’ Flight-Lieut. Ewart, in Pentic- here by tourists, 
ton attending the B.C. Fish and Majority, however, claimed 
Game Club convention, said in an that most visitors to Penticton
interview that the local corps Kygj.g ygĝ j ^  jate opening on 
was “an excellent group” and p^^ayg g^d felt that local people 
that It was "very comforting to ĝ gj-g employees Would favor 
know there was such an organ-Lhg change of 9 p.m. closing to
ization to call on in time of need. Friday
fVio csiiH 1 tsil mcrchsiits comrnitts© of fn0
He explained that his visit here ̂ a r d  of trade, presided at the 
was part of a familiarization tour two-hour meeting to which 165
of the province to establish liai- licensed retailers were invited, 
son between the various volunteer Despite arguments that store 
rescue corps. Many of these are closing on Mondays is losing the 
organized through rod and gun city tourist dollars, the meeting 
or fish and game clubs but there voted 30-8 in favor of confining 
is no contact with the Rescue [the 6-day opening period of stores 
Cheoue clearings totals among 1 Co-ordination centre. , ^ J to  July August only.
Penticton’s six banks climbed for The airforce PETITION
the third straight month during there was a general lack of EMPLOYEES PETITION
April reflecting an upturn in Bus-Uerstandmg ofthe f^^ ^  petition signed by 128 retail
iness activity. , and a5^ rescue
Total clearing values for cpc-Pu ^°u^uys throughout the year
month were 54,535,625.58 a jump are at the Sea Island b ‘  ̂ was read to the meeting
of some m o o o  ttom fte  "
“^ThTApril total was also almost ailable teough ^ l i c e  
5300,000 higher than for the samel*"®”!®, .marine groups 
monies last year. >
Bank Clearings 
Climb in April
A Crown case based mainly on 
circumstantial evidence led to 
conviction of two men on a break- 
in charge in county court at Pen­
ticton yesterday.
At the end of a- two-day trial 
Judge M. M. Colquhoun found 
Allan Roy Bradshaw, 24, Lee 
Avenue, Penticton and Douglas 
Joseph Larrett, 28, of Summer- 
land, guilty of breaking and en­
tering the Co-operative Associa­
tion store at Oliver on Jan, 29 
with intent to commit an indic­
table offence.
The two men were remanded in 
custody for sentence on or before 
May 9 when they will appear on 
joint theft charge.
Judge Colquhoun said some 
Crown evidence was based on 
fact but the major part was cir­
cumstantial. In some cases, he 
said, circumstantial evidence was 
more conclusive than actual evi­
dence
NO REASONABLE DOUBT
Defence counsel F. II. Herbert 
m his argument said the 'time of 
the alleged break-in, according 
to night watchman Anton V. 
...enz, was 12:15 a.m.
Only Crown evidence placing 
the two accused in the vicinity 
of the offence was that of an 01i« 
ver taxi-driver, Donald E. Beck-̂  
er, who testified that he drov^ 
botli men to their parked car be* 
tween 32:40 and 12:50 a.m.
Mr. Herbert submitted that 
Becker’s evidence was worthless 
because it did not place the ac­
cused at the scene of the alleged 
offence “before or at the time of 
its commission.” The Crown’s 
case, he added, rested oh cir­
cumstantial evidence and the ac­
cused were entitled to the benefit 
of “a reasonable doubt.”
Crown counsel A. D. C. Wash­
ington contended however, that 
the accused were caught in aji 
overwhelming net of facts and 
circumstantial evidence.
He submitted the Crown had
1
Many Bands in 
Centeiuiial 
Parade, May 17
I and fish-boat 
clubs, a n d  
I groups such 
corps.
The Jaycee Centeqnial Parade 
cpmmittee report that applica­
tions are continuing to come in 
for entries in the May 17 centen- 
ial parade.
It is expected that most Pen-
It pointed out that- “many of- 
detach-l!*®® workers, bank clerks and 
tug-boat *"®st classes of labor now enjoy 
operators, flying two consecutive days' off each 
vrfuntary’ rescue week for 12 months of the year.” 
as the Penticton I “We must take heed of our 
employees’ wishes,” one retailer 
said in replying to criticism that 
1 Monday closing during 10 
months of the year is not in the 
interests of tourists or local peo­
ple. He said attempts to extend 
six-day opening of stores beyond 
the .present July-August period 
would invite local store employ­
ees to become unionized.
Alex Walton, president of the
'  ̂ a UlIUtLCU t i ic v^J.wvvii
'Witnesses may distort testi- proved that the two men were in 
mony but circumstances, on the qj thhe offence, were,
other hand, are rai*ely distorted,” - possession of clothing and 
he said. _ , pliers linked by the crime detec-
The evidence pointed irresist- laboratory with the damag- 
ibly to the conclusion that the window scJreen at the store, 
accused were guilty, the judge gave evasive answers when 
said. “I, can find no reasonable g^gppg^ by i>olice at a road block 




OSOYOOS — Funeral services, .  ̂ j
were held here yesterday from board of teade c o m n i e n t e d  
the chapel of Graham’s Funeral “This is becommg a , t o ^  that 
Home, for John MUton Lyver, 17- visitors^ avoid Because we are
Applications have been received ed in Osoyoos Lake Wednesday stead to Kelowna.
from a large number of Okan- evening. o ’Carroll-CORNER STORES DEFINED
agan Valley bandsUncludmg the Rev. Father °  x. x j  +
Vernon Girls’ Macintosh Band, conducted the services and bunal Th© meeting favored separate 
the Kelowna High. School Band, was in Osoyoos Cemetery. j classification under new provm- 
the Summerland Town Band, the The youngster i® ® '^ ” 'ed by 
BtC. Dragoons’ Bands, the Pentic- his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. 
tori High School Band and the Lyver, Jr., and a four-month-old 
South Okanagan High School brother, Raymond.
Band H® wandered away from his
The parade committee has an- home beside 
nounced that several cash prizes international 
totalling 5100 will be given to en- later found under water near the 
tries judged in the oldest, vintage 1 shore 
automobile, children under 12 
years of age for the most authen­
tic old costume, and the best 
decorated bicycle.
For those who have not receiv­
ed applications in the mall, the 
parade committee suggests they 
phone 4568 or 5654. Time is run­
ning short and the parade com 
mittcc requires advance 
from all participants.
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Charges of Theft 
From Parldng 
Meters, Dismissed
20-PINT BLOOD DONORS GET CERTIFICATES
Certillcnles for donnllons of 20 pints of hlnod 
each are shown being prcHontcd to four Pentic- 
tonlies by Aid, P, D, Kraut. The four honoreos, 
along with three other 20-pint donors who wore 
not present for the picture, will be out to add 
another pint to their records at the Spring Blood
Bank Clinic in Penticton, next Tuesday, Wednes­
day and Thursday. Left to right are Donald F, 
Barrett, Frank Fletcher, Samuel J. Ralhbonc, 
Wjwron Williams and Aid. Eraut. The three ah  ̂
sent from the picture are • George B, Carter, 
Herbert W. Clarke and Paul B. Wiseman.
PEACHLAND—The medal con­
test, conducted annually, by Miss 
notice 1 A. Elliot, in tlie United Church 
saw presentation of silver medals 
to Marilyn Wyatt and Kenneth 
Topham. Bronze medals were 
won by Margaret MacNeill and 
Ricky Oakes, with Mrs. D, K. 
Penfold making the presentations.
Bibles were presented to those I 
students who had competed fori
C harge
p S g m i S r a T r o
by Magistrate H. J. Jennjigs ^  with th® recitations by
’̂ He°f^?nr^John‘̂ Rob^ W  students and primary child-He found John ^  solo® were rendered byJWrs.
20, of Summcriond ana u n n s i, r\if,y,nriB nnd Mrs. ,letf Todd. 
Boyda, 23. of; Penticton not Ru»ty if’ ^ K ^ w c r c  S oyed , one by 
of stealing money from the Doreen and Diane Ruffle and the
“* S lh  S  haa plonacd not by Karen Coualna and shoi-.
“ u X ' magUtrala m lcd that m l-
Bnllllo admitted entering licen­
sed premises ns a minor and was 
fined 525 and eosli. He was also 
fined 550 and costs after pleading 
guilty to supplying a minor wiUt 
liquor,
Hearing of two charges against 









minors with liquor was adjourned 




HEALTH BOARD TO CONSIDER .
Agencies for Mental Health 
Wanted on Regional Basis
Estsbllshing of voglnnal monlul 
health agencies on the basis of 
health units, and legislation for 
compulsory soil Inspect ion of land 
intended tor building purposes -arc 
urged In two resolutions that will 
bo consitlorod at llto seeond 19,58 
quat'lcrly meet lag of the .South 
OUnnngan Union Board of lloaUh 
In Kelowna, May 34,
The meeting to he held in the 
Kelowna Community Health Cent­
re beginning at 1:30 p,m,, will 
also consider the preventive den 
t«l services In the llcallh 
area-
The two roRolutlons to be con­
sidered are both from the Union 
Board of'Health.
In the first the provincial gov­
ernment Is urged to pass legis­
lation providing for soil Inspection 
of land intended for building pur- 
ponca before nny eonstruotlon has 
started. The Inspection would bo 
made by the huildor and a report 
mode available to the land regis­
try office.
The resolution points out that
..... future home owners are not nl-
Unitiwnys aide to cope with problems 
[of drainage and sewage disposal
while builders have often made 
n,considerable Investment before 
the problems become apparent 
requiring further, unforeseen ox- 
pendituro If the previous Invest­
ment Is not to bo nullified through 
a ban on use of the building.
It nino noted that Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporal* 
ion already requires soil inspect­
ion before house-building loans 
are granted.
In the resolution for regional 
mental health agencies, It Is 
charged that “the present system 
of n îcntal hcalUi services can ol
annual Canadian 
beginning tomor- 
will bo tlic occasion for 
CKOK In Penticton to broadcast | 
a number of special programs 
and events to bolter acquaint 
their audience with the radio I 
medium and the community sorv- 
ioos of the station. ,
Canadian Radio Week, May 
4-10, emphasizes the importance 
of radio In the life and welfare | 
of the nation and community, i 
The local station's special radio 
week schedule will include a 
broadcast from Osoyoos High 
.School stage, Monday, produced' 
by the Osoyoos Centennial Com- 
mlUco; a progrdm from the stage 
,of the Similkamoon High School 
. . . . . . . .  , , , at Koromoos, Tuesday, sponsored
for only limited help to local jjy Keremeos Centennial Com-
arons which, nevcrtholcss, are in — ............— • * -- ' —
great need of local services.''
The regional agencies rocom- 
mended, to provide both, prevent-
•V
To mark B.C’$ centei^nlal y e a r— the musical 
event of the century I See and hear this 
75«plece world-renowned orchestra In its 
Province-wide tour • • • a musical experience 
you and your children will alwoys treasure.
p r o g r a m
Mo2orf....Overturo to  “The Marriage of Figaro”
Brahma................ Symphony No, 2 in D  M ajor
Chahrur.....................................Espana Rhapsody
Cowell................Hymn and Fuguing Tune No. 3
Slrauso...............................Voices of Spring W altz
W agner_____ ______Overture to "Talinhauser”
Ive and curallvvo services would 
include beds for psychiatric pa­
tients In regional hospitals! psy­
chiatrists available on a regional 
basis to supervise the program 
and pracilcc psychiatry; psychia­
tric sodnl workers to be available 
for follow-up and domiciliary 
care; and psychologists for as­
sessment, case finding and gen­
eral menial healUr programs.
mittoo; a similar show from the 
Orovllle High School gymnasium, 
Wednesday, under auspices of the 
Orovllle Chamber of Commerce: 
a presentation of Summerland. 
talent from the Summerland High 
,q c h o n I miditorhim, Thursdny, 
sponsored by the Ktwanls Club; 
a broadcast from the Oliver High 
School auditorium, Friday, ar­
ranged by the Oliver Arena Com­
mission; and a special show from 
Penticton High School audltor- 
uim, Saturday, under auspices of 
die ACT*
SATURDAY, MAY 17TH
MATINEE 3:00 P.M. -  EVENING 8:15 P.M.
PENTICTON MEMORIAL ARENA
Tickatt AvallabU Afi
PENTICTON Harris Music Shop and Novo-Nowton Pharmacy 
KALEDEN— At the Post Office 
. NARAMATA— Red and While Store 
SUMMERLAND—-Faihlenwlie Ladies Wear 
KEREMEOS— Hodgson's Electric
Matincet Children SOc • Adults $1.00 —  Evenings.* Children $1.00 - Adults 1.25
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Freight Rate Legislation
The news of the cabinet’s decision 
to cancel the 3.6 per cent rate increase 
granted the railways by the Board of 
Transport Commissioners will be wel­
comed by the fruit industry and gen­
erally throughout the province.
It marks the end, at least for the 
time being, of the continual rise in 
transportation costs that has prevailed 
since controls were removed in 1946.
It is the first sign of victory for 
fruit industry officials who have been 
battling for years to get the growers* 
fruit on the market in a more competi­
tive position.
We would like to interpret this de­
cision of the cabinet as meaning a great 
deal more than the $75,000 to $80,000 
a year that the transportation officials 
of Tree Fruits say it will save. We 
would like to interpret it as proof of 
a more sympathetic climate in which 
the whole freight rates problem, as it 
relates to fruit, can be reopened with 
a view to ironing out inequalities that 
still exist.
We feel that as long as these in­
equalities prevail and rates for British 
Columbia agricultural products are al­
lowed to remain at higher levels than 
those for similar products grown else­
where in Canada, just so long are 
Okanagan growers helping to finance 
their competitors in other parts of the 
country. We don’t think our growers 
can afford this kind of generosity. .
We would like to interpret the cour­
ageous action the Prime Minister took 
in saying “no” to two of Canada’s lar­
gest corporations as having greater and 
far reaching significance. An equally 
decisive “no” given when the demands 
of labor become unrealistic would 
show that the government’s leaders 
have accepted their responsibility and 
would be doing what they could to halt 
the cyclical round of price and wage 
increases.
We think that would have a salu- 
tory effect on the economy of this 
valley, of this province, and of this 
country.
Promoting Fruit Juice
Talking point among many of the 
delegates attending the fish and game 
conference here this week was why 
Penticton restaurants did not promote 
local fruit drinks.
It’s a good question, coming as it 
did from a group of men visiting the 
Okanagan for the first time.
; “At the restaurant on Main Street 
where we ate breakfast our entire party 
ordered orange juice simply because 
orange juice was displayed on the 
counter. It seemed strange to us that 
a city so deep in the heart of apple 
and peach country should keep its own 
products hidden.”
A, suggestion that before they left 
the Okanagan they try the new orange- 
cot drink met with instant approval.
only to draw the rebuke the following 
day: “We asked for orangecot this 
morning, but the waitress told us they 
didn’t stock it. Just orange, tomato or 
apple juice.”
Small wonder w e have difficulty in 
selling our products to other parts of 
the country and the world, if here in 
our own city we fail to promote them.
, No eating place in the Okanagan 
should be without a supply of our own 
fruit juice products. Nor should they 
be v/ithout suitable advertising mater­
ial to encourage our many visitors to 
imbibe the delicate flavor of home­
grown fruit.
B.C. Fruit Processors might take 
notice that their local' sales promotion 
is not all that it should be. '
On Reports and Justice
Aftermath of the “Is There Some­
thing to Hide?” editorial published 
Anril 30, and a letter published May 
1 asking justice for a gentleman appre­
hended by the RCMP came yesterday 
when Mayor Charles Oliver visited 
the Herald.
Mayor Oliver had previously called 
oh the IJCMP to unearth the facts stat­
ed in the letter from a reader and “pay 
the fine myself if injustice had been 
done.”
There was no injustice^
The gentleman, fined $10 and costs 
after pleading guilty in police court, 
was driving an uncovered load of rock, 
soil, sawdust and paper down Govern­
ment street when stopped by the po­
lice. Rocks had been falling off at in­
tervals and sawdust and paper were 
whirling merrily but dangerously off 
the back of the truck.
No victimization can be claimed, for 
just two days before an old established 
company was fined for the same of- 
' fence when one of their trucks mis­
behaved in similar manner.
It is unfortunate that a man out of 
work should be fined even so light a 
sum as $10, but it would appear that 
the charge was justified. And, unem-
THE BACKWARD GLANCE
From the F iles of Penticton Herald
10 1£EABS AGO 
May—In celebration of 60 years 
of married life, Mr. and Mrs. 
Hans Hansen of Penticton were 
honored at a banguet given in the 
Cedar Room of Ute Gyro Hall on 
Saturday evening. May 11 . . . 
Gordon Griffin and Bill Marshall 
returned to Vancouver where 
they will complete their teachers' 
training at Vancouver Normal 
School . . . A “straw vote” of 
Summerland r a t e  payers has 
shown a 66-14 majority in favor 
of placing a by-law for $20,000 to 
build a community hall in the 
Memorial Park.
30 YEARS AGO
May — Miss Patricia Bird and 
Miss Diana Barnes of Summer- 
land left for Montreal where they 
will sail on the SS Montclare for 
England . . . Frank Mauser of 
Hedley was killed at the Mascot 
mine when he fell down an ore 
pass . . . F. L. Goodman was 
elected president of the Osoyoos
Scout Association. S. Field was 
named vice-president and Bob 
Billings, secretary . . . Harold 
Wheeler is this year's presidept , 
of the Penticton Softball' Club, 
succeeding Jim Burt. Jim McRae 
was elected vice-president and 
Verne Johnson, secretary.
80 YEARS AGO
• May—F. H. Latimer x)f Pentic­
ton was in Naramata, surveying 
portions of the lakeshore front­
age north of the Co-operative Ex­
change buildings . . .  Haugen and 
Matson were the successful tend- 
ereri^ at the council meeting for 
a cement curbing on Nanaimo, 
from Main to Martin', at $99, and 
on Lakeshore, from Main to the 
railway tracks, at $48 . . . Part 
of Okanagan Falls was flooded 
by a sudden rise of muddy water 
in Shuttleworth Creek. The road 
was- blocked, several properties 
were inundated, .and the railway 











By JOSEPH MaeSWEEN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
No country has a more vital 
stake than Canada in tlie current 
United Nations debate about Arc­
tic inspection.
The East - West word conflict 
about disarmament — with the 
United States and Russia as the 
main antagonists — can perhaps 
frost-fog the fact that what they 
now are talking about includes a 
vast s e c t i o n  of the Canadian 
North.
Canada has not only agreed to 
co-operate in an inspection form-
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
I often wonder if Penticton-does 
not overlook a good business op-1 ula but has offered full participa-
ployment or not, laws preventing other 
people from being hurt by our care­
lessness must be upheld.
Ih defence of the man fined for his 
brush with the law, it should be said 
that he pleaded guilty in court and did 
not think his offence unfairly treated.
On the contentious report mentioned 
in this column, Mayor Oliver said 
council had no intention of hiding 
anything from the public.
“All the report contained was dis­
cussion on a disturbed state of mind 
between the police force and the mag­
istrate. Actually there was very little 
in it and I personally see no reason why 
, the whole thing should not be publish­
ed. The report is at the city hall and 
any responsible citizen wishing to read 
it can feel quite free to walk in and 
ask to see, it,” said the Mayor.
We have now seen the report and 
agree that the issues were of no par­
ticular interest or importance to the 
general public. The open offer to res­
ponsible citizens make.s it obvious that 
the city council has nothing to hide.
All we ask is that in the future they 
let the press decide whether the pub­
lic will be interested or informed by 
the publication of such reports.
THOMSON NEWSPAPER 
London, England, Bureau
Britain’s railroads are attract­
ing a lot-of attention right now. 
On the large scale, there is a 
brewing-up of trouble and threat­
ened strikes from the engineers 
and lesser grades working Bri­
tain’s nationalized rail transport
Ways in Which Eyes 
May Signal Body Ills
ISy llorinan N. nundenen, M.D.
So closely arc our eyes related 
1o the rest of our bodies that they 
are affected by almost every 
known disease,
They are, In effect, the barom­
eters of the human system. Oft­
en, the eyes will signal trouble 
in some other port'nn of the body 
even before it can bo detected 
in a general physical examina­
tion.
I ’ve told you previously aboul 
some of the body lllncasos which 
can bo detociod in the eyes. Now 
I'd like to discuss some others,
DROOPING EVELIII
If your upiHM' eyelid d»'oops, 
foi- exam|)le. It may ))oint to a 
nervous (llBorcler, If not chocked, 
thU dlsovrlor mh'dil wenken olhoi’ 
mnsoloR ns well.
If the \,’hil(j of an eye l,s yel­
low, it n..glu indicate the gall­
bladder i»' (licensed.
The fi’-st rymplom of goiter 
often is iTotnuling oyehnlls, And 
If the pop'is niT umisiially small, 
it mny be an indientiun ui mor­
phine addiction, although I don't 
wont you accusing your friends 
of being dope addicts simply be 




By studying the Interior of the 
eye with an instrument coded an 
ophthalmoscope, a phvslcuui or 
eye spcolaKst may detect other 
serious ailments.
High blood pressure or hard­
ening of the arteries of the body 
and brain might be indicated by 
twisted or narrowed blood ves­
sels in the eye.
If the eye's blood vessels har­
den or hemorrhage, or if there 
Is fluid swelling of the retina and 
eye nerve, It may mean kidney
(tiseasp.
INFLAMED OPTIC NERVE
Sometimes a swollen or in­
flamed optic nerve Indicates a 
brain tumor. And If (here is a 
tumor in the eye, U may mean 
thei'O Is ennoer In some other 
pnit of the lx»dy.
1
All of which gives added sup­
port to a |K)lnt which I have boon 
trying to put across for years! 
Whether or not you wear glasses- 
you should have your eyes check­
ed frequently, at least once every 
two years.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
G. B,! I am 41, My nose is 
gradually becoming larger. It U 
forming lumps and looks some­
what purplish.
What can I do for It?
Answer; From ’your descrip 
tlon you may bo suffering from 
rhinophyma of the nose, which 
Is duo to a disorder of the oil 
glands of the nose. Usually a 
plastic surgeon can clear up this 
disease.
real traditional “pea soiQ)er.” 
And Trew’s train ploughed into 
the back of a stationary train, 
pushing it up against a viaduct 
on which there was also a crowd­
ed passenger train. It was just 
after office hours, when thous­
ands were tp^king their way 
homewards.
Ninety people died,
Trew was taken to a nearby
system, witii the latest move dis-l*̂ ?®̂ )̂ ®̂ ’
cussions at Prime Minister level. after treatment. He was
T, . . found wandering through the
Prime Minister Macmillan has streets later that night. He was
® station and themat the $4,050 million m^emiza- Lgjjt morning went home, 
tion scheme put in hand a few 
years back could be hastened, so BEGINNING
that greater efficiency could go That was the beginning. Since 
hand-in-hand with a saving of then, Trew has been put on trial 
manpower and wages. for manslaughter of one of the
But this is a long-term solution, dead travellers. He went through 
The trouble is basic. During the official inquiries, through an in- 
war years Britain’s railroads car- quest at London’s County Hall, 
rled huge loads — loads of men through the preliminary heariftg 
and war material not only for her at a local Magistrate’s court, and 
own troops for the Commonwealth he has just finished his trial, 
and foreign forces that used these But for him the echoes of that 
islands as a jumping-off ground night are not yet over. The jury 
for the Continent and other war at his trial could not reach a 
theatres. • verdict. So driyer William Trew
JUST TIRED home, arid • there he waits,
w A A -4.L. 1A ni his new trial on May 6Overburdened with old rolling I _  ^  ®
stock, Britain’s "railroad men RELIEF
plugged along and did a good job. For the londoner, anyhow, there 
And vyhen the war finished the is little relief in the entertain- 
railroads were just plain tired — ment field Tight now from the 
as battle-weary as soldiers. sombre thought of having rail 
It was, some years before the strikes (and a possible work stop 
British decided that to keep their page by London’s busmen) on 
railroads running more than just their hands, 
odd patching-up was needed. War is the theme of most of 
What was required was a huge the new film arrivals. It is all 
modernization program. pretty sombre stuff. I ’ve yet to
Today you can see some of the take in one gleam on the horizon 
results of that program along the — a new musical, English-built 
country’s crowded rail routes. Al-walled "Espresso Bongo" which 
though some of Britain’s express the usually staid "Times" de 
trains are still pretty indifferent, clares Is better than "Pal Joev ’ 
when they are good they are very, What is "espresso?" It is one of 
very good. Example: the non-stop the latest cults over here—Italian 
daily express from London to coffee houses in a varletv ot 
Scotland’s Edinburgh. The dlst- shapes and sizes where all tvnes 
ance is 400 miles.-rhe time taken of people meet to talk over an 
s 400 minutes. expensive cup of coffee
And throughout the country rail Apart from that ray of hone 
work is going on with almost as In the offing most of the
much energy, in some parts, as stuff in London’s thoatres rlcht
there was when Britain went into now is pretty “ thlnk-rnnklmr " 
the railroad bualnaa. ISO yaara la O.K, II yol. w a T y r r  B u e J l
, I d .  cxeroisocl, but good comedv and
In largo numbers, for Instance, humour is at a nremium ^  
the Irish are back. The energy '— —  ^  " Premium.
that built the first railroads
across Britain, then across the 
New World, is being supplied
again by the Paddies and the 
Mloks. Being supplied, of course, 
at good rates of pay—and double 
time on Sundays.
portunity by neglecting to adver- tion, including an open-door policy 
tise and offer Penticton as —and presumably Am-
waek^nd holidar haven during 'J .to
the off-season, which is by far Uj^yasion.
the biggest-part Of the year. In view of this, it’s not surpris-
c, „ ____ ____ ,__ _ , ing that Ambassador Charles S.
So very mmiy pe^le  now have L  Ritchie stressed in the UN Se- 
Saturdays off. Why not get Lm-Ry Council debate the other 
\^ncouver conscious of tins easy L^y wished to give "some
chance to get-extra holidays dur- pr^^^^^  ̂ to Canada’s attitude” 
mg the year, not just at holiday- ĵ̂ g inspection proposal
C put forward by the U.S.
Penticton for that extra 
holiday,” “Spend your weekend .
in Penticton,” “Get away from Precision is exactly what has 
it all, come for a quick and beau- P®®” lacking elsewhere, which 
tiful weekend trip to Penticton.” inevitable since the
Weekend in Penticton.” A good U.S. was seeking primarily to es- 
slogan along the line of these tablish a principl^the principle 
suggestions might well rent many mutual inspection.
cabin or empty hotel room at But this vagueness enabled 
the weekend. Foreign Minister Gromyko to dub
T« p6e U.S. plan "sheer publicity,”nior© 6StHulisn6u pdTtS of fhcl,,.
world this kind of weekend busi-
ness is big business. Why not ^P^y 6iat he was
start now to get that good habit ^® Russians
established here? . ■ ,The plan would likely carry
Vancouver people would get full more weight if it spelled out ex­
value out of such extra holidays, actly what is meant:
A beautiful trip on a good high-1 Would inspection stations be ea
tablished in the Canadian North 
and other sections of the Arctic?
Sion. It is also significant that the 
Russian section of the Arctic is 
more heavily developed than that 
of western countries.
Are the Russians being asked to 
permit establishment of detectiem 
stations in their Arctic?
Questions like thfese indicate 
that what is being discussed at 
the UN is far from a theoretical 
matter, as is sometimes the case 
there.
SWEDISH PLAN 
Secretary - General Dag Ham- 
marskjold proved how important 
he c o n s i d e r s  the possibilities 
when he came out in favor of the 
American plan in an almost un­
precedented move, risking his 
neutral UN position in the eyes 
of the Russians.'
Despite Gromyko’s assertion 
that the plan is mere "publicity,” 
there may he hope in the pro­
posed Swedish amendment cal­
ling for talks among nations front 
ing the Arctic about means of in­
ternational inspection.
The Swedish plan calls for such 
a conference to make its findings 
available to a summit meeting of 
the great powers, and this coin­
cides in part with the Russian 
view.., .
BIBLE THOUGHT
Natiitf on (ft Mtnilb -
Q. J. ROWLAND, Publisher 
JAMES HUME, Editor
P u b iiititd  ovory a d irn o o n  o icop i Siin' 
. . .  --------- N anaim o Avt,
On top of all this rnllwaymcn uiraid* ud°"' ®'°'' 
want more money. Especially, the utmbai uanadian oaiw 
men who drive the locomotives Publlihjrr Aaaoclailon and â*^oanadmn 
wont more money, «?.*,!:/?• P"”  '• •«oiunvaiy
II !• oaay to oxtood .ympothy » 'n M . X « . r i n ' ' 'M  
to them, anyhow. A loco engineer As«ooiat»d pran «
over hero has to put in long
hours to pull In well under $48 a aiipalehia herein ara iiw
week. His basic rate, without r**"'!*;?’ ^  ̂ '
overtime, Is In the region of $30.
On the other hand, a porter at o n n ’i”  boy ooiieotins Ivery  a w e s i l  
one of London's maln-llno stations ”  i«n
can. pick up more ihun an engin- tb S v i. m ain ta ined , r a te i
cor with his basic wage and his 
scores of tips. And the only re- JjS.BO (or 8 m o n th ii la .o o  (oi s  m onthel
UIDMllKn AUD IT BUniDAO O f  
O m O U LA TIO N  
A uthoruert a i  Seoond-O laii M atter, Poet 
O fd n t D ep artm en t, O ttaw a.
Thoii liANl pul glndncKs in my 
heart. I’aalin i l l .
That Is the normal condition 
and attitude ot a healthy mind 
and body. A merry heart doelh 
good like a medicine, The soul 
and mind that are In tune and 
harmony uiili the Infinite should !I-ondon towards England’s South 
be and arc filled with gladness. jCoust, The iy i  was thick a
Bponslbllily he hns"to 'shouidVls
making sure that he can get a ' 
cab for Ids customer, which are 
always lined up at station ent 
ranees.
ONE ENGINEER
What has helped to strengthen 
public sympathy for the loco en­
gineers at any rate is the way 
one of them -  Uioy are called 
drivers over here -  has sprung 
Into the public limelight.
The one driver (g a vclevau just 
three years off retiring age, with 
a lifetime of footplate work be­
hind him. His name is William 
Trew,
Hack before last Clirlitmn's, 
Trew was driving a train out of
Now Is The Time
l«  I n m l l f s t *  t ro w th  p n iillilllilre  
•v lilrn t lu t i l t  w liolt flulil o f
Investmenl Fuads
rh r rb  Hit r re o rd i w ith
Doug Southworih
* t i l t  SlttlUAl Pond  M an 
P h n n t 8SSI « r  StOS
way.
A comfortable restful stay in 
Penticton: "get away from it all, 
for a change." Saturday nights: 
‘Penticton stores are open Satur­
day nights," "Hockey riights*’ 
(dates to be, given). "Dances at 
the Pavilion," (if we can get the 
$3,000 glass in), perhaps "Pen- 
ilcton square dancing." Except 
or a short time when roads are 
bad, the weekend In Penticton 
could be made into a very attrac­
tive and desirable extra holiday 
for city people.
For that, of course, stores 
should remain , open Saturday 
nights. Do store-owners ndt see 
a big chance their cither?
Persistent "spend your week­
ends in Penticton" advertising 
showing too what,we have to of­
fer, including the grand trip, 
would likely bring in more re­
turns than the summer advertis­
ing, when filling of hotels and 
motels is no problem.
How about that "weekend in 
Penticton?" during our 10 
months’ off-season?
-W .D .P .
ARCTIC/UNEF?
Would inspection planes be lim­
ited to American and Russian, or 
would a sort of airborne United 
Nations Emergency Force be 
created to patrol the frigid reg. 
ions?
The role of the High Arctic 
DEW Line—which tfhparently will 
become obsolete in the . missile 
age—might come under discus-
Vet’s Taxi
“24-Hour Sorvlee”







To Enquire About The
FAMILY PLAN
Every Member of the Family




, 208 . Main Street 




JOIN IN THE MONSTER JUBILEE AND  
CENTENNIAL PARADE
BANDS i f  FLOATS
HISTORICAL and HYSTERICAL
PRIZES FOR ALL CATAGORIES 
Commercial —  Boyi and OIrli best decorated bicycles, etc,
Be Sure You Are Represented 
in This Pageant of Progress
Phone 4568 or 5654 for 
Application Forms or 
Further Information
























Showet pf Gifts 
For Recent Bride
Sf’")- "yK̂ ! p f - V'v/^a
A miscellaneous shower was 
held at the home of Mrs. Doris 
Wurm to honor a recent bride, 
Mrs. BrunojRubner, the fbrnier 
Miss Lorraine Bauer.
The honoree was showered with 
many useful household gifts pre­
sented in a nylon basket. A plea­
sant social evening was conclud­
ed with refreshments served by 
Miss Elizabeth Weber and Mrs. 
Terry Kellerman.
Those attending the shower 
were Mrs. K. Rubner, Miss Mar­
garet , Bauer, Mrs. E. Gramm,' 
Miss Jeanette Rubner, Mrs. Fred 
Bauer, Miss Marlene Bauer, Mrs 
S. Bellon, Mrs. D. Clark, Mrs. F. 
H e s k e t h ,  Mrs. G. Stajduhar, 
M rs,'J. Franz, Mrs. Detterbach, 
Mrs. M. Pfingstag. Mrs. L. Kel 
lerman, Mrs- G. Charlton, Mrs 
Nora Rajacick, Mrs. H. Hepner 
and Mrs. E. Lacey.
son, Thomas, from, Edmonton, 
and Miss Arlene McNeil, Spok­
ane, Washington.
Mrs; Irene Hebig left for Alber­




Recent visitors with Mr. and 
Mrs. Walter Spencer were their
Mrs. Margaret Weyland of Kel­
owna is visiting her sister, Mrs. 
William Czameskc.
Mr. and Mrs. George Assel- 
bora of Mission are visiting the 
latter’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
John Switzer.
John Switzer, Jr., has returned 
home from the Vancouver Hospi­
tal and will remain home here 
with his parents,, Mr. and Mrs. 
John Switzer. •
A surprise birthday party was 
held for Mrs. Jean Pugh, April 
29, by her many friends and she 
was presented with a lovely gift.
V t
fit,S'*‘.
Couple Married in 
East to Reside Here
OKANAGAN RESIDENTS AT CONVENTION
In Vancouver for the annual B.C. Dental Association convention 
May 1-3 were' Mrs, A. E. Wells of Penticton, Alderman Mrs. H.
Principals in an early-April 
wedding at Tilbury, Ontario, Ro­
bert George Shrier, of this city, 
and his bride, the former Miss 
Jocelyn Anne Ruby, Sarnia, On­
tario, have- arrived in Penticton 
to take up residence following a 




Serve Roast Pork, 
And Feathered Rice
L. Coursier of Vernon and Mrs. B. A. Bishop of Vernon. The ladies _
were attending a morning coffee party in Vancouver’s Art Gallery Nevada, and other resort centres 
-  1 while en route to the Okanagan.
Easter lilies and ’mums formed 
an all-white setting in the Tilbury 
United Church for the afternoon 
ceremony April 5 when the daugh­
ter of Dr. and Mrs. R. A. Ruby 
of 'Tilbury was given in marriage 
by her father to the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. J . C. Shrier of Ottawa.
"For Sunday dinner, let’s plan' 
a roast of fresh pork or stuffed 
spareribs for a change,” I sug­
gested to the Chef.
“To make this something spe­
cial, Madame, we might serve it 
with our new French onion 
gravy,” he replied.
green beans or peas 
and color contrast.
when this photo was taken.
SPECIAL ACCOMPANIMENT
"And for a special accompani­
ment, the new mushroom-feath­
ered rice, with fresh bright green 
broccoli and simmered, spiced 
red apple halves for color,” 
added.
MARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Man Thinks Wife Should not
a
Expect Gratitude for Favors
Dear Mary Haworth: Four
months ago we had three people 
stay with us for .two weeks, after 
^they had given up their house 
and were awaiting overseas or­
ders. Eventually they left us, with 
only yery mild thanks for their 
board-and-room; and ' not one 
word have 1 heard from them 
since.
Also, about half the persons 
whom I sent Christmas gifts have 
failed to acknowledge the gesture 
so far — I’ve never even had a 
note to say that the things ar­
rived.
Then, recently, some friends 
from another state invited them­
selves to spend the Easter holi­
days-with us. They used our home 
as a .place,, in ;which, to , eat and 
sleep, fcietweeri' going their merry 
way sightseeing. Four extra per­




As they departed I said the usu­
al goodbyes, and how nice it was 
to have had them. Their farewell 
wasn’t a thank-you for our hos­
pitality; instead they said "We 
hope that you’ve enjoyed having 
us!”
My husband thinks I am being 
unreasonable, in expecting people 
to say a’ simple "thank you.” I 
was brought up to believe it is 
very rude not to express a verbal 
"thank you” for any little cour­
tesies done for me; and that it is 
inexcusable not to write "thank 
you” notes. Am I asking too 
much, in wanting to receive as 
much consideration as I give
-B . L.
tions for the quartette of tourists 
from out of state, who camped 
on your iJremises Easter- week­
end, without invitation. And who 
treated the place as a refueling 
stop between sightseeing rounds, 
and had the audacity to make an 
open joke of their presumption, 




Plainly they knew they were 
badly imposing and evidently they 
sensed that you were tom be­
tween hospitable inclinations and 
suppressed impatience at their in­
trusion.
It would have been quite suffi­
cient to provide them with beds, 
and, possibly breakfast, and let 
them -find lunches and dinners 
outside. Any polite excuse on your 
part, for refusing to slave at the 
kitchen stove, three meals a day, 
would have been justified.
It is axiomatic that selfish 
people don’t respect or appreciate 
their victim s-— rather they tend 
to think of them *as an inferior
DOES SHE PLAY 
DOORMATE BOLE?
Dear B. L .: No doubt you’ve 
lieard the folk saying about a 
woman’s being a doormat and 
letting people walk over her. Per- 
naps this is somewhat'tlio figure 
you cut, in, the estimate of ac 
qualntances (one could hardly 
call them friends) who take ad­
vantage of your friendly dlspo 
sition, andsfuii to say thunk you 
You are a housewife In very 
modest circumstances, 1 gather 
And from the angle of common 
sense (which implies folr consit 
erullon for all conebrned), I Ihln 
you wore overdoing a good thing 
in letting those throe people move 
in on you, while they were await 
mg travel orders, Evidently their 
purpose was simply to save mon­
ey at your expense — since a ho 
tcUor motel might have boon cho­
sen, had Uioy wished to spare 
you.
Again you overdid, on the score 
of long suffering in cooking and 
providing Bleeping accommoda-
and a weaker breed, for putting 
up with crass injustice. 
COURTEOUS FOLK 
NEVER IMPOSE 
Your husband probably meant 
to say that it i§ unrealistic ( rath­
er than unreasonable) to expect 
moocher-type folks to be as cour­
teous as you are kindly. If people 
are courteous by habit, they dont’ 
impose. Whereas the self-serving 
type hardly bothers to be "nice” , 
except when trying to make hay 
with others of that ilk.
In conclusion, I  must say that 
think your philosophy of giving 
is faulty. If you can’t give with­
out counting the cost, and want­
ing a show of appreciation, it 
would be healthier imd more 
honest to simply cut out these 
extra flourishes. Treat, others as 
economically as they treat you.
—M. H.
M aif Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mail or per­
sonal interview. Write her in care 
of Penticton Herald, Penticton, 
B.C. ^
LORNA J. MITCHELL, SociW Editor
Saturday, M ay 3 , 1958 THE PENTICTON HERALD
AROUND TOWN
District W.I. Rally 
At Oliver Tuesday
Delegates and members of
Women’s Institutes in the South 
Okanagan will converge on Oliver 
Tuesday for their annual district 
conference. •’
Mrs. S. E. Gummow of Vic­
toria, superintendent of B.C. Wo­
men’s Institutes, will be the main 
speaker and will give an illustrat­
ed talk on the -ACWW convention 
at Ceylon which she attended last 
winter with other women from all 
parts of the world. The colored
slides she will show were taken
other worldat Ceylon and in 
centres of interest.'
Among those from Penticton 
planning to attend- the Oliver 
rally are local WI president, Mrs. 
Guy Brock, the official delegate; 





The Singer Sewing Machine 
Company is sponsoring a fashion 
show at the Singer Sewing Centre 
lere Monday evening at 8 p.m 
The display is open to the public 
and will be followed with the 
serving of light refreshments. - 
The models Will be women who 
lave made dresses to enter in the 
sewing contest sponsored by the 
Singer company. They will dis­
play the dresses they have made 
and prizes will be avyarded to two 
winners chosen by a panel of 
udges.
Tile winner in the open division 
will receive a fitted scissor set 
and her dress will be sent to other 
centres to compete for a number 
of valuable prizes,
A new division has been added 
to this year's annual fashion par­
ade. Contestants in the 18 to 25- 
year ago group will be judged 
In the "Young Homemakers” di­
vision ns well as in Iho open divi­
sion, Winning drossmakorp In this 
group will bo ollglblo to compote 
(or many prizes at a New York 
show.
Among 11)080 who will act as 
Judges at the Monday evening 
show ore Miss Muriel Young, 
Miss Ruby Schaeffer and Miss 
Evelyn Wnslilngton, nil home eco­
nomic Icnclicrs at the Penticton 
High School. '
The fashion commontatory will 
bo by Mrs. Alvin Wilkinson, sow­
ing instructress, at tlio Singer 
Centre.
Mr. and Mrs. Ren Lembrum 
of Emerson, Manitoba, are, guests 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. 
L. Badgley, Kaleden. Mr. Lem­
brum, who is a retired customs 
inspector formerly with the Em­
erson port of entry, and Mrs. 
Lembrum are en route home 
after vacationing for, the winter 
at Sacramento, California.
Rev. Graham Tipple, assisted 
by the groom’s father, officiated 
during the ceremony. Mrs. Mark 
Dawson sang "The Lord’s Pray­
er” and “Because.”
The bride was attended by Miss 
Patricia PoUard of Brantford, as 
maid of honor, and bridesmaids 
Miss Ann Richardson, Tilbury; 
and Mrs. William Patterson, T(v 
ronto.
She chose a floor-length gown 
of whit duU-lustre satin styled 
with lily-point sleeves and featur­
ing a waistline insert of Alencon 
lace embroidered in seed pearls 
and iridescent sequins. A French 
hand-made jewel encrusted crown 
held her double tieyed veil ot 
pure silk imported illusion.
A white orchid topped her white 
prayer book.
The bride’s attendants wore 
identical frocks in blue- brocade 
and carried nosegays of pmk and 
white carnations.
The groom’s brother. Rev. Jack 
Shrier of Ottawa, was best man. 
Ushers were Ralph Ruby, London, 
brother of the bride; Terry Cov­
entry, Sarnia, and Ronald Nickle, 
Toronto.
Following the reception in the 
Tilbury Hotel, the couple left for 
their honeymoon in the States, 
the bride travelling in a pale 
blue wool suit with matc^hing 
colored hat, beige accessories and 
fur jacket to which she pinned 
th^ white orchid from her prayer
"With a criss-cross pink rhu 
barb pie vve’ll end dinner with a 
song of spring, tra-la la, la la,” 
hummed the singing Chef, as he 
started off to market.
Sunday Boast Pork Dinner 
Coleslaw Green Dressing 
Roast Pork 




Criss-Cross Rhubarb Pie 
Coffee Tea Milk 
All measurements are level 




Hot Tomato Bouillon 
Bake-Fried Pan-Fish 
Mashed Potato (Instant) 
Diced Rutabaga 
With Green Beans 
Ginger Apple-Bake 
Coffee Tea Milk
Ginger Apple-Bake; Turn thfi 
contents 1 (1-lb.) canned proces­
sed pie apples into a well-biitter- 
ed or margarined 7x11 in. pan. 
Gently stir in ’4, c. brown sugar 
and V2 tsp. cinnamon. Place in 
moderate oven, 350°-375° F. 
Bake until well heated; remove 
from the oven.
Make up 1 pkg. prepared gin­
gerbread mix. Pour directly over 
the hot apples. Continue to bake 
30 min. or until the gingerbread 
is baked and brown.
Serve warm “ as is,” or with a 
whipped topping.
book.
Oil Cloth Makes 
Fine Valances
Green Dressing for Slaw: Com­
bine % c. trat French dressing 
c. thick mayonnaise, 2 tbsp 
fine-minced green peppers and 
% c. fine-minced parsley. Toss 
with, fine-shredded crisp cabbage.
Mushroom-Feathered Rice: In 
a heavy skillet, heat 1 tbsp. but­
ter or com oil. Stir in 1% c. un­
cooked rice. Stir over a low heat, 
about 30 seconds, or until straw- 
colored. . '
Transfer .to a 2-qt. casserole. 
Add 1% tsp. salt, 3 c; boiling 
water'and l  (4%) oz. dark mush­
rooms canned in butter. Cover 
tight.
Bake 30-35 min. in a moder­
ate oven, 375® to 400° F., or until 
bite-tender. Stir lightly with a 
fork to “feather.” Serve at once.
This fine vegetable is not ap­
preciated. Cooked plaid, it should 
be diced and seasoned with a 
trace of sugar, a little lemon 
juice and a few grains of nut­
meg. Try it combined with cooked
French Onion Gravy
Gravy can be just another part 
of another roast pork m eal,, or 
it can be as wonderful to the 
taste as a sauce. , • - 
Here is how it can be made 
extra good with the use of canned 
onion soup.
To Do: When the roast pork 
is done, drain off the liquid, leav­
ing 2 tbsp fat. Stir in 2 tbsp. 
flour and work it into the fat, 
scraping sides and bottom of the 
pan. .........
Gradually add 1 (13-oz.) can 
not-condensed French onion soup, 
stirring constantly. Add c. 
water. Bring to boiling point and 
simmer 2 min.
Season. to .taste with salt and 
pepper.
WRAP KIPPERS IN FOIL
Folk who enjoy .kippered her­
ring yet dislike the cooking odor 
in the house should try this. Wrap 
each kipper in a steam-tight en­
velope of aluminiim" foil, - place 
on a baking sheet and bake in' a  
hot oven (450°F.) for 15 minutes. 
The foil holds in the odor and the 
kippers cook to perfection.
Mrs. C. Lesiuk is here frpm 
Trail to visit her son-in-law and 
daughter, Mr, and Mrs. Vic 
Misutka, 583 Alberta Avenue.
The Women”s Auxiliary to the 
Penticton Peach Festival Associa­
tion will hold the May meeting 
Tuesday evening at 8 p.m. at the 
home of Mrs. W. A. Rathbun, 225 
Vancouver Avenue. An invitation 
to attend is extended to all in 
terested in assisting with annual 
community celebrations August 6, 
7, 8 and 9,
Do you have windows some 
where in your home, perhaps in 
the sun parlor, that need no' cur- 
ains except valances? Try mak­
ing valances from oil cloth. All 
you have to do is cut them the 
desired width and then on the 
sewing machine hem the top for 
a curtain rod, then use of origin­
ality in scalloping (he bottom. 
This is easily and quickly done, 
just cut by the-printed design, in 
the oilcloth, In selecting oilcloth 
look for the. kind that will scallop 
the prettiest.
Among students from the Uni­
versity of British Columbia re­
turning to their homes at Pentic­
ton yesterday* were Dennis Pea 
kcr, son of Mr. and Mrs, W. L. 
Peakcr, Evan's Loop; and Bern 




Hero is the French version of Iho over popular and convcnlotit toto 
bag. It Is a huge carry-all designed by Vtolotlo Cornillo ot Paris.
The textured reverse calf in a champagne color la n chic contrast 
to the black handles. Lenthor-llncd Inside, it has many roomy com 
p a r t m o n t s , _________ _______________ _____________
Miss VI Glover, who has boon 
a resident of this city for the 
past year, left today for Vancou 
vor.
8KHAMK SEEDS. FISH
You may have used sesame 
seeds when baking cookies or 
rolls, but did you ever try lightly 
toasting them and using as a 
breading for fish /ill^ts whioli 
you plan to bake? Used in this 
way they give added intei'cst and 
flavor to the fish and ot the same 
time help to seal in the Juices 
during the baking process.
Last Times Tonitc, May 3 








She is sure to k>.;op her husband 
pleased, his shirts and suits are 
tent regularly to us. Be smart, 
let u i do your dry cleaning tee.
The Launderland Go. Lid.




Showing at 4:20 •• 7:00 « 9:00 p.m.
IN
t t Sailor Look" is 
Smart ior Kiddies
PARIS — This year it may be 
the "baby-doll" look for mommy, 
but it's lody-llko and romantic 
styles for the little girls,
According to "Enfnntlllage" — 
the Paris hlgh-fnshlon house for 
small try — little Mademoiselles 
between two and 14 should look 
chlo and clega.1t as well as cute 
and pretty, Children In Paris this 
spring will wear beige, red and 
sky-blue styles And no sacks.
For misses between six and 
ten Enfanllllngo proposes a beige 
and while hound-tooth chocked 
wool coat worn with a matching 
pleated skirt and a beige rayon 
blouse, Very cnic Is an all-red 
outfit composed of a red leather 
jacket styled like a shirt and a 
red pleated flannel skirt,
The "sailor look" for girls and 
hoys is st;;i very popular In Eur­
ope. Tn I nrls this year they show 




Last Times Tonight, May 3 







Last Times Tonight, May 3
First show starts 7 p.m. 
Lost complete show at 8:30
TWO FEATURES
Gene Kelly and Barbara 
Laage in
Raymond Burr end 
Valerie French In












DO IT  YOURSELF AND SAVE!
It's Easier Than You Think
SALE
Free Instructions and Blueprints Supplied
or
'We will install any type oi Heating 
in any type of home.








THIS IS SOME SHOWI
C O M I N G !  
M O N . and TUES.
Admission: AdulU BSc - Students 60c - Children 25e
STARTING MONDAY






The Picture which was 








Baseball will hold the spotlight on the local sport scene 
this weekend. Fans of the diamond game will find plenty of 
action locally.
Bill Rapt is and his Penticton Red- Sox will play host to Len 
Gatin’s Kamloops Okonots in an Okanagan Mainline Senior 
Baseball League double header. Game time is 1:30 at King’s 
Park. ' ,
The Sox will be trj'ing to get back into the winning habit 
against the Kamloops nine after their loss to Kelowna Orioles 
in die Orchard City last Sunday.
Penticton opened the season with wins over the Vernon 
Clippers and Princeton Royals before bowing to Kelowna. A 
double win for the locals would put them into the thick of the 
fight for the league pennant.
Tonight in King's Park at 6:30, Babe Ruth baseball makes 
it’s 1938 debut with Interior Contracting meeting Sport Shop 
in the first game.
Mayor Oliver and members of the City Council will officially 
open the season.
Babe Ruth League provincial playoffs will be held in the 
Peach City this summer and the league executive is looking 
fonvard to a banner season. This hard-working group has a 
tremendous job ahead of them in preparing for this event.
Other OMSBL action tomoiTOW wi,l see Vernon at Summer- 
land, Oliver at Princeton and Kelowna at Kamloops for a twin 
bill with the Jay Rays,
Queen’s Park Rangers, the local soccer eleven will travel 
to Vernon tomorrow. They will attempt to consolidate their hold 
on second place in the league standings.
Rangers currently trail league-leading Revels^oke by four 
points in the standings and have a four-point bulge over third 
place Kamloops.
Kelowna will play at Revelstoke and Kamloops at Lumby 
in other games tomorrow.
The annual meeting of the Naramata Cricket Club held 
recently, re-elected Ken McKay as president and Fred Mather 
_ captain for the coming season.
In addition to Spencer Trophy competition, It is hoped that 
games will be played against the Trail Cricket Club and a strong 
Eastern Canadian side that is touring the province as part of 
the Centennial-program.
This game is scheduled to be played at . Naramata on July 
30 against a combined Okanagan side.
The Spencen Trophy was won last year by Vernon after; 
being held by the Naramata club for a number of years. It is 
- hoped that the trophy w ll be returned to this end of the valley 
before fall. The club will be glad to hear Jrom anytme interested 
in die game w’ho lives in this area. Games are usually played 
on Sunday, with practices on Wednesday evenings. For further 
information, phone Fred Mather at 5129 or Len Hill at 6180.
The Prince Charles Hotel will be the site of the annual 
general meeting of th e ' Okanagan Senior Amateur Hockey 
League tomorrow afternoon.
Club representatives and league officials will gather here to 
discuss league affairs.
Biollb New Head 
Of Hockey Club
Colorful Kentncy Derby always attracts crowds of 100,000 to Churchill Downs TIM TAM
I";4 i'i/: 
J
Mudeat Ranks Just 
Behind Herb Score
“I want to thank the people for 
the honor, and all the headaches 
that go with it, of' being elected 
president of the hockey club. I 
don’t profess to be a hockey ex­
pert, but I will do my best to 
keep things running as ,stnoothly 
as possible.”
These were .the words of Tony 
Biollo following his election as 
president of the Penticton Senior 
Hockey Club at the general meet- 
in gheld last night.
He continued, “I am pleased 
w’ith the strong executive elected. 
We have a big job ahead of us 
in putting hockey on its feet 
again. We intend starting imme­
diately to build a strong conten­
der and provide good fast hoc­
key.”
"There are a lot of good hockey 
fans in the district. With their 
support, which we need, we can 
come up with a winning team 
Other officers elected w’ere Roy 
Coleman, vice-president and di­
rectors Evans Lougheed, Qiuck 
Emery, Archie Mosdell, Frenchy 
Rougeau for two year terms and 
Jim Watson for a one year term. 
Johnny Bella, Pat Higgins and
Maurice Schull still; have, a year 
of ther two year terms to serve.
Tlie treasurer’s report showed 
that the club had net receipts of 
$38,712.21. Another $2,70QV. wa« 
realized through the sale of pro­
grams, booster club and-,miscel; 
lancous donations, rafflesrahd this 
auction sale held last fall. ;' '•
The club lost $1,528.27-on 'the 
season’s operations. This,.-coupled 
with the previous deficit of v $8*- 
368.80 left the deficit, as Of v'April 
30, at $9,897.07. - ,
Salaries were the biggest-single 
expense for the club last season. 
The amount paid to players, 
coaches and managers was $29,- 
326.85.
Retiring president Glady Par­
ker, commenting on tlie deficit 
said tliat a losing team and 
changes in the schedule caused 
a large decline in revenufe.
He said, "Another playoff gama 
here would have allowed us to 
just about brealt oven.”
He appealed to the hockey fans 
of Penticton’ to support their team 
through the booster club. He 
stressed that the hockey club 
cannot hope to survive without 
strong help from them.
FIRST LEAGUE GAME
JEWEL’S REWARD TEM TAM
These are the four top contenders for the wreath of roses when 
the-historic Kentucky Derby is run for the 84th time at Churchill 
Downs on May 3. Jewel s Reward, owned by Main Chance Farm, 
was the champion money-winning two-year-old of 1957, Calumet’s 
Tim Tam won the $100,000 Flamingo and Florida Derby this .year.
SILKY SULLIV'AN NADIR
o  i-r • . U- U . . C--1I c 11- • r j t u- « u I Klug’s Park at 6 :30 this Bvc-Cahfornia’s big chestnut. Silky Sullivan, is famed for his flashy | Mavor niivpr anri r-uv
stretch drives and is sure lo be a crowd-pleaser. Nadir is another cou„cll will preside at thtopiS;
Srhi'the w S ? s  ctale.'"’’'' ' '  ” I toll
Immediately after opening cer­
emonies, Love’s Lunch and Sport 
Shop will clash in the first game 
of the season.Huge Crowd Will See Kentucky 
Derby Today; Rain is Expected
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It looks as though Jim "Mud- 
cat” Grant, a rookie righthander 
with a fast.ball, is Cleveland’s 
No. 2 man.
Mudeat, a 22-year-old 6-footer 
who is unbeaten, ranks right be­
hind southpaw ace Herb Score at 
the moment after gaining his 
tliird complete game victory Fri­
day night witli a six-hitter that 
beat the Baltimore Orioles 6-1.
The kid from Lacoochee, Fla., 
leads the Injuns in complete 
games and tops flie starters with 
a neat 1.85 eamed-run average 
TURLEY STILL TOPS
The New York Yankees have 
the No. 1 pitcher in the Ameri­
can League for the present, how­
ever, with Bob. Turley giving up 
but one run in 27 innings. Bob 
Cerv's eighth homer F r i d a y  
night ended Turley's scoreless 
string at 19 inning”, but the big 
righthander gave up only three 
other hits In an 8-1 victory over 
Kansas City that padded the Yan 
keen' load to I ’s games.
Dave Slslcr gained his first 
sluilnul in the majors with a si.\- 
hitter as Boston dofcnlcd Detroit 
6-0, and ilulio Bccqucr’s l̂Olh in 
nlng pinch-hll single gave 'Wash 
Ington a 3-2 decision over the 
Chicago White ,Sox.
Grant walked but one and fan­
ned three. The Orioles scored in 
the seventh on doubles by Gus 
Triandos, who had half their hits, 
and Bob Nieman. The Tribe 
landed winless Billy Loes his 
third defeat, scoring in the first 
on an error and bagging two in 
the seventh Chico Carras- 
quel's .single.
KUBEK GETS THREE , 
Turley, 3-10, won his 11th in 12 
d e c i s i o n s  against the As as 
slumping Yogi Berra singled 
liome two runs in a three - i*un 
first against ex • Yankee Ralph 
Terry, who lost his first. Bill 
Skowron hit a two-run homer and 
Norm Siebern ripped a two-run 
double for the Yankees. Tony Ku- 
bek had three hits.
Camllo Pascual won his first 
for the Senators, striking out 13 
—counting 10 in the first four 
frames. Sherm Lollar drove in 
both Sox runs and had half their 
six hits,
Sisicr gave up seven singles, 
with Reno Bertoia and Gus Zern* 
lal cadi getting two. The Red 
Sox liandcd Jim Bunning his 
“third defeat as Pete Runnells 
doubled liome a run In tlie third 
and singled linmc another in a 
;tw(H’un seventh.
By ORLO ROBERTSON 
LOUISVJLLE, Ky. (AP) — A 
picked field of three - year - old 
horses, as finely tuned as a Stra- 
divarius, were poised today for 
what could be the most sensation­
al Kentucky Derby- in 84 years 
of running of the turf classic.
Rain, or even threats of it, 
could hold the Churchill - Downs 
crowd well under the eiipected 
100,000-or so, since usually, some 
25,000 gather in the infield. The 
weatherman said there • was a 
good chance of rain.
Post time for the 1̂ /4-raile race 
is 3:30 p;m. 'MDT. It will be tele­
vised and broadcast' by CBS from 
3 :15 to-3:45 p.m.-with a IS^minute 
preview-by the same outlet start­
ing at 3p.m . '
WINNER NBTS  ̂$116,400 
The condition of the track) will 
determine the size of the field 
which'Will parade to the post as 
the massed bands pla'y "My Old 
Kentucky .Home.” Sixteen origin­
ally were entered Thursday.
In addition to Jet's Alibi, train­
er Harry Trotsek said he would 
not start Hasty* House Farm’s 
Can Trust.
However Can Trust had not 
been officially withdrawn late Fri­
day' night. They have until 45 
minutes before post time to 
scratch.
A Dragon Killer will not go if Calumet its seventh derby vie-
B u g s ’ Streak Ends; 
Podres Wins No. 4
the track is muddy. On the basis 
of 14 starters, the derby will have 
a gross value of $160,500, with a 
net of $116,400 to the winner. Sec­
ond is'worth $25,000, third $12,500 
and fourth $5,000.
The possibility of an "off” 
track didn’t shake the standings 
of the big three — Tim Tam, 
Jewel’s Reward and Silky Sulli­
van. It is Silky, the flaming 
chestnut. from California, who 
has turned this; derby from a 
lack-lustre affair into one that 
promises to be as thrilling as any 
ever,; raced ‘ on these ancient 
grounds.
TIM TAM FAVORED
The trainers — Jimmy Jones, 
Tim 'Tani; Ivan Parke, Jewel’s 
Reward and Reggie- Cornell; Silky 
Sullivan — refused to be drawn 
out on a limb as to 'the horse to 
beat,
But Charlie Whittingham, trai­
ner of Gone Fishin’, predicted a 
track record should the going be 
fast.
Tim Tam, pride of Mrs. Gene 
Markey’s Calumet Farm and 
winner of the Flamingo,' Florida 
Derby and Derby Trail Stakes, 
remained the favorite at 8 ,to 5. 
With Ismael Valenzuela in the 
saddle, Tim Tam hopes to, give
tory.
Silky Sullivan, owned by Tom 
Ross and Phil Klipstein of'San  
Francisco, is the 2-to-l second 
qhoice. Definitely, he’s the horse 
to watch.
It may be hard to find him and 
his jockey, Willie ^Shoemaker, 
early in the race since Silky has 
been known to drop back by as 
much as a sLxteenth of a mile. 
But there’ll be no trouble locat­
ing him when he turns out his 
hind end, dips his head in, and
Moore Takes 
Split Decision 
Over Besmanoffshifts into high about a quarter- 
mile from the finish.
' Jewel’s Reward, conqueror of 
Tim Tam in the Flamingo only to
lose oh a: foul, lost one of h is i.- ,, • in j
two rumiinr mates Friday w h e „ l S , ‘i ^ f l  
Jet ’s Alibi was withdrawn be-
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)-Con- 
1 dition makes the difference. 
Archie Moore was the first to
cause of an injured foot. But it 
made no difference in'the odds 
on the colt bn which Eddie Ar- 
caro will seek his sixth derby 
triumph.
The Maine Chance Farm ace 
owned by Mrs. Elizabeth R. 
Graham, a native of Woodbridge, 
Ont., figured to be the third 
choice at 5 to 2.
Regina Ties Series 
With Narrow W in
COURSE EXCELLENT
Golfers Get Down 
To Serious Play
H.V TIIIJ ASHOCIATED I’HKHS
The PiiiHburgli PiraloR .finally 
ran out of pltclioi'S and their win­
ning Hireak, vvhicih ran to six and 
ennjed llioiri to second place in 
the National League, has sput- 
lered miti
After rolling along hcliliid Bob 
Friend. Ron Kline, Vern Law 
and some sur(iriso relief, man­
ager Diinny Mnriiiugh had to 
Itini to Ills rfKikios Friday night 
and they blow a 5-0 lead wlillo 
Insimr to the Lo.s Angolo.s Dodg­
ers 9-5,
.loliiiny Podres of tlie Dodgers 
heenme ilio first to win four In 
the majors lids season, with 
Clem Lahiiie liurling nohit relief 
after the stocky southimw gave 
way with arm troulilo in Ilio 
sl.Nth.
DROP TO I'OrUTII’
Tim loss plunked the Pirates lo 
fourth, I'a games behind, while 
San Fratielscf) regained second 
with a -1-2 victory over Philadel­
phia, 'I'lie Chicago Culm clung to 
a lialf-giime lead by lilasllng the 
Mihcmiker' HraveH 8 - 7 , (Jeorge 
Cro've di'me in six runs for Cin­
cinnati In a enmebnek 7-3 victory 
at St. I.euls,
floikle liglitlianflers Hen Pan- 
le|8, (leoi'ge Perez, Curl Raydnn 
and Ron Hlackhum of i|ie Pirates
took turns getting liatlered byiWes Covington hit a two 
the Dodgers, who had lost Uiree'homer lor Uit Brivai.
straight to tlie Rues, Perez was 
tlie loser, coming on In a alx-run 
fourtli. Don Zimmer had three 
lilts, drove in three runs and 
stole homo for Ihe Dodgers, 
Veteran Marv Grissoni saved 
19 - year • old Mike McCormick's 
first victory of the year for the 
Giants, fanning plnch-liltier Boh 
Bowman and Richie Ashhum and 
getting Rip Ropulski on an in­
field pop wHb two on In the 
ninth, R o o k i e  Bob Schmidt's 
third h o m e  run counted the 
clincher in the sixth off Jack San­
ford, whq lost his third. Repulskl 
drove in' bolh Phlll runs with a 
single and' homer.
TWO RIIN 8 INOI.E 
Crowe'S tworun single brought 
Ihe Redlcgs from behind in the 
seventh against Sam Jones and 
lie followed with a tlircc • run 
liomor in the nlnlli. Hal Jeffcoat 
saved Brooks I.awrence’s first 
victory, getting c.x-Rcdleg Curtis 
Flood to lilt into a bnscs-loaded 
doubicpiny that ended the game.
A |»lncli-lilt tliroe-run liomer by 
Jim Bolgrr triggered n six-run 
seventli for the Cubs and chased 
Gene Conley In his first start. 
Tlien Walt Moryn, who started 
the comeback with a home run 
In the sixth, belted another off 
loser Dick LIHlefleld in the ninth.
run
Penticton golf course is llio 
scene of great activity these days 
as the divoters from both ladies' 
and men's sections shed early 
season alibis and got down to 
serious swinging in preparation 
for the busy schedule ahead.
Mild winter conditions and the 
careful planning of Pro-manager 
Rill Carso and his greens com- 
mlltec have pul tlie cougse in ex­
cellent slinpe for this time of the 
year.
Captain Boh Perkins plans lo 
lose no time in getting his men 
out for cup piny. Several out­
side tournnmcnls and special 
days are scheduled.
In order to wind up the club 
champlonslilp in this half of the 
season, piny for tlie Incola trophy 
commences immediately.
Qualifying round for this cup, 
currently held by club champion 
Maurice Scliull, is scheduled for 
Sunday. May 4 at 9 n.m. Entries 
close Sniurdny night, and It is 
hoped that by this time ever.vone 
In the men's section will have 
signed up for play. Top sixteen 
of Sunday’s round will qualify 
and the remainder drop into 
flighls.
A two-week limit is being set 
for ensuing games,
Fruit Rljippers lake over tlie 
course Monday and Tuesday for 
their annual valley tournament, 
and the loch] committee of Cliuck 
nicasdale, Ron Mnckny and Andy 
Bennie have things’well In hand 
for the 1.30 entrants and visitors 
cxpeclod.
Mrs. Gladys Mather, captain of 
the Indies' section, announces 
next regular ladles' day piny la 
Thursday, May 8, being the first 
1958 monilily Button and Spoon 
lixture, an 18-hole medal round 
for both bronze and sliver divl- 
slnn.s,
Last Tuesday's play saw the 
first round of tlie two-ball four­
some Burnside rose howl started, 
with six matches cniered,
Many Improvements have been
undertaken In tin  clubhouii it­
self, With a vievv to more exten­
sive catering, a now food bar haa 
been set up and new equipment 
and furniture Is on order for It 
and the lounge. A busy house 
committee has also made exist­
ing funilture more prcsenlnblc.
In addition to the usual snacks, 
members will now be able lo lake 
advantage of additional entering,
Mr, and Mrs. George Clicslor- 
ton, formerly of Calgary, have 
arrived in Penticton to take over 
the clublinu.se. •
By ARTHtJR WILKES
Canadian Press Staff Writer .
OTTAWA (CP) — Regina Pals 
came up -with a big team effort 
when the chips were down Fri­
day night and the result was a 
brand new Memorial Cup hockey 
series with Ottavya-Hull Junior 
Canadiens.
Bill Saundprs scored after 2 :12 
of overtime lo give the Pats a 
4-3 triumph over the Habitants 
and square the best-of-seven ser­
ies at two games each.
"It was a tremendous team ef­
fort,'” said coacli Frank Mario. 
"I thought we had 15 boys work­
ing out there all the time.”
DESERVED TO WIN
' Coach Sam Pollock of tlie Jun­
ior Habs, who lost to Flin Finn 
Bombers in the 1956-57 final, 
agreed Pats deserved to win al­
though his club outsliot tlie west- 
eniers for the fourth sirnlglit 
game.
' "They outplayed and outliusticd 
us in every department," Pollock 
said.
Fifth game of the series be­
tween the two farm clubs of 
Montreal Canadiens will bo iilrty- 
cd Sunday In neighboring Hull, 
Que., with the sixtii hero Tuos- 
day.
Saunders, picked up from Win­
nipeg Monarchs for the playoffs, 
b e a t  Ottavva-HuU netmind.er 
Bruce Gamble to. a loose puck 
for the winning goal.
The Pats almost w on the game, 
in regulation time on Joe Lung- 
hamer’s goal in the first minute 
of the third period.
But Billy Carter of the Habs 
scored the tying goal with only 55 
seconds left in the period, setting 
the stage for the lirst overtime 
in the series.
NO CHANCE
Billy Hicke did most of the 
work on tlie winning goal. He 
was forced into the comer by 
Jcan-Claude Tremblay but man­
aged to hat the puck near the 
Ottawa-1 lull net.
Gamble tried to get it but 
missed and had no chance lo 
stop Saunders’ winning shot.
, Dave Bulon and Bill Lecainc 
scored (he oilier Regina goals In 
the first and second periods rc- 
spoclivt'ly while Bobby Bouchci 
and Boliby Rousseau counted for 
the losers, holh in the first per­
iod, « I
UcgliiH notmlndcr Ken Wallers 
was a sinndoui in the game, 
blocking 39 shots, while Gamble 
luindlcd 23,
Rcforco A1 Paradice of Winni­
peg handed out 13 minor pcnal- 
llcs, seven la  Regina,
split decision over Willi Besman 
off Friday night. It was Moore’s 
11th straight victory.
"That boy was in good condi­
tion. He gave me ’ plenty of 
trouble. You knovy how it is when 
you have to jump in as a sub­
stitute,” explained the 41-year-old 
light , heavyweight champion.
He agreed to take on Besman­
off, ranked eighth among the 
heavies, after. Gene Fullmer can­
celled his appearance here be­
cause of a kidney infection.
Moore, whose 196̂  ̂ pounds 
seemed concentrated around his 
midsection, was puffing after the 
first two rounds. But in the third 
he managed to drop Besinanoff 
with a sizzling right as the bell 
sounded. There was no count.
Shaken by the blow, Besmanoff 
stayed away until the seventh 
when a combination right and l« t  
rocked Archie.
The former baker, who came to
"rhe game kicks off the league’s 
thirty-game schedule which runs 
until July 8. Lineups for tonight’s 
game are as follows:
Love’s Lunch:
Howie McNeil, Russ' Spech't, 
Corky Raynw, . Jordan Ellis, 
Keith Kerr, Ross McCready, Gun­
ther Klause, Bill '.Cooper,' Kent 
Martin, Albert Proulx, \John 
Bain, Richard Smith, Morley 
Morgan. Coach, Frank Metcalf, 
manager, Wilf Sutherland. ,
Sport Shop: ,
Bruce Rowland 15, M a r v i n 
Casey 7, Leigh Nelson-Sniith^lO, 
Allan Richardson 8, Doug Ewing 
3, Bryon Strobbe 11, Bob^Guetai^ 
32, Terry Wilson 2, Danny''.Gbe 
5, Herb Beitel 6, Bill , Watt'^9, 
Cameron Gale 14,, 'John; HalLjy4, , 
Phil Bonderoff 1, Mike RiedeFlS. 
Coach, Peter O’Reilly. ■
BANK FEEDS CATS 
PHIOADELPHIA CAP) —' The 
First Pennsylvania . Banking and 
Trust C o m p a n y  Saturday as­
sumed the. care and' feeding-ci 
five cats,, four kittens'and h* mon­
grel dog under terms of a will-of 
an 80-year.-old woman.;,w^
April 26. The < pets weris 'hiamed 
beneficiaries of ' a $10,000; trust 
fund set up' by Mrs. Lapi’a\ M. 
Reed. She directed th e; bank, as 
executor and trustee; to lisi^cths 
income and the principal ifMeces- 
sary to ensure the tranquility of 
her animals. . ) ,
this country from Germany i' a 
year ago, said he wants another 
fight with Moore.
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Fish and Game Group
• Ted Barsby of Nanaimo was re­
elected president of the B.C. 
Federation of Fish and Game 
Clubs here yesterday afternoon 
at the annual convention.
Bill Kreller of Oliver automatic­
ally remains as immediate past- 
president and Bruno Reimer of 
Trail was elected vice-president.
" George Harmon of Princeton 
was voted back to continue as 
treasurer.
Instead of the secretary usu­
ally elected, the executive was 
empowered to hire a paid secret­
ary-manager.
. Directors named from among
eight nominated, were Stan Gro- 
cut of Natal; Dave Maw, Vancou­
ver; Fred Marshall, Nanaimo; 
Syd Richards, Alberni; and Frank 
DeWolf, Haney.
Although the provincial govern­
ment is studying the possibility of 
a modest charge for the use of
There will be no charge In any 
camp site this year,” he added.
He said the department will 
open a “honey” of a camp this 
year at Shuswap, with accommo­
dation for close to 300 campsites.
Recreation Minister Westwood 
said in a separate interview that
provincial parks by the public, the department construction
there will be no charge for camp­
ing this year, it was learned Fri­
day.
David B. Turner, deputy min­
ister of recreation and conserva­
tion, said in an interview the sur­
vey is being conducted with the 
posibility of a small charge to 
supplement declining revenues.
of a marina on Okanagan lake 
and predicted 1958 will be the 
biggest tourist year in B.C.’s his 
tory. _____________ _
Macs to Press for 
W orld Tourney T rip
By GEORGE INGUS 
Canadian Press Correspondent
! KELOWNA, B.C. (C P)— With 
,the Allan Cup in their luggage, 
Belleville McFarlands prepared 
Friday night for the journey 
home and a quest for the su­
preme honor of Canadian hockey 
—recognition as Canada’s repre­
sentatives in the world hockey 
championships.
The Macs spent Friday saying 
goodbye to the many friends they 
have made here during the two 
ŷveeks it took them to beat Ke- 
fowna Packers in the Canadian 
senior hockey championships.
“I feel the team has proven 
'themselves to be worthy cham- 
'pions,” said Drury Denyes, man- 
' ager of the Macs who came from 
behind to take the best-of-seven 
series 4-3 Thursday night with an 
8-5 victory.
. He said a Belleville delegation 
will be present at the May 15-lT 
. meeting of the Canadian Amateur 
. Hockey Akosciation in Toronto to 
ask that the Macs represent Can- 
,ada in the 1959 world tourna­
ment.
FIRST TIME
f “I think these boys are worthy 
' to represent Canada,” Denyes 
said. “Besides, this is the first 
' time in 12 years the cup has been 
 ̂won away from home.”
', Mayor Harvey J. McFarland of 
Picton, Ont., chief sponsor of the 
" team, also is likely to be prom­
inent in the request to the CAHA, 
There was hearty endorsement 
for the Belleville request among 
.,tbe,Kelo^a team. Packers’ pres- 
McKinstry had high 
jpw champions.
f sible to take e Beileville terrific pas- ub and they 
ried to know when
they wore licked—maybe that’s 
why they weren’t.”
Referee Charles Deziel of Mont­
real said the Macs seemed a bet­
ter team than Whitby Dunlops 
did before they were strengthen­
ed for this year’s world tourna­
ment. xt the Belleville team were 
given replacements of the same 
calibre as the Dunlops were “they 
will be hard to beat.”
BONUS OFFERED 
Millionaire contractor Harvey 
_. McFarland said Friday he 
wired a bonus offer to the Belle­
ville team after the fifth game of 
the Allan Cup final against Ke­
lowna Packers w'hich the eastern­
ers finally won.
However, the contractor-spon­
sor of the McFarlands, an On­
tario Hockey Association senior 
Aclub, declined to say how much 
he offered the players in return 
for a series victory.
“I wanted to give all the en­
couragement I could and let the 
team know I was behind them,” 
he said. “I also wanted to make 
sure the Belleville team got | 
across to Europe next year.”
Mr. McFarland said he %vill 
leave for Winnipeg today where 
he will rendezvous with the re­
turning champions Sunday. The 
party will arrive in Belleville at 
noon Tuesday.
Stan Secondl in 
Colonial Goli
By HAROLD V. RATLIEF
FORTH WORTH. Tex. (AP) -  
Tommy Boll, called “thunder” 
and “tempestuous Tommy” be 
cause of his club-throwing tan­
trums along the golf trail, gave 
the fans a picture of the “new 
Tommy” Friday when he took 
over the lead in the $'25,000 Col­
onial national invitation tournu
ment. , ,
The 38-year-old Bolt waded 
over the water-logged 7,021-yard 
Colonial Country Club course in 
par 70 — a round which he didn't 
think was very good — and said, 
“1 had no urged to break a club. ’ 
His 138 for 36 holes gave him 
a two-stroke lead as the curtailed 
field started out today in the 
second round.
In hot pursuit of Bolt was Stan 
Leonard of Vancouver, winner of 
the $40,000 Tournament of Cham­
pions at Las Vegas last weekend.
Leonard, who felt his game was 
going well, shot a 72 to bring his 





By THE CANADIAN PRESS , shut-out in a row for the Solons 
Vancouver Mounties d r o p p e d  the Portland team.
Friday night into fourth place in . a home - runV  ‘J  ^   ̂ T . in the 10th inning to give the
Pacific Coast League baseball their 4-3 win. The score
had been tied in the sixth withstandings after their 9-6 defeat 
at the hand of Salt Lake City 
Bees in Salt Lake City.
Portland Beavers, although 
beaten 1-0 in Sacramento by the
WEIGHTY UNDERTAKING
Russia boasts a host of expert welghtliflers In many shapes and 
sizes But the champion of them nil is brawny Alexei Medvedev. 
Vie set Soviet marks by lifting a total of 1.113 pounds in three 
different events in a meet at Slalino, Russia. His best single hoist 
was 419 pounds. —
a 385-foot homer from Earl Av- 
erill. It was the longest homer 
in the Padres’ New Westgate 
Park.
, I Spokane’s Dick Hanlon 
Solons, remain at the head of  ̂ shaky start then rolled
the league. The Bees are in sec- to hih fourth straight victory for 
ond place. the Indians’ 14-1 win.__________
San Diego' Padres, on homej 
territory scored a 4-3 victory! 
over Phoenix Giants, to place in 
third spot, and Spokane Indians 
pounded out a 14-1 decision over 
the Seattle Rainiers In Spokane.
Carlos Bernier and Dick Stuart 
in homers for the Bec.s, withi 
Stuart getting his third four - 
bagger of the year.
It followed hard on the previous 
day’s shellacking of the Mounties 
who were dumped 19-7.
Harry Bright homorod for the 
Solons In the 12th Inning for the 
only run in their game agaiiiM 
the Beavers. It was the second
Kasaya Wins 
In Centennial  ̂  ̂
Ski Jumping
VANCOUVER (CP) — Japan’s 
Akio Kasaya won the second 
round of the Centennial Ski 
jumping tournament Friday night 
by nosing out Vancouver’s Chris 
Selback by four-tenths of a point.
Kasaya made jumps of 147 and 
145 feet for 217.6 points. He was 
second Thursday night with 221.7.
Selback, 17 - year - old Cana­
dian junior champion, compiled 
217.2 points on jumps of 140 and 
sur-|l47 feet. Ragnar Ulland of Seat­
tle was third with 215.9, followed 
by Tore Aaberg of Norway and 
Koldjom Nordie of Vancouver.
PETER TOMLIN, Sports Editor
THE PENTICTON HERALD
3 h.p. 4-cycle O N LY.—  
Complete line of parts 
for Clinton Motors.
Japan Eliminated
TOKYO (AP) — Philippine vet 
erans R a y m u n d o  Deyro and 
Feliclslmo Ampon beat Japan 
6-4, 6-4, 3-6. 8-6 in doubles today | 
to clinch victory in the eas+ern i 
zone Davis Cup semi-finals. j 
The verdict gave the Philip- i 
pines a 3-0 lead in the best-of-five j 
competition and made Sunday’s | 
7  final two singles a formality.
POWER W ITH ECONOMY
Clinton Motors
83™
YOUR AIR-COOLED MOTOR SPECIALISTS
DEALERS FOR HOMELITE
•  CHAIN SAWS •  PUMPS
•  GENERATORS
KRAFT MOTORS





WINNIPEG (PP)—Bob Robert, 
22-year-old tackle from the Uni­
versity of Minnesota, has signed 
for- his second season with Win­
nipeg Blue Bombers of the West­
ern Interprovincial F o o t b a l l  
Union, club officials announced 
today.
The 235-pound lineman last year 
chose to play with Bombers af­
ter being the sixth draft choice 





BOSTON (AP) — Boston Red 
Sox slugger Ted Williams Friday 
was presented w'ith a trophy for 
his selection as male athlete of 
the year in 1957 in the annual 
Associated Press poll.
Williams received the Freder­
ick C. Miller memorial from 
Judge C. Cannon of Milwaukee 
in a brief ceremony before the 
start of the Boston-Detroit game. 
The award is given annually by 
the Fraternal Order of Eagles.
Williams won the American 
League batting title with a .388 
average at the age of 39 last sea­
son. He also hit 38 homers and 
won the slugging title with a re­
markable .731 mark.
He was far ahead of Milwaukee 
pitcher Lew Burdette, and then 
middleweight boxing champion 
Carmen Basilio in the AP poll of 
214 sports writers and sportscast- 
ers.
LAUREL, Md. (AP) — Twenty- 
eight bettors put down $2 on the 
combination of Red Arrow and 
! ,,Tax Cut in the daily double at 
Laurel Friday.
They each, got back $3,065.80—
' the highest daily double payoff 
in Maryland this year and just 
\ short of Laurel’s record of $3,- 
\ 527.80 set in 1949.
, Red Arrow, a three-year-old 
• gelding that never won in 14 pre- 
{ vious starts, paid a handsome 
’ $145 for $2 in winning by a neck 
t over Rabbit in the first place, 
t Tax Cut won the second half 






 ̂ NuUoiiiil I.«aRUO
\ Phiia 001 000 010-2 6
» S, Frisco 002 OUl lOx-4 7 1 
I .Sanlord and Lopata; McCorm- 
\ Ick, Grissom (9) and Schmidt. W- 
I McCormick,
, lilts — Phlladolphla, Rcpulskl 
» cji, .San Fi'uncisco, S c h m i d t  
 ̂ Cli,
* Pius 0r>0 (K)0 000- 5 9 1
i L.A. in  9 lOx-l) 10 1
. DiuilHs, Prro'/, i4), Riiyrion til
Himiinnn (0), Gross (7i and 
i Folios: PcxlroK, Lahlno (6i and
* llosoiioro, Walker I8l. W-Podres. 





before the mein celebration!
\ \  May 11th uihari in the week 





on (KHI 203-7 12 2 
030 000 000-3 11 2 
iJollcoHl K, AND 
Biiilcy; Jones, Muffett (8 ), Clark 
U)i iiiul Laiulrlll), 11. Smith lO). 
W* Lawrence, L Jones, nils', 
Cliuii lloak (1i, Crowe (2). 
Milwnukco 100 321 000-7 9 2
Chicago 000 001 001-- « 13 1
Cunlcy, Johnson (7), Willey (V), 
'Lllllctiold (8 ) and Sawalskl, Hlcc 
, ( 8 ); Droll, Mayor (6), Lown (8 ), 
I Elston (0) S. Taylor, Tappe lO). 
tVJi Klslon; L: LllUdleld. HRs: 
-Mil-Covlnglon (1); Chi—Moryn 2 
Bolgor (D,
1  A incric.iu i l.s!iiKuu
'ClovelamJ 100 000 m-~  6 30 0I,Baltimoro 000 000 100- 1 6 2 
, Grant and Nixon; Loes, Leh- 
iman Ul) and 'rrlimdos. L—Loes. 
•HIU; Clevo—Mlnoso (3).
JChl 100 010 000 0 - 2  6 0
JWash 010 000 100 1 -3  8 1
Donovan, .Staley I7) and Lol* 
.lar; Puiscual a n d  Courinoy. Li 
J,Staley. HU: Wash-Sievera i3) 
•Detroit 1 0(H) 000 000-0 7 1
‘Boston 001 000 23X-6 0 0 
Hunnlng, Spencer (H), Morgan 
H8) and Wilson, Lav (8); Sisicr 
*«nd While, Daley (8), Wlunning. 
Kansas Chy Oil) 000 000-1 4 1' 
Nrn\- )'orl{ 302 000 :i0.\'~g' 12 0 > 
Iraddock (5), rhekson 
fuse) 'I’urley and lO'i-ra. 
UOANT IdCAtiUE 
iliiy's Itesiilts
Sunday, May 11, for the fliant 
Open Air Church lorvice at th t
Gyro Band Shall. On tha 12th, ...... ..
ISth and 14th the Sportsman 
Show in th# Arena. The UBC 
pl*y •i' Ml*h School on tho 
'^1** followtd by tho Pavilion 
*^‘’^ • .1.., dedication on tho 15th alonp 
with tho Pionotri' DInnor, tho c 
leroll preMntationi and tha !•: 
iquara dancing in tha naw pa- 
Villon, Saturday, May 17th, it 
tho day of tho g lin t parade 
and, in the avoning, tho par- 
formance by tho Vancouver 
Symphony Orcheitra in tho 
arena. K
HAVE FUN 
MAY 11 TO 17
8»PP«" *B»ln 













\ 6, Salt Lake City 9 
to 1. Portland 0, 12
TJe o**
TO P M A N  
ON T H E  
TO TA L P O L E
A tofol of more than $130,000,000 was spent for 
advertising lost year by national product odvertisers . , 
and a third of It was spent In daily newspapers, 
$43,527,193 to be exact.
That's more money in newspapers than ever before 
. , more thon in any other medium , .. more than In 
TV, radio, outdoor and transit combined. And 1956 
wasn't unusual.
Every year, newspapers are on top of the total pole. 
The reason is simple For results, newspapers con't be 
topped. Use the daily newspaper os your basic advertising 
medium Most advertisers do. The final for 1956;
Daily Newspapers ........................ $43,527,193
Television $ 2 1 ,4 4 5 ,0 0 0  I O u t d o o r . . . .  3 ,1 7 2 ,0 0 0
R a d io ........... 1 3 ,6 9 0 ,0 0 0  | Transit . . . .  3 ,6 4 4 ,0 0 0
P.S, Canmlian rd n ilc ra  inveat 8 2 % ol (heir advorllsing budgets In 
NeuapBpors . . .  (or result's soke.
O U T D O O .I
Published in the interest of more effective advertising by
14, SeatUe 1
H m J A
P / A K I A £ i S D
W ant Ads, Lowest Paid Salesmen
Saturday, M ay 3 ,1 9 5 8  








J. Pollock J. V. Carberry 
Agents for Bronze 
and Granite Memorials 




E. A. CAMPBELL & CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
BOARD OF TRADE BUILDING
212 Main St. — Telephone 2836
9-tf
SELF-CONTAINED three room 
suite at 639 Main St. Apply Ste. 
115, 304 Martin St., or Phone 4395 
or 6011.
FULLY furnished suite, utilities, 
linens and dishes supplied, $75 
per month. Phone 2326.
108-110
F. M. Cullen and Co. 
Accounting and Auditing 
376 Main St. Phone 4361
8S-U4
MODERN apartment, down town 
Phone 2020. 95-120
ONLY one two bedroom suite 
available in Penticton’s newest, 
most modern apartment block— 
CENTURY MANOR. Many ex­
clusive features, such as wall- 
to-wall carpeting throughout, in­
dividual thermostatic heat con­
trol, free cable TV, and many 
others. Suites available May 1st. 
Phone 4248. Mr. Baumann.
96-120
IN Summerland, a completely 
furnished suite. Also large light­
housekeeping room. Both have 
lovely view of Lake Okanagan 
Reasonable rates. Phone Sum­
merland 3322. 103-104
The Chatelaine
Fully furnished one b e d r o o m  
suite in the beautiful new Chate­
laine at 909 Fairview Road. Ap­
ply Suite 8 or phone 6074.
100-105
FOUR room unfurnished suit. 
Beautiful view. Call Glenmoor 
Manor, 225 Farrell St. Phone 
5927. 100-105
BOOMS
SLEEPING room in quiet, pri­
vate home. Phone 2477, at 351 
Nanaimo West. 104-127
LIGHT housekeeping room. Ap­
ply 398 Eckhardt Ave. E. Phone 
3940. 104-106
ROOM for rent. CaU at 368 Ellis 
St. or Phone 3524. 102-127
FURNISHED light housekeeping 
rooms. Close in. Phone 5888.
102-127
CLEAN housekeeping r o o m s ,  
newly decorated. 423 Hansen 
Phone. 2541. . 102-104
FURNISHED light housekeeping 
room. Gentlemen preferred 
Phone 4085. 101-126
400 VAN HORNE -  Rooms for 







101 Lougheed Building 





LARGE variety of bedding out 
plants available now at Schinz 
Greenhouses. Phone 2215 or call 
at 939 Railway Ave.
OR TRADE — Dealers in all 
types of used equipment; Mill. 
Mine and Logging Supplies; new 
and used wire and rope; pipe 
and fittings; chain, steel plate 
and shapes. Atlas Iron & Metals 
Ltd., 250 Prior St., Vancouver. 
B.C. Phone PAcific 6357. 1-tf
SWAP—One Dollar for a good 
laugh. Oscar Wilde’s “The Im­
portance of Being Earnest,’’ 
U.B.C. Players’ Club, High School 
Auditorium, 8 p.m. May 14th.
102-107
BEDDING PLANTS. Wide vari­
ety annuals, economy prices. 
Call at anytime at Tayler’s 101 
Maple St. Phone 4958, 102-104
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
McNeil's Accounting Service 
Books set up. Kept up. Payrolls 
283 Hastings Ave, Phone 3244
88-114
MASSAGE
MASSAGE — STEAM BATHS 




Cyril J, Lees, R,M. 
Alfreda P. Lees, R.M,
488 Winnipeg St. Phone 3042 
Open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Business Servlets
DRESSMAKING
WANTED needlework, alterations 
and tailoring repairs. Phone 4808
EXPERIENCED seamstress. Al­
tering and Repairing a special­
ty. Phone 3646. 84-107
BUILDING SUPPLIES
ESMOND LUMBER CO. L’TD. 
for ALL building supplies. Spe- 
cialh^g in plywood. Contractors 
enquiries solicited. Phone or wire 
orders soUecL 3600 ]E. Hastingw 
St., Vancouver. GL 1500.
PENTICTON Male Voice Chorus 
and Anglican Men’s Club present 
Spring Variety Concert. Anglican 
Parish Hall on May 5th, at 8 
p.m. Admission; Adults 75c.
103-104
ONE coal and wood range, ex­
cellent condition. Sectional book­
cases. Antiques. Bedroom furni­
ture. Phone 5155. 100-105
THE Fraternal Order of Eagles 
are sponsoring a dance to be held 
in the Canadian Legion Auditor­
ium on May 3rd, commencing 
at 9 p.m. Admission 50c. Music 
by the Similkameen Valley Boys. 
Everybody welcome.
BEDDING PLANTS
Seeds, Bulbs, Shrubs, Annuals, 
Perennials. Available now at
MONTY’S PLANT LOT
400 Block Main 





TIVO well bred saddle horses. 
See them at J. E. Thomas home, 
Okanagan Falls after five or 
Sundays. 101-106
WANTED TO BUY
TOP market prices paid for scrap 
iron, steel, brass, copper, lead, 
etc. Honest grading. Prompt pay­
ment made. Atlas Iron & Metals 
Ltd., 250 Prior St., Vancouver. 
B.C. Phone PAcific 6357. 1-tf
COLLAPSIBLE wheel chair. Must 
be in good condition imd reason' 






New and repair work by experts
PHONE 4121
23 Front St. 94-320
SCHOOLS
Penticton Business School 
Complete Business Courses 





2848 Kanaka Creek Road 
Haney B.C. Phone 74371 




Day old chicks. Started Chicks 
Laying Pullets a n d  Hatching 
Eggs.
Enquire regarding 7 and 8 week 









Door prize $10 
New Membership cards
must be shown 97-100
PERSONALS
REDUCE by machine, no drugs, 
diet or exercise. STEAM CABI­
NET BATHS. 488 Winnipeg St. 
Phone 3042. 102-127
WE Test and Fix; Outboard en­
gines, lawn mowers, chain saws, 
magnetos, generators, starters, 
electronic car and truck wheel 
balancing. Factory approved ser­




MODERN two large bedroom 
home on comer double lot. Near 
schools. Phone 6582. 101-106
THREE bedroom house, base­
ment, garage, landscaped. Fenc 
ed. 1052 Killarney. Phone 4875
101-106
MODERN two bedroom home 
newly decorated, s i t u a t e d  on 
large Icjidscaped corner lot. Very 
quiet location. Ideal for retiree 
couple. Full price only $6,800 
with terms. Phone 6649. 93-119
AUTOMOTIVE
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE TRAILERS FOR SALE
BOWSFIELD'S
A Nice Investment
in the heart of Penticton, this 
new duplex is in a very good 
location, and is priced right 
at $12,600. Terms can be ar­
ranged at Bowsfield’s.
Tv/ 0  4-Room Homes
Both are in very good condi­
tion. One is close in, gas 
heated and furnished, at only 
$8,000. The other one is close 
to the schools and is an ex­
ceptionally good buy at $8,500. 




This well constructed ton to 
twelve roomed revenue home 
will bring in a very nice in­
come for you. It has a living 
room with a fireplace, and 
hardwood floors, and is heat­
ed by an oil furnace. Large 
garden, shrubs, double gar­
age and carport. Ideally lo­
cated for a continually full 
house. $2,600 will handle this. 
The full price is only $14,000. 
Immediate action on your 
part will be necessary as this 
offer will not last long.
REAL ESTATE & 
INSURANCE
Evenings—Call
L. D. Schell-----  4600
W. R o lls .............3122
Phone 2750
364 Main St. Penticton
1949 y2-TON DODGE pickup. Ex­
cellent condition. Phone 3777.
104-109
1954 AUSTIN A40 Somerset, $400 
cash and take over payments of 
$30 per month. Apply 677 Hay­
wood. 104-109
1954 PONTIAC 
We are a two-car family and no 
longer need this 1954 PONTIAC 
FOUR DOOR. Equipped with au­
tomatic transmission and radio. 
Good rubber. Excellent running 
order. This is a wonderful op­
portunity for you to buy a good 
car for only $1,550. Phone 6226.
Terry and Aljo Trailers
Order your trailer now for sum­
mer travelling. Call and see our
cfnotr ni*
BARREH TRAILER SALES
467 Main Street Penticton
Phone 4822 for appointment.
102-127
1951 MORRIS Panel truck. Very 
good shape. Low mileage ’58 lis- 
ence. Good tires. Nearest offer 
to $600. Phone 4318. 83-108
C. P. ROLLOHOME DREAM 
HOME—10 feet wide, 45 feet long, 
3 bedroom trailer. Sleeps 8. Fur­
nished, ready to move into. Can 
be seen at Lower Summerland 
Contact Box 191 or Phone 4561 
Summerland. $3,000 down, bal­
ance can be financed. 104-109
MECHANICAL and ignition ex­
pert will repair your car. Very 
reasonable. Thirty six years eX' 
perience. Phone 6701. 98-122
1947 CHEVROLET, two-door se­
dan. In real nice shape. Good 
rubber. Fine for a family. Prierd 
right at $325. Phone 2433.
100-105
1955 *,2-T0 N pickup. Will take 
reasonable trade or will finance 
to reliable party. Apply 40!.
Braid. Phone 6031. 100-105
1941 PONTIAC Sedan, good run 
ning order, $125. Phone 3298.
83-109
1951 PREFECT in good condition, 
Phone 3368 after 5:30 p.m.
100-120
1955 OLDSMOBILE two door 
Low mileage. New tires. Excel­
lent condition. Phone 6143.
101-106
ULTRA modem—three bedroom 
N.H.A. home for sale. For par­
ticulars, phone 5692. 88-114
MODERN two bedroom house in 
good location. Reasonable terms. 




RENT - MOR Equipment Ltd.— 
Rear of McCune Motors—By the 
day, week or month, we can sup­
ply the tools for your temporary 
needs. Phone 4194 for Rent-Mor.
102-127
CLEAN, comfortable, light house­
keeping room with television. 760 
Martin St. Phone 6668. 101-112
HOUSEKEEPING room, central 
private entrance. Gentleman on­
ly. 689 Ellis St, 89-114
ELECTRIC cement mixers, 
wheelbarrows for rent, Pentic­
ton Engineering, 173 Westmin­
ster. 1-tf
MISCELLANEOUS
COMFORTABLE Sleeping Room, 
$5 week. Phone 6185.____ 91-118
SLEEPING room or light house­
keeping. Close in. After 5 p.m. 
Phone 4910. 102-104
THE DUTCH JANITOR SERV­
ICE will do your office or store 
cleaning quickly and efficiently. 
We specialize in sparkling clean 
windows. Good references. Phone 
16 94-105
BOOM AND BOARD
ROOM with or without board. 
Apply 403 Winnipeg St. or phone 
4950. 103-127
MOT£LS->HOTELS
ACME Cleaning Service offers 
you year round cleaning and 
juilding maintenance with fully 
nsured protection against break­
age. Phone 4217 for prompt at­
tention. 96-120
PARKSIDE MOTEL -  Close to 
shopping. Furnished one, two and 
three room suites. Cable TV op­
tional. Winter rates in effect till 





MODERN three bedroom homo 
in new district. Available May 
1st, .$110 per month. For ap 
pointment phone 5983 after 5 
p.m. 98-122
MODERN two bedroom home 
Penticton Ave. Wired for electric 
stove immediate possession $55 
per monih. Phono 3815, 102-104
Shetland Pony Rides
When out for a drive, treat the 
kiddies to a pony ride at
Double B Pony Ranch
Okanagan Falls Phone 9-2113 
Turn at Imperial garage, one 
block cast and two south
WANTED TO RENT__________
'iVANTED i)y relinhlo couple 
small furnlshert cottage or apart 
ment. Profernhiy near beach 
but not .ssentlnl. Phono 4778,
100-105
CLASSiriED DIHPLAT KATES
O nt In itrtlo n  n«r liioh 11,tu
Thre* ounMfmiilvii lUyu, por Inch II.UA  
BIX eonaaoutiv* Hxya, par Inch I  .HA
W A N T  AO CASH KATES
O ut or two lU y i, Be par word, pat 
liiaarllon.
Three oonaaeutiva d ty i, tlU a par word, 
per Inaartlon.
BIx eoiiiacutlva d iy i,  Bo par word 
par itmanion, (MlMlmiim charxa for to wiirdai 
! f  nut paid w ithin A day i an idd ltlonai 
eharsa of to par cant,
B P E U IA I. N O TIC E S
N O N -O O M M K n u iA L  |t0 0  par Inch. 
tt.9 A  aanh tor tllrtha, D aaih i, Eunar 
ala, MarrlORaa, EnRagamanla, lie 
caption Notices and Cards of Thanka. 
lao pat count line (or In  Mamorlam  
m inimum  charxa Bl.ao SACn extra  
t f  not paid within tan days of pubil 
cation dale.
COPY O E A D U N E S  
A P,m, day prior to publication Mon 
days throURh Frldayi.
12 noon Baturdaya for pubUcatton on 
Mondays.
0 a.m. Cancallatlona and Uorraettona. 
Adverllaumanta from outalda the City 
of Penticton must ha accompanlad 
with cash to inaura puhltcatlon, 
Adveniaamanta should ba checked on 
the rirat publication day. 
Ncwapiipara cannot ba reaponilbla for 
more than one Incorrect tnaerllon. 
N am ai and Addreaaai of BoxHoldari 
are hold confldanilat 
ncpliaa will ha held for SO days, 
Include mo additional If  rapliai are 
to ba mailed.
T H E  P E N T IC T O N  H E K A E P  
C L A B B IE IE D  OPEIG E HOUKB  
liSO a.m . to A p.m,, Monday ihrouxh 
Erlday.
lu lrt to 13 noon Baturdaya 
P H O N E  iOOa P E N T IC T O N , B .f t
HELP WANTED - FEMALE
SMALL two bedroom home, plas­
tered, part basement. Workshop. 
Large garage. Lot 40.xl64. Price 
$5,000. Down payment $1,000. 
Phone 4991. 91-118
WANTED — Experienced stenog­
rapher for Insurance and Real 
Estate office. Insurance exper­
ience preferred but not essential. 
Starting June 15 or earlier. Ap­
ply in writing to A. F. Gumming 
Ltd,, 210 Main St., Penticton.
102-107
WANTED immediately, a middle 
aged housekeeper to cook for 
three adults. Steady position if 
satisfactory. Ranch 15 miles out, 
not modern. Apply P.O. Box 310, 
Penticton, B.C. 104-105
NEW two bedroom home, in new 
subdivision. Direct owner. Rhone 
4166. 95-120
SALESMAN WANTED
SALESMAN required for Okan­
agan and Kootenay territory. Call 
on industrial, institutional, retail 
outlets. Also lamps for resale 
purposes. Only firm with ware­
house in Western Canada. Top 
commission and M.S.A. benefits. 
Please reply to Ever-Lite Electi’ic 
Ltd., 2671 East Hastings St., Van­
couver, B.C. 103-104
LARGE family home in West 
Bench residential district, three 
bright bedrooms, large living 
room, dining rooiji and cabinet 
kitchen. Colored Pembroke bath 
room, hardwood and tile floors 
Planter separates open stairway 
to basement. Automatic hot wa­
ter heating. Two fireplaces, base­
ment futured for ti\’o bedrooms 
rumpus room and workshop 
Property area 2.25 acres, planter 
to pears. Sprinkler irrigation 
system, large garden plot, and 
lawn. Asking $19,500. Substan 
tial down payment required 




Looking for a quality-built N.H.A. 
home with reasonabe monthly 
payments? For only $53 monthly, 
principal and interest, with $3,100 
down, you can move tomorrow 
into this attractive 2-bedroom 
home with hardwood floors, plas­
ter finish, stucco and siding ex­
terior. Located on a 70 x 122 foot 
corner lot. Full price only $11,400. 
Call today, Mrs. Mellor, 5620 or 
evenings, 6226.
FOR RENT
At Trout Creek, near lakeshore, 
fully furnished - 2-bedroom home 
available for several months, $80 
monthly. Please call Penticton 
Agencies, 5620 for further details.
PENTICTON
AGENCIES
Member of Vancouver 
Real Estate Board







Satisfied buyers all over B.C. 
say Finning’s Dutch Auction 
tops them all! Reliable Ma­
chines! Terrific prices! Ask 
the man who bought one. It’s 
the best sale ever!
HOWARD & WHITE MOTORS 
LTD.
’’Goodwill’’ Used Cars and Trucks 
GM Parts and Accessories 
496 Main St., Penticton 




Here’s a 1949 model fully 
equipped with Isaacson 
dozer, Carco winch. Starts at 
$6,000: d r o p s  $400 every 
week! Be sure to see FT-3994.
Price, May 5 ............. $6,000
Price, May 12 ...............$5,600
Price, May 19 ............. $5,200
Price, May , 26 ...............$4,800
Price, June 2 ............. $4,400
Price, June 9 ............. $4,000
SET TRAP
(^INCY, Mass. (AP) — 'Two 
men set a trap for James Nally, 
41, as he stepped from his cafe 
Friday, and they escaped with a 
bag containing $3,500. Just ouside 
the rear door of the cafe there is 
a steel-covered pit about three 
feet deep. The holdup men had re 
moved the cover and when Nally 
stepped out he fell into the pit. 
Then the robbers grabbed the bag 
and fled.
PUBLISHER FINED 
PARIS (Reuters)—Oclaye Ra- 
bate, publisher of French Com­
munist party organ I’Humanite, 
Friday was fined 50,000 fi’ancs 
(about $115) for “publishing false 
news.” The charge related to an 
article in I’Humanite last year 
which suggested that France wa."! 
going to'reopen hostilities against 
Egypt.
ESCAPES TAX
CHICAGO (AP) — A man who 
for 41 years paid no federal in­
come . lax was sentenced Friday 
to 181 days in prison. Constantine 
Papageorge, 61, a restaurant 
owner, declined to contest. gov­
ernment charges that he evaded 
$16,509 in taxes on his income of 
$71,270 for the years 1951-54. Rev­
enue men told the court that Pap­
ageorge had never paid tax since 
the United States Income Tax 
Law was enacted in 1913.
FINANCIAL
PRIVATE money Rvallable for 
mortgage or discount of agree­
ments (or sale Box G7, Penticton 
Herald, i-tf
CAREER SALESMAN WANTED 
We manufacture a diversified 
range of new construction and 
maintenance products sold to con­
tractors, industry and Institutions, 
The succes.sful applicant must 
have a good sales record and a 
car to take over an established 
territory Including the Okanagan 
and Kootenay Valley, Should re­
side In Penticton. Our unique 
remuneration plan provides for 
ligher than standard incomes. 
To arrange Interview, tclopliono 
3116 Monday, May 5th, Mr. W. 
C. Clarkson to arrange for inter­
view. 303-106
Sim T IO N  w an’Fe d - - fem a li
MERCHANDISE
ARTICLES FOR 8AU0
48 SQUARE yard roll No. 1 U' 
inch Dominion rublior carpet un 
dor cushion. Will cut if neces 
snry, Pliono 2926. 302-107
DAHLIA tublots, phone 3524 or 
call at 368 Ellis St. 102-104
COMPLETE houRcIiold furnish 
Ings for sale. Phono 5975.
90-114
MUST Bell by May 15th, Like new 
Kenmore Propane Range and 
Homart water heater. Both wllli 
natural gas converter. $225 or 






P E N T I C T O N  
H E R A L D
Taken by our photographer, H ts 
easy to get souvenir photos of tlio 
lime you were in tho newh. Send 
Miem to your friends or put them 
in your album,
Large Glossy 8” x 30"
Only $1,50
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 
Order at the BuBiness Office
PENTICTON HERALD
WILI4 do cleaning in homes or 
motels. Apply Box R103, Pontic 
ton Herald. 104-106
THREE! bedroom homo, liard- 
wood floors, full basement. $2,600 
down. Phone 6660 or call at 1355 
Balfour Street. 104-106
THREE bedroom family home 
basement, natural gas furnace 
220 wiring. Corner lot. Backyard 
fenced. On bus line. Full price 
$9,100. Downpayment $3,000. Bal 
anco as rent, Phone 2735. 10.3-105
NEW two bedroom house, oak 
floors, tile kitchen and bathroom 
Full basement. Double plumbing 
Suitable for suite in basement 
Low down payment. Total price 
$11,500. Phone 2020. 97-120
THREE bedroom fully modcr 
homo aulomatlc oil furnace, With 
half aero. Nine miles from Pen 
tlctnn. Phono 9-211.1, 103-128
TIMMINS Streel, 3030 -  Now 
llirco bedroom house well land 
scaped, on sower, ,$3,500 down 
payment, bnlanco as rent. Phono 
4713, 9M1G
RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT  OR NOT
i iT w !
TVieauice
OP THB UCORiCe
p im  iMsomes AS sm erAs
S tM A R  CANB
FOR SALE
41/̂ -TON G.M.C. dump truck, only 
run 1500 miles since complete 
motor overhaul — 70% tire all 
round, 10.00 x 20—14 ply. Six 
yard steel dump. 8-inch hoist 
and gate and rock dump.
THIS EQUIPMENT HAS BEEN 
TAKEN IN ON TRADE AND IS 
OPEN FOR HIGHEST BIDS 









1954 model has Drott Loader, 
3-tooth backripper, Allen cab. 
Good condition. Starts at 
$15,000. See FT-3787.
Price, May 5 ...........  $11,000
Price, May 12 ...........  $10,200
Price, May 1 9 ........... $ 9,400
Price, May 26 ...........$ 8,600
Price, June 2 ......... . $ 7,800
Price, June 9 ...........  $ 7,000
A REAL GOOD FIVE-ACRE 
ORCHARD IN 
WEST SUMMERLAND
Fully planted to good varieties of 
apples, pears, cherries, poaches 
and apricots. 3 bedroom home, 
fully insulated with plaster fin­
ish. Basement with furnace heat, 
garage, tractor, shed and cabin. 
Includes ladders, bags and odd 
fools. Close in and on the dome.s- 
tic wafer, Full price $8,400 wifli 
$4,500 down. Contact Jack Bent­





Property Managem nt and 
Investments.






CARRIES THE LINE! 
-601NG I KNOW HOT WllCRE* 
•BECAUSE HEOMCEHADA 
DREAfA THAT f fE  W AS
DENIES AmsuoN ro 
HEAVEN BECAUSE OF HIS 
BEARD Pu+nam,Cona
Jo h n  str ype
(M S -1787)







 ̂ ,041 PtOWDEN
” ̂ ER HWf>
THB Bet4EFIT0P PAINT OR ANY OTHER PREJEWMWE
•wrirsim>asm ioooo AFTER
BEAUTIFUL VIEW
Two-bcloi'oom, fully modern stuc 
CO homo on 1/3 acre. Fireplace, 
aulomatlc oil furnace, 220 wiring, 
Nice lot overlooking lake. Full 
price $5,000, with terms,
ALSO
A Holoctlon of nice building lots 
close to town and roasonablo. 
Please Contact!




or V. M, Lockwood evenings 
or Sunday
104-105




THESE CARS MUST GO!
3.956 Plymouth Automatic $1495 
1956 Plymouth Tudor 1395
1956 Ford Custom 1475
19.56 Meteor Sedan Deli’vy 1150 
1955 Ford Custom, radio and 
lieater 1425
1954 Ford Custom, radio 
and heater
19.53 Pontiac Sedan, radio 
lieater
1953 Meteor Automatic, 
radio and healer 
1953 Austin Sedan 
1953 Pontiac Tudor, radio 
and heater 
1951 Chev. Sedan, radio and 
heater 550
ALLIS-CHALMERS HD6B
1956 model, looks like new! 
Hydraulic Angledozer, Carco 
winch. Listed at $13,500. 
FT-3745.
Price, May 5 . . . . . . .  $10,000
Price, May 1 2 ...........$ 9,300
Price, May 19 ...........  $ 8,600
Price, May 2 6 ...........$ 7,900
Price, June 2 ........... $ 7,200
Price, June 9 ........... $ 6,500
BID TODAY!
See Your





& Equipment Co. Ltd.
Phone — Vernon 2938
“Where Used Equipment Is 
A Business — Not a Sideline!"
FEAR CHEST X-RAY 
CHICAGO (AP)—A New York 
medical educationist says “radia­
tion hysteria” has made millions 
of Americans leery of having 
their chests x • rayed. Dr. Theo­
dore H. Hoehren of the Univers- ' 
ity of Buffalo School of Medicine 
said the need for a chest x-ray 
far outweights in many instances 
any possible danger of slight rad­
iation.
COMPOSER DIES
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) — A 
75-year-old man who died in a 
hospital here Thursday night was 
the composer of Wabash Blues 
and other popular musical num­
bers, it was learned Friday. He 
was Frederick Meinken, known 
only as an elderly man who lived 
alone. He broke his hip in a fall 
from a chair several days ago.
U.S. AIDS ISRAEL
WASHINGTON (Reuters—The 
Atomic Energy Commi^gj 
day announcet'
States will conv, 
wards the coa 
search reacto*
Israel. The U. J 
cessary fuel 
ment under the , t.ms 
clear research agreen, 
tween the two countries.
MAGAZINE CLOSEPy 
ANKARA, Turkey (AP) -4̂  The 
weekly magazine. Akis Friday was 
ordered closed for one month and 
publisher Tarik Halulu was sent­
enced to jail for 16 months and 
fined $1,300. Akis was prosecuted 
for an article depicting Prime 







100 MORE TO 
CHOOSE FROM
Also sec our complete line of 
Zodiac, Zephyr, Consul, Anglia, 
Prefect and Tliames Trucks. 
Write, wire, or phono BILL 
CTIUBEY nt
Zephyr Motors
PHONE LAKE VIEW 2-2888 
231 - 32lh STREET 
NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.
A U C T I O N
Due to circumstances beyond our control, the Auction Sale of 
household effects for DON DEROSSIER, scheduled for
May 5th at 2 p.m. at Trout Creek has been
C A N C E L L E D
^m iik. i o n  5
AUCTION SALES
Phone 3186 Penticton, B.C.
TllAILEHH BALE
UUILDINGS & PIlOPEllTY
BLOCK building, .36’ x GO’ 8”. 
Floor area of 2,184 square tcct. 
Concrete slab floor. Office and 
washroom in building. Situated 
on V«-acro on Rosotown Ave. Pull 
price $9,500, with $.3,000 down, 
Balance easy terms, ContncI; 
Jack Cripps, Phono 6024 or 3006,
LOTS
N.H.A. approved view lot.s, 70' x 
140', on Ridgodnlc Avenue. Phone 
5575.
N.H.A, lot on Government Street, 
$1,500. Phone 4786, 0(1-120
nURINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MOTEL, eight units and bunga­
low, Busy Fraser Valley town. 
Asking $48,000, half cash or toko 
new house, duplex or property in 
Penticton as part payment. Box 
102, Abbotsford, B.C.
CUSTOM l)ullt irnllor, 19 foot. 
Throe - piece bathroom, F u l l y  
motlorn. Bunk iteds and bod 
chosicrflold. $1,800, Phono Sum­
merland 3481 or see Bill Argylo 
at Trout Crook, 102-104
LATE model “Shasta" 15 foot 
trailer complete with electric 
brakes and canopy. As now con­
dition. Phono 5948. 103-108
IF YOUR
PAPER IS MISSED
Phono youi carrier firit. Then 
If your Her,old Is not deliver- 
od by TrOO p.m. |ust phone
VET’S TAXI 
4111
and a copy wiH be dispaich- 
ed to you at once . . This 
special delivery service Is 
available nightly belween 
7i00 p.m. and 7 t30  p.m.
University of British Columbia
Summer School of the Arts




e  ARTS & 
CRAFTS
Guest Director,! JOHN REICH, head of 
Goodman Memorial Theatre, Chicago, 
Courses In acting, speech, directing stage­
crafts, costume, make-up, scene design and 
lighting.
Lecture-demonstrations by MARCEL MAR- 
CEAU, great French mime.
Director! ROBERT GILL, Hart House The­
atre, Toronto,
Guest Musical Director! GEORGE SCHICK, 
music co-ordInator for tho Television Op­
era Company of N.B.C, Courses In act­
ing and singing fop opera, Lleder, and con­
cert literature, choral elnging,
Master classes in chamber music by the 
famous FESTIVAL QUARTET.
Guest Instructors! CECIL C, RICHARDS, 
JEAN-PAUL LEMIEUX, CARLTON BALL. 
Courses In painting, sculpture, ceramics, 
metalwork, children's art, art for teenagers,
Furlher Informallon and calendar upon request (rem*
Deparfment of Extension








HOLLYWOOD (AP) — *Tm 
still riding bn cloud 9,” said' Ann 
B. Davis. But she came down to 
earth for a moment to explain 
how she got up there. ‘ ,
She’s been riding high since she 
won a television academy award 
a fortnight ago *as, the best sup- 
. porting actress. As any fan of 
the Bob Cummings show can tell 
you, she is Schultzy, long-suffer­
ing secretary of the rakish pho­
tographer.
Four years ago Ann was work' 
ihg in the Christmas card line of 
a local department store. She 
graduated to a revue in . a tiny 
Hollywood theatre, cabaret con­
cert, There was no salary at­
tached. »» '
. . 'T figured anywhere I went 
from there would be an improve
SALLY'S SALLIES
I
ment,” she cracked. But she 
doubtless never suspected that 
she’d make the grade as an 
award-winning actress.
LKES COMEDY 
Ann admitted an affinity for 
comedy at an early age. She long 
had a notion she wanted to act, 
especially for'laughs.- For the 
first few years of her career, she 
got little else.
“I played in all kinds of thea­
tres .even a tent show,” she re­
called. ”1 got $20 a week. Later, 
it was raised to $25 because I 
was a good kid and helped put 
up the tent."
She has made 134 of the Cum­
mings shows and couldn’t be hap­
pier. She’d like it to go on for­
ever. Of course, TV shows never 
dô  and she has given the future 
so thought. Her great ambition 
is to do a Broadway play. Then 
there is the possibility of her own 
TV series.
Hear great aim is to do a 
Broadway plal. Then there is 
the possibility of her own TV 
series.
’’But that’s a long way off," 
she remarked. "Starring in your 
own show is an awfully big load 
to carry, and I don’t think I’m 
up to it yet. Let’s face it—I have 
a pretty easy job right now."
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
_  HB SWITCHBD FROM AN 
OLD BIS CAR *R> ONE O' THOSE 
LITTLE ONES —  Birr 
HE COULD/^T TRADE 
//U THE OLD DO®.'
Sdturday, M a y 3 , 1 9 5 8  PENTICTO N  HERALD  9
M
"H E  « E T S  A B O U T  3 0  M IL E S  „ 
O N  A  P O U N D  o ' H A M B U R O E R "
• urn. I I nawMi imieATs
ROCKETS. SATELLITES, 
HVDROGENI BOMBS-PRETTy, 
SOON THEV'LLHAVE A 
SPACESHIP TO,
THE MOON
AND THEY'LL HAVE TO DO ^ , 
SOMETHING ABOUT INFLATION 
AND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS-^ 
THERE ARE SO MANY 
MURDERS LATELV ,
evERYBODV WANTS PEACE 
AND VET ALLVOU HEAR IS WAR 
I DON'T KNOW WHAT THIS 
WORLD IS OOlvvNG TO.'
WHAT DO 
YOU DOGS THINK 




CHEOCS 15 SUCH 
A NEW AND 
5TKAN3E 
e^msuceP&t
WE, IM BEEN 
pwcnciNS 
wemNG 5CWE ' 
TO 6 ET Trtg 
HANS OF 
COINS tAM
OF COURSE, THAT ONE 
15 WESELV A SAAAae 
ANPMAPEdUn© 
5IA\PLS 5IAA0N, A 
- FlCTfTlOUS CHAKACTEBI 
HOW POES IT L00< 
TO yOU?...1VllNN MV 





"Show m« something less ex­
pensive. My roommate .doesn't 
rate $12 an' ounce.”.
WOBDS OF THE WISE
It is always easier to' believe] 




By B. Jay Becker ,
(Top Record Holder in Masters’ Individual Championship Playt
IP  NEVEK ACCEPT A 
CHECK LIKE THIS.'...VOLrD 
PBTTEe P2ACT1CE UPON 
WKITIN5...TH1S LOOKS UKE 
A SENT STKANP OF 
BAUKR Wllf£!...HVl.„ANP 
THE WAV YOU'VE SPACER 
THE WONEV NUMEeAL..
TMIS S 9 COULP 
EASlUV ?£ KITEP 










7HB DOCron //e  J!f£P7  /fORSB 
70  P/£>£ ro  75Wr CM/GRANT
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9 8 8 4
eK 6 5 2
4 6 4 3
E A S ®  
A K 1083 
9  J 7 S 2  
9 J 9 3
WBSS 
A J 9 S  
9 K 1 0 S
9 1 0 4  
9 Q J 1 0 8 N
4 AQ6 
9 A Q 9  
9 A Q 8 7  
4 A T 3
. .-Tj s'̂ TOie Mddiagr 
‘ idenr'BC*^ North East
-■ praise for iiie : |J;Pass Pass 
- “It would be in'ti.r 
•jit away from thleen of clubs 
boys. ’They were ogg0g 
u.suig and shootinj? iugk turn out,
J '. just neye7̂ .see ̂ (amination, to be 
mfeiior play..
IT-.4(.n had a stock two notrump • 'ihg bid, showing- 22 to 24 po. - L a balanced hand, and strength in all suits, North prop­
erly decided to pass, although he 
had 3 points,.because, aside from 
his king, the rest of the hand was 
as drab as CQUld be. There was 
tio long suit to offer, nor were 
" there any of the tens or , nines 
' which so often aid in producing 
, tricks.
East overtook the queen of 
clubs with the king to avoid 
blocking the suit, Declarer duck­
ed, and also ducked the club con­
tinuation. West won and . played 
the third" round of clubs, taken 
by the ace.
The A-Q of diamonds were 
cashed,’followed by a diamond to 
the king. In dummy for the last 
time, South had to choose wheth­
er to finesse in spades or hearts 
He decided on the heart and lost 
the queen to the king.
West now cashed his clubs, 
bringing the defenders to five 
tricks. He exited with a low heart growers 
after South had discarded a 
spade and a heart on the last two 
clubs. ' ,
Declarer took the ace, but had 
to lose a spade to East’s king, 
and went down one. Had Sou^ 
chosen to finesse the spade, he 
would have made the contract.
Declarer was in error, not be­
cause he guessed the wrong suit 
to finesse, but lor other, reasons.
He should hot" have" permitted 
himself to be put to a guess.
His proper play was to duck 
the opening club lead but to win 
the return with the ace. The 
seven of clubs should- have been 
kept as an .exit card to serve ̂ ts 
special purpose later.
Four diamond tricks are then 
cashed. Now the seven of clubs 
is played, allowing West to run 
his suit. A spade and a heart are 
discarded by declarer on the 
clubs.
South’s last four cards are A-Q 
of spades and A-Q of hearts. 
Whichever suit West plays i gives 
South a free finesse and his 
eighth trick.
W ashington Looks 
For Big Apple Crop
WENATCHEE. Wash., (AP)— 
The whole Central Washington 
apple region was a-buzzin’ and a- 
bloomin’ this week with buds 
buESting out by the billion and 
hopes at their highest.
Quantitatively and qualitatively 
speaking, that is. No one knows 
and few cared to discuss  ̂the 
prospects for markets and prices. 
But what happens in this world's 
greatest apple growing region 
has a bearing on markets and 
prices everywhere.
Washington produces' approxi­
mately onedhird of the nation’s 
100 million bushel annual crop 
Its premium price fruit affects 
growers in the other major 
states of New York, Michigan,
Virginia, Illinois, Oregon, Idaho 
and Ohio.
Eastern apple growers perked 
up their ears this spring when 
they heard a • rumor Washington 
apples were having trouble polle- 
nizing—in other words, the bees 
weren’t in there doing the work 
they, ought to.
It just isn’t so, say state, fed 
eral and local officials, and right 
now it looks as if the 1958 crop 
vidll reach or approach the 32, 
600,000 bushels sold fresh or for 
probessing from the bumper; 1957 
output. »
Blooms reached their - peak 
Wednesday morning in blossom- 
perfect weather and th e, bees 
were out there buzzing around 
just as busy as—well, bees.
POOR UTTLB ^ 
FELLER I 
AAAVSE X OUGHT *rO 
SENC? VOU B>ACK. 
TO FLOKIRAl
r Ot'JMW»!l Di»rey Pfod«rt>o« WmI4 R(Kfv«4 IF 1 ONLV KNEW WHAT THUH "TROUBLE w A S/i'P-- y
7
k / ' t HUH LITTLE eu v  WAS . ( JUST W0/V\E51CK ...THAT'S
IVMILS BRICK WATCHES THE 
THE TIME-TOP BV THEJfffSRCEPTO^, 
THE n .A T l^ R M  COMMANDER STIRS.,.
CKOK
THOUGH HIS HANDS ARE TIED THB^
commander can  RISE j o  h isf e e t^
...T5VEV, LIKE A SUl^ETHB 
headlong toward BRIC^y
On Monday: Another Famous Hand is presented by Mr, Becker.
DAILY CROSSWORD
ACROSS 4: Weight
I. Ohio or 5. Elizabeth
Iowa Regina
6 . Playing card (abbr.)










20. Coin (Peru) 19. Song
21. Help bird





















28. Bend the 
head
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SAXUROAt -  P.U.
6:00 Newt 
S:05 Dinner Club 
B:ao News 
6:8S Dinner Club 
8:00 News 
8:05 Dinner Club 
8:30 Behind Sports 
Headlines 
8:3b Dinner Club 
6:5b Newt 
7:00 Dinner Club 
7:25 Bob Bowmas 
, Freients
7:30 Country Club 
8:00 Newt
8:lb Personality parade 
8:30 Bummerland 
Chuekwagon 
0:00 Local Uookty 
n;00>Newt 
lltlO aport 
It'15 Swap and Shop 
11:30 UUBie to Uit NiRht 
13:00 News
I2:u5 Mutlo In the Night 
12:6b News and Slgo-Otf
SUNDAY — A.M.
8:00 sign on and New* 
8:0b Morning Melodlee 
8:30 Canada Bible Hour 
8;4b Morning Melodlee 
8:00 Bethel Tabernacle 
0:30 Velvet Strtnge 
0:4b Brltleb Israel 
10:00 Newe 
to :1b Modem Concert 
10:55 Newt 




I2;4b The Muelo Box 
l:0O.Muele by. UanlovantI 
li2b Newt
1:30 Church of the Air 
2:00 cuckoo Clock Houtt 
3:30 ailbert and Bulllvan 
3:30 Hour of Deoteion 
4:00 BBC Preeente
«;30 Newt
4:35 Broadway Showcase 
4:4b U.B.O. Olgett 
b;00 Pamily Theatre 
5:30 Life Beglna at 30 
6:00 Newe
8:05 Lawrence Welk 
8:30 weekly stooke 
8:Sb Showtime 
6:56 Newe
7:00 The Bob Hope Show 
7 :.70 Hawaii c^lle 
S:00 Newt
8:16 Pcreonallty Parade 
8:30 Peril





10:16 Plano Party 
10:30 Magatine Preview 
10:46 Dreamtime 
11:00 Newt 
11 ;06 smoke Rlnge 
13:00 Newe — Sign Off
/ /
/7






Si30 Here and There 
SilM Vlghllng Worde 
•ISO Hr. Plill .
•tIS Big Plaibaeli 
7100 Jhingli illm 
7i30 Oaldtt all (iDldet 
Siiio Perry fiomn 
•  lOO nreal binvist 
(Ohillern llandrtdi)
r I-
TT" s .%iIT %14jgm





w >1 IF IF
li4 If* %If*
. %W27T % 1W
i
TT
t0i30 Orote Canada Hit 
Parade
lliOO OBO-TV Newe 
11)10 Jliillette 
11 ISO WIngc Acrote the 
World
SUNDAY, MAY 4 
SiOO country Calendar 
Si30 New Nation in Wett 
Indict
3 mo Junior MaKailiu 
4i00 nay Forrest 
4i3U Ussle
6i00 Tlile Is the Life 
5i;m PiTspei-five 
OiOO flame Country , , 
oom Pulher Know* Rcet.l 
7 too December Bride 
7 mil lionglns Palrbnnks 
Preienis
moo Ranee for the flarilen | 
Si30 Will l4i Nurvlve 
IIMl') WorlOU Hlaga 
• tao The Dream 
luion Hea linni 
10 mo Closeiip 
IliOO Frontier of Science o
ABOVE TIMES ARE DAVLIflllT SAVINO
CHANNEI. t  
SATURDAY, MAY 8 _
4100 Adveniures of Rtiy 
Rogers _  .
moo Play of Ihs Weeh 
4 ISO Cap'n Oy’s Cartoons 
Biuii Country Moile 
dnhllee
•  lOO Man Behind the 
Badge
Sl30 Dick Clark Shnw 
7100 Championship Bowl- 
* lag.
1i3U Dick Clark Show
SiOO lAwrence Wrik 
•  mo Ths Whisller 
10 mo Navy Ms _ 
int:m Channti 4 Theatre 
SUNDAY, MAY 4 
IMHi Fallb for Today 
I mo suih Osniury Fox 
Hour
4i!io Telerourse 
3 mo Volets of MtrrUI 
Womacli
BUS Klernan'e KaUtd- 
scope '
moo Sunday Matinee
Si30 Janet Dean, RN 4 mu Royal Playhouee 
4i:m Paul WIneheli SIOO Tales of the Tease 
Rangertsum I.one Ranger 
nmo Von Aiked for It 
Si30 Roeton Rlackle 
7 lim Maverick Hi30 Adventure ai Scoit 
IMandsmn Sid Caesar Invilce
Von1130 Channel S Theatre
abOvb times are standard
CHANNEL « 
SATURDAY, MAT S
Si30 flood Morning 
• i45 Raieball Frevlew ' Baiebatl flame 
Ills Keiilocky Derby I i4S Chicago Wrcilling 
Si30 l.one Ranger 3 mu Weitern Bnnndap 4i00 Captain Kaagaroe 
4iis rerloone 
4i3U Highly Monte BiOO Cartoon CInvrn . 
Bias Wild Bill Blehob
D A IL Y  O R Y t‘TO (IU O TB -  H ere 's how to w ork i t i
A X V D L B A A X n  
l« L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands tor another. In this sample A Is used
.............................................  • ------ l e ‘
diOU tmurel and Hardy 
• ISO Top Dollar 
7 too Rale Ntnrm 
7iSU Have Ann Will 
Travel
nmo flunsmnke 
m:m Zane flrey Theatre 
UlUU TIIA 
Si30 Perry Meion 
10l30 Late Show
SUNDAY, MAY 4 
lti45 flood Afternoon 
Ills rtiiletlan Hcisnee 
1130 Oral Roberlt 
,Si0fl Early Show
moo Weelern Rnnndup 
4 mo This Is Ihs Ufa 
4130 Sons Shop 
smo The Newt 
SilO Dan MmonI 
sum Annie Oakley 
sms Laeele 
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Soviet Veto on Arctic 
Leaves Gloom at U N.
By LLOYD McDonald  lAmferican delegate here, said af-1 inspection plan as a counter- 
Canadian Press Staff Writer ter Friday’s Security Council measure,
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (CP) had put an end at least LI'ETLE DOUBT
The gloom and apprehension h'®”™̂ ®̂ *̂*̂  There was little doubt about the I
caused by Russia’s veto F r i d a y ^  the UNI that' “it result here-from the outset. So-1 
of the Arctic inspection plan was per- bolev said Friday night that he
accompanied today by s p e c u l a - t h o u g h  toe Soviet had privately told Lodge on April 
tion over what made the Soviet knocked 26 that he would veto toe inspec-
Union worsen toe disarmament summit conference on toe tion proposal. But Lodge had 
deadlock. head.’’ ' gone ahead and released it to the
Moscow’s refusil to allow the Western delegates were still press, arid called for Security 
United Nations to set up an today about seeking new Council consideration,
temational commission of coun-™®®"® ^ ® R u s s i a ’s attitude 'on  disarma-
tries with Arctic territories to but few observers felt ment negotiations in the UN has
plement a program of mutual I any fuirtoer talks here wouldlbeen thal  ̂ the d i s a r m a - |  
survefllance in the strategic polar P®ve much realistic value. m e n t  groups are loaded num-
regions led to the belief that MAY PROTEST AGAIN erically -against toe Commun-
Russia has indeed something to ironically. Soviet delegate Ar^rthaf‘‘g '
hide m her northern Sibenan kadv Sobolev who Fridav nut r"at Russia would only partici- 
wastelands. t S e h  S s t o ’s 83rd v X i n
It is generally conceded that security Council was talkinEl j  ®̂̂ f®®®”*®̂ ®” 
the Russians have little to learnkbout. another meeting' of t h a t t h e  Arctic inspec- 
-a n d  no particular J 6sire for body. He told a press conference 
more mformation- -  a^ut North Friday night that he might ask NATO 
American defences in Alaska and the council aeain to call on the rr  *. alliance whose ter-
C a n  a d  a’s nortoem territories. u.S. to halt fts Arctic flights of c S
Hence their renewed rejection of Luclear-armed bombers which h e r ' ^ n t  the u,orth ef th.c 
the American “open skies’’ offer, has contended throughout are a L i S  L-® «?eH^he 
MAY RELAX EFFORTS threat to peace. „Q®b ®Jĝ ®̂
On the political side, the Soviet .^be issue fiwt canie up here \
action seemed to indicate a don’t - ® * ^ ~  |
hOOM
------------ Trr
LIVING KOOKM'-«‘ ( ir>o’ M A S T fh  b £ 0  ir -o ' I  ir-c"
Two bedrooms, full basement, designed for nar* 
row lo t The plan has a frontage of 39’ plus 
carport. L shaped living and dining room off 
spacious kitchen with nook area, makes up .the 
rest of this well-plaimed home. Full basement, 
with or without open stairwell, plenty of room
for recreation room, furnace and laundry, one 
of the many available in this basic design. 
Designed - for NHA approval, working drawings 
are available from toe Building C^tre (B.C.) 
Ltd., 1240 W. Broadway, Vancouver, B.C.
HOME PLANNING
■I'." .I'.'s • .‘1 ti'ci '''n'-'. ^
DESIGN SERVICE
'5,(;ry.o;i>r“i
H o m e  P la n n m g  Book  
; 1 0 6  N  H  A  D e s i gvi s
■THE.-BUILOING CENTRE
care attitude on prospects for a ‘®®" "®'V8P®P®‘‘ ®®®®unt of how a
big - power summit conference, ^bower of rneteorites, confusing
The veto raised a strong possi-
billty that toe United States m ay had alerted the U.SJ
relax its efforts to bring about a Strategic Air Coinnaand and sent | 
successful meeting of this kind. towards Soviet terri-
Henry Cabot Lodge, the chief h^^^with atomic and hydrogen
'bombs aboard.
Russia then called on toe Se-| 
curity Council to have toe U.S. 
halt such flights on toe ground I 
that they could. set off Soviet 
retaliatory action—and; a third! 
lyorld war. The U.S. assured the 
rest of toe UN' members that 
ironclad safeguards existed to 
prevent an air invasion of Rus­
sia. through any such misunder­
standing, and offered the Ardtic
COOKING WITH GAS
Callers Go by 




The regular monthly meeting I 
of the Queen’s Park PTA discuss-1 
ed plans for the Centennial Field 
Day to be held at Queen’s Park 
School. Mrs. A. Mosdell is chair­
man of the event. It was decided
Ib e Bonding Editor^
Penticton Herald,
Penticton, B.O.
Enclosed please find 25 cents for t^ich send me book­
let “Select Home Designs”.
NAME ............................................ ..............................................I *
ADDRESS ......... .............. ............................. ..................... .
FIRST AID TO AILING HOUSE
BY ROGER C. WHITMAN
SOILED FIREPLACE
Question: We plan to mave 
QUESTION: We plan to move 
.into our new home soon. It has 
a marble fireplace which has 
been used and beciluse toe vent 
wasn't open wide enough, smoke 
has darkened toe marble above 
the opening. How con we clean
ANSWER: Scrub the surface 
with powdered pumice and wa­
ter. Rinse well after cleaning.
INSTLL BUILT-IN 
SHOWER
* QUESTION: I would like to 
install a built-in-shower in the 
house I am* building. Where can 
I get information on kow'to start 
and finish the shower?
ANSWER: Send 10 cents (no 
stamps) to the Superintendent'of 
Documents, Washington, 25, D.C., 
for copy of leaflet No. A 1.77:19, 
“Your Farmhouse — Planning 
the Bathroom.” This describes 
how plumbing should be laid.
DETACHING MIRROR BACK
QUESTION: I purchased a plate 
glass wall mirror with no appar 
ent blemish but some of the back 
ing is becoming detached. It.was 
sold at a reduction. How can this 
be remedied, and will it affect 
the mirror it not repaired?
ANSWER: You can do a make, 
shift patching Job by scotch-tap 
ing the loosened backing, This 
may prevent further loosening of 
the baolting. However, it the con 
dlticm develops farther, the only 
remedy is to have the mirror 
resilvered by a professional. This 
Isn't a Job you con do at home! 
it requires heavy, specialized 
equipment.
SQUEAKING SPRING
QUESTION: We brought a box 
spring three years ago and ii 
squeaks badly. Is there anything 
tliat can be done to fix it?
ANSWER: Squirt a few drops 
of light oil from an oil can a 
every point where one piece of 
mcHal touches another. Then 
“Jounce” (he springs soverri 
•times, to work the oil into the 
Joints. Wipe off any excess oi 
to prevent stolnlng the mottress 
Spread newspapers under bod to 
prevent oil staining of floor.
CRACKED BASiniMENT FI-OOR 
QUESTION: Last foil we had 
n now cement floor put in our 
basement, It Is oven, but hos 
cracked all over, What con wo 
do? We were told eroek* eoiilr 
be filled in, but would be a dlf 
ferent color.
AN.SWER: Cracks should be 
filed; patches will probably he 
a different color. I suggest imlnt 
ing with ruhlier hnae paint to
or. To repair cracks: widen 
them with a cold chisel and ham­
mer to a depth of at least one 
nch, undercutting t h e  sides 
Brush out all loose particles and 
wet the inside surfaceis with clear 
water Pack with a fairly stiff, 
but workable mixture of one part 
Portland cement and three parts 
of clean coarse sand. Keep the 
new mortar damp for several 
days to allow toe cement to har­
den naturally without shrinkage.
PAINTING PLASTIC DOOR
QUESTION: Is it possible to 
paint a vinyl plastic folding door 
and. If so, Trtth what kind of 
paint?
ANSWER? Any good quality 
atex base paint can be used to 
jaint a vinyl plastic door. But 
be sure the surface is first clean­
ed of all traces of grease and 
dirt. • .
TILE ON CINDER BLOCK
QUESTION: We have cinder 
block walls which I want to cov­
er with plastic tile. Where can I 
get information about installa 
tion? ,
ANSWER: It U not advisable 
to put tiles of any kind directly 
on cinder blocks, or any other 
solid masonry. Walls should be 
furred out and gypsum wallboard 
)ut on over the furring strips. 
Plastlo tiles should bo applied 
according to the manufaoturer's 
direotion. Directions and Infor 
motion about installation can be 
obtained from the dealer, Plastic 
tiles are usually sold by.dealers 
in floor coverings,
UNFINISHED FRAMES
QUESTION: During the con 
struotion of our house moisture 
got on the unfinished window 
fromes and resulted in d a r k  
stains. How plan a natural finish 
for the frames,
ANSWER; Since the wood Is 
unfinished, apply a commercial 
wood bleach or a hot, saturated 
solution of oxalic acid and leave 
It on too stains overnight. Thor­
oughly rlnco the surfaces a n d  
allow the wood to dry. Smooth 
with “0 0 0 0 ” sandpaper a n c  
wipe off all dust, then finish as 
desired,
PLASTER DRYING PERIOD
QUESTION: I am putting cor. 
nmio tile In my kitchen.,The old 
plaster was removed and a new 
smooth brown coat applied over 
wlr*» mesh. T« Dll' e weeks long 
enough for drying of the now 
plaster.
ANSWER; A plaster wall us 
ually requires a perk/d of at least 
two months for drying out. Pol 
low manufacturer’s Instruction#
wall surface when applying tile 
cement.
OIL FURNITURE FINISH
QUESTION: Could you repeat 
toe method for a Ihiseed oil fi­
nish for furniture?
ANSWER; Give the furniture 
a soaking coat of linseed oil. Al­
low it to stand for two or three 
hours BO that oil can sink in. 
Then wipe off the surplus and 
rub, the furniture well. • Give it a 
good rubbing for several days; 
toe more the. furniture is rubbed, 
toe higher the eventual gloss. Re­
peat toe same treatment, and 
continue until no.: more oil is ab­
sorbed by the . wood. Rubbing is 
best done with a piece of thick 
felt or similar fabric wrapped 
around a block of wood. Rub­
bing takes time, patience and “el­
bow grease” and patience and 
each the better will be the final 
finish.
SOUR HOUSE ODOR
QUESTION: A year ago we 
bought a five-room h'ouse with 
crawl space underneath. At in­
tervals. there is a strong sour 
odor coming into the house, toe 
strongest from toe carpeted floor. 
Ground under toe house is dry 
except in a hole dug for easier 
access to a floor furnace. We 
plan to fill toe hole. Can you 
suggest anything else for elimin­
ating the, sickening odor?
ANSWER: Filling the hole won’t 
solve toe problem of moisture 
coming up from the ground and 
causing mold. Vents should be 
made in each woU of the crawl 
space if possible, for air circula­
tion. .Cover the ground with a 
vapor and molsturcproof papei', 
or polyethylene sheets, overlap 
>ing at least six Inches and scal- 
ng the laps with asphalt roof- 
ng cement. You might try Just 
sprinkling the ground in' the crawl 
space With a liberal quantity of 
chloride of lime.
By JACIt VAN DUSEN 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
OTTAWA (CP)—'Twelve square- 
dance callers whizzed around Ot­
tawa Friday night by taxi keep-| 
ing things moving in toe biggest 
hoedown here since grandpawj 
courted ̂ andmaw.
Jack Batza, " who traded a|
Mountie’s uniform for a white 
stetson, white pants and a cow­
boy shirt, called squares at three 
high school ^mna^ums as l ,200 |to“get‘ fo^ihVr‘kiformatior'^^^^^^
city folk swuiig to Grand^Square, the Centennial committee before! 
Pigtails ^ ^ d  Ribbons, Crawdad the p l^  could be finalized.
Tully moved a special vote 1 
While Batza, 51. call^  his of thanks to toe transportation 
squares, 11 other men did the committee in charge of driving 
sarne for dancers at other audi- the children who peulicipated in 
tonums. Working to a tight sched- the recent music festival hi Pen-l 
ule, they jumped into taxis to ticton. He remarked that it' was 
move on to the next hall after the smoothest run operation he 
finishing off. calling two squares, had seen in a long time.
As one breathless caller pulled Mrs. G.‘ Puddy’s class won the] 
away in his cab, another drew attendance award, 
up behind to start things off Mrs. E. Horsnell, delegate from 
again. ’ the Senior High P-TA to the re-1
The auditoriums were scat- cent Convention of the BCPTA at 
tered throughout the city-,: one in Victoria was guest speaker and] 
toe east, the other in west Ot- an interesting report, 
tawa arid the third in the uptown -She sajd toe convention felt the! 
area. - . P-TA had lost its original objec-
The occasion was the fourth tives somewhere along the line 
annual jamboree of the. Ottawa and too much effort was being 
SquareDance Associationr a four- put forth into money-making 
year-old organization with 1,400 projects. Resolutions should be 
members from every walk of life, given more careful ^bought be-
------------------------  fore submission.
The educational system is con­
stantly under study and if we 
will all pull In the same direc­
tion, all toe things we are hoping 
for wiir eventually come Into ef­
fect.
B L U E B I R D
E U a R IC  ITD .
RADIO and TV 
SERVICE
Arleigh Bird
Harford & Sm i#^
PLUMBING UMITED
A'
1182K illam eyS t.
Dial 3180 or 4318
, W e Supply and Install A ll 
Plumbing Requirements.
“Treat Your Plumbing With 
Respect"
124 Front St. Ph. 5730




Nice try Rover, but you still 
can't go along to . . . .
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Bonded Gas And 
Oil Installation
e  Air Conditioning 
O Roofing






A U T H O R I Z E D
Claims Korean 
Election Unfair
SEOUL (AP) ■— Vice-President 
Chang Myun claimed today that 
Friday’s South Korean National 
Assembly elections were unfair.
Late returns indicated that 
President Syngman Rhee’s Lib­
erals would retain control of the 
one-house legislature with a re­
duced margin over Chang’s oppo­
sition Democrats.
Incomplete unofficial returns 
;ave the Liberals 84 of the legls- 
aturc’s 233 scats; The Democrats 
lad' taken 51, with independents 
getting 16 and toe minor Unity 
party one.
iSee 08 for a 
fboroui^Job 
In masonry 
work of all 
Unda
Fireplaces - Chimneys
We are experts In any tdiid of 
.brick or block oonatroction
' e^BTlMATES FREE
ARNOLD BROS.
H A S O N B Y  C O N TB A O TO B B  
2 4 8  A b b o tt S treet 
Phone 2 5 1 2
SERVICE d e p o t  ,
Automatic Dryers & Washers
L U M B ’ S
ELECTRIC




4-, >' ' uJ'’’
A T I O N A LMa c h i n e r y
■ ^ .t i W lT E D "
Vnneoom s, n.0.
For . . .
DEPENDABLE SERVICE 
QUALITY AND PRICE 
I t s . . .
The Home Builders* 
Headquarters
For Ready-Mixed Con^reta 
Sherwin-Williams Paints 
And A




BUILDING SUPPLIES LTD. 
Nanaimo Avo. E. -  Ph. 43 34
IR O N  
F IR E M A N
k a d itm t 
GAS BURNER
have entire floor the lame col-1 carefully a i to preparation of the
4
ROOF MOISTURE FROM lOR
QUESTION: The ceiling and 
outside walls of our two-year-old, 
four-room house are well Insulat­
ed. In winter the roof In the 
attic, on the north aide, get a 
coat of frost which thaws when 
t warks up. This causes water 
0 run down the- walls lyid 
through the light fixtures, l l i  
does not occur on the south side. 
We have louvers on each side 
!or, ventilation. Tlie roofing boards 
are turning black and mildewed. 
Can you auggost a, remedy?
ANSWER: Although you don’t 
mention it, It sounds as though 
you have no ventilation under the 
oaves, which is necessary to help 
the louvers provide proper cirou- 
Intion (to protect against conden­
sation forming on the undorsldo 
of the roof). When air condenses 
in an attic, tlicn freezes and 
thaws, it could bring disastrous 
results, some ot which you have 
experienced. In some cases, to 
assist ventllollon even more, peo­
ple have been known to run 
small electric fan in an attic 
apace. If Insulation is faulty at 
the colling or along the Inside 
walls, and allows warm air to 
escape into the cold attic, this 
can be a nfajor contribution to 
condensation. If you are in doubt 
alxjut the condition of your In 
R'llatlon, I 4*ecommend having it 
Inspected.
Ft m  s w v B y  
g l a t l l y  m a d o
JOHN LAWSON Lid.
Plumbing & I'.a tln g  
Contractors
149 Westminster Ave. West 
PHONES 
DAY —  2726  
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E X P E R T  
P L U M B I N G  
S  E  R Y I C  E
IfHHUfS-UTH IfitMm Y09Ac»nt- 
\ptvmBifki.rm‘tfi
\cm r^  m
We have the largest eeleeî  
tion of plumbing fixturee 
. in the Interior.
Morgan's
Plumbing &  Heating Co.. 
Ltd.
419 Main St. Phong 4010
P A IN T  W IT H  CILTONE
IT  S T A Y S  C O L O R - F R E S H !
wimwwiimw|pj#!iyg|
>) '
, .  I
•  Doesn't fadeI
•  Dirt washes off easil)
•  Odorless and easy to apply
•  Comes in a wi,de range of colors
BUY C ILTO N E  AT





798  Winnipeg St.
Phone 5812
lY ourselfX t,^,.
With Bapco Happy 
Colour!
Call in and cheese from 
our full atock
B A P C O  PAI lv I TS  
W A L L P A P E R












FOR FREE ESTIMATES ON
M offat Janitrol Ops Equipment and Ranges 
and a  Complete Plumbing Service see . .  .
McKAY & STRETTON LTD.
Domosilo — Commercial ft Induatrlat Heating ft Plumbing
U S  M a in  S t Next to City Hall .P h o n o  8 U 7
ARNE’S
444  Moin St,
at Ntauu.M ••nieH
PAINTS AND  
WALLPAPERS
Phone 2941
P A IN T S
WE CAN WELD ANYTHING THAT
GAN BE WELDED
When It comes to welding r— 
come to US. W e've got the 
experts and the equipment to 
do a fa it, first rate |ob.I on 
all furm machinery arc! eqs 
ment. .
CENTRAL MACHINE SHO
254  Ellli Street Phone 28f
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Hunting Laws Need Teeth
Hunting laws with the teeth-sug- 
. gcsted by delegates to the fish and game 
dub conference held here last week, 
will be welcomed by all .who respect 
safety, ' . ,
For far too long nien carrying and 
using firearms have escaped -the full 
measure of responsibility attending 
their pleasure. /
Particularly welcome would be the 
» adoption of the suggested law that the 
handling of any firearms while under 
the influence of liquor become an in* 
dictable offence. The maximum $500 
fine plus suspension of hunting privil* 
eges would soon eliminate those who 
became careless in thieir habits. If the 
first fine didn’t rapidly cut down on the 
number of hunting accidents, the sec­
ond penalty of three months in jail plus 
permanent suspension of hunting priv­
ileges, surely would.
Many are the hunters who would
review their hunting equipment and 
leave their bottle of Scotch at home if 
they knew such penalties faced any 
violation of common-sense hunting 
rules.
Strongest argument- in favor of 
adopting the suggestions is that the 
recommendations came from' hunters. 
Hadvthey been presented by a bunch 
of blue-sjockings with a- social reform 
gleam in their eyes. ‘ we .might have 
shrpgged our shoulders and passed no 
comment.
But, coming from men who spend 
the greater time of their leisure in the 
outdoors, men who know the errors 
and weaknesses of their c#de, the res­
olutions carry great weight.
They would be hard to enforce, but 
it would not- take many convictions 
with such toqgh penalties to change 
the minds of that ever - present few 
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o m w a  REPORT
Years to Write 
Book on States
By PATBlCit NICHOLSON 
! / Special Oorrespondent to the Herald
An inconspicuous news item recent­
ly announced that the International 
' Bank for Reconstruction and Develop- 
’ ment — commonly known as the World 
Bank — had loaned the equiv«’*fint of 
$14,000,000 to a public corporation in 
Pakistan for expansion of electric 
power. ' «> ’
Observant newspaper readers not­
iced that this was only one of a stream 
of such announcements, recording siih- 
ilar loans by the World Bank through­
out the world..
While in the United States discuss- 
' on has waxed fierce and strong as to 
- how underdeveloped countries can best 
be aided and how the Communist bloc 
, c^ p a ig n  of trade and aid can be count­
ered, the World Bank, has quietly gone 
its unspectacular, nonpolitical way.
 ̂ ■ In his recent report to the United
Nations lEconomic and Social Council,
bank president Eugene Black pointed 
out that whereas the bank’s develop­
ment loans 10 years ago amounted to 
less than $30,000,000, this year, by the 
end of June, they will come to well 
over $650,000,000. The major part of 
these loans will be used in South Asia 
and the Far East — the very regions 
in which the Communist bloc has con­
centrated its aid offensive.
Though 30 per cent of the bank’s 





B y  J A M E S  K .  N E S B I T T  
VICTORIA — One returns from 
a vacation in- the, Hawaiian Is- 
States (w hich made the bapk a goin^  I lands to find British Columbia up
concerrt by originally subscribing 
, $;175,000,000), the bank’s 'personnel 
and services have spanned the globe. 
Right now it is helping to untangle 
bitter international disputes—the Suez 
Canal for one, the divisiop of the Indus 
' basin waters for another. It exemplifies 
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PARIS (AP)-^Branko Mihailo- 
, Vic, son of the executed Yugoslav 
Chetnik leader, has brought from 
I Belgrade the word that under- 
I ground resistance to President 
Tito’s Communist regime still ex­
ists.
V Sitting in a small cafe for Yugo­
slav exiles, the son of Tito’s war­
time rival told how he was spir­
ited out of the country by friends 
and crossed the border barefoot­
ed at night within a few yards 
of a Communist control post.
His fi^ends in Yugoslavia, he 
said, are. not carrying on organ­
ized resistance. But they can 
send a private message any­
where in the country by carrying 
the word in their heads and pass­
ing it on with a nod, a vvjnk or 
an understanding glance,
Branko looks 10 years older 
than his 31 years. Fear, prison 
and torture have loft deep fur- 
'rows In his face and spotted his 
black hair with grey.
His father, Gen, Draja Mlhallo- 
vie, former Yugoaluv war minis­
ter, was an allied war hero In 
the lonely days of 194142 when 
Ills Chctnlks carried on under­
ground resistance to the Nazis. 
The. Chctnlks, l a r g e l y  middle* 
dnsR Serbs and Uoynllsts, also 
fmight Tito’s pnrtlKans, M limes 
they also eollnboraiod with the 
(Jermans against the pnriisans. 
Prime Minister Chiirchlll called 
the fight between Tito and Ml* 
hnllovic a tragedy wHhln the 
tragedy of the war and finally 
persuaded exiled King Peter to 
vopudinte MIhallovIe,
After the war, Tlio irlod Ml- 
hidlnvln on charges of oollabora- 
lion with the Nazis, lie was exe- 
filled iTul- 17, 194(1,
Hranko spoke sofily, ns a man 
used 10 whispers, lie last saw his 
faihor as a free man In Oclohor, 
1944, nfler Ihe Allies liad with* 
drawn (heir support and ho know 
he was dofonlod,
Two days before his fiiihcr was
I iktificfim ^  ^
0. J. RUWIJINI). Publisher 
.IAMBS HUME. Editor
Piihliin«d Every enernoon txctpt Bun' 
SII.VI and holldaya at ISO Nanaimo Ava, 
W , Pentloton, D O,, by tht PenllBton 
l lw a iii U d ,
Mombei Canadian Dally Newapapii 
ru iJ lla h m ’ Aaaooiatlon and llii Canadian 
I'raaa, The Canadian Praaa ii nxolueivaly 
eni lilt'd In Ihe m e »oi repiihlianllon of 
all nawa dlapatohaa In thia pnnet oreditad 
to It or 10 Tha Aaaoclated preaa or 
jto iitrra , and alan to iha innal nawa puh. 
Iiahcd liareln. All rlRhta of rapuhllcailon 
Of aprplal dlapatohaa 'harain a r t  alaoroHurvofj,
H U n s u n iP T lO N  a A T ics  e a rn ti
Stilivary, r l y  and d ia lm il, iillo nor ivoou, 
nrim ar hoy I'nlloolina evrry a waoKt, 
Siihurhan araaa, whora earrur or deli- 
varv aervloe la malnlalned, ralaa aa
executed,' Branko and'his sister, 
Gorzdana, were forced to attend 
the last day of his trial and hear 
him condemned to death.
Long before—prior to his fa­
ther’s capture—Branko’s life had 
taken on-a pattern! The Commu­
nists would put him in jail for 
perhaps 10 days, then release 
him. A few days, later they 
would, arrest him. again. They 
never charged him with, any­
thing. '
At first he w’as beaten, tortured 
with burning matches thrust un­
der his finger nails and water 
forced down his throat in an ef' 
fort to make him tell his father’s 
whereabouts. Branko said he nev­
er told,
Branko’s worst days were over 
in 1947. Ho said he thought he
to its eyebrows 
celebrations.
If all that is being said and 
done in these celebrations is not 
quite historically accurate! well, 
perhaps no matter; the whoop- 
de-la is creating an uiterest in 
our history, and from this interest 
will come study and knowledge. 
This is always' the slow,thorny, 
controversial pathway of educa­
tion in any field.
It has been this column’s good 
fortune to have taken an interest' 
for a long time in bur history, 
and from this interest has come 
much — entertainment,'apprecia­
tion of the past and what our 
By THE CANADI/pi PRESS Ipionee* - did; wopder at their vl- 
Twenty-two Canadians died in sion,.and their good cheer in the 
accidents this week-end. face of terrific^ds, astonis|hment
_ Twelve were killed in traffic, at the speed of developments.
Always there is something fresh 
death and two died m other nfis- cropping up for those who study
* o . history. This column never be-
♦o ® aH  fore recent days read the speech
tacked and killed by a tame that Governor James Douglas 
lion near Nanmmo Saturday, made to the people of Fort Yale 
c n in September of 1858, It is a mag-
E d o c u n f e n t .  Douglas, was 
by not the .Governor of British Co- 
proyinces, traffic deaths in iumbia that day; he was the Gov* 
 ̂ (3)’ Quebec ernor of Vancouver. Island, but 
he was convinced the mainland 
9 XT' ^  ’ ®®®l;[®tchewan was about to be swaiiowed up by 
3 (3), New Brunswick 1,, Alberta the United States, and so he mov*
'ed rapidly. He stepped into the 
_ . , . , seat of authority, and spoke for
Communists wanted to use him the, Queen' — andv he succeeded
for propaganda purposes. They'in ’holding‘British Columbia for 
,, broadcast that the son of the Queen, and so for Canada, 
Mihallovic was safe and urge Ml* though Canada to him was a for­
tune II.,.. u ------. i ' hallovic 8 followers to come out eign land, and its birth was not
was allowed to live because tlie of the mountains and surrender. | to como about for another 10
years,
•p -nri-iinji"u' I -y"- ama ' I '̂ ^Bt Fort Yale speech of Doug-T T* r * T 'r *  T 5  Q  P®®' surely rank
XJJUl JL X  Xj X I I ^  [with the great utterances of free­
dom In the annuls of this contln*
F I N A N C E  C H A R G E S  
Sir: Prime Minister Diofen- 
baker, in his speech to heads ot 
Labor-Unions ns reiwrtccl In Ihe 
Herald of April 25th, asked In one 
of his points tionling with Iho 
country’s economy for an aggres­
sive "buying drive" by consum­
ers (0 put money Into circulation 
to combat unemployment, point­
ing to (1 per cent higher hank 
savings against the previous 
year.
Fine In theory. If this spentllng 
can bo sustained. But opart from 
this point, here Is my conlcn- 
ttoni
Much must he bought, if It Is to 
ho bought at all, Instalment buy­
ing, li Is not the worst system 
for wo enjoy a standard of living 
through it which blhenvlsc we 
might not have. Practically end- 
loss credit Is available for .this, 
lo anyone who maintolns orderly 
riaymonlH, and that is the major- 
Ity of buyers.
Why then tlio high rates of 
financing one has to pay for such 
credit - buying? .Sure, Ihoro is 
some risk for the financing firms, 
but for $2 registration (If they do 
not pocket this charge) their In- 
leresi Is well taken care ot, their 
money well protected. There is 
some handling, of course, of the 
nccouniR, but this Is actually so 
small that It hardly enters the 
cost-picluro In notuallty.
Why then these exorbitant 
rales?
Finance a larger piece over two 
yonr,s, say an electrical or gas 
appliance, and what does one 
pay? Say $200 to Iw carried, 2 
years. Costs about $45. A TV set, 
say you would finance $300 for 
2 years, costs about 103.
H u‘you realize this Is about 
22 per coni extra cost added on
Before I spend $45 or $55, or was Douglas, hordes
.$65 on financing anything 4n the miners about him, and they 
$100 to $300 lino. I am going m 'voro restless, wanting to take the 
buy a whole lot of other and ‘'T..
necessary things for that money, . 6 >om threatening to raise the 
I would rather,not buy Iho appll- stripes, There was
anco, unless it Is an absolute “od ua
must, because money doesn't
como that easily, pealing to the better noturc of
Bank Interest is about 6 per success,
cent. Let Interest for Investors }‘° slttHeif his speech lo the 
be 7 per cent. Surely then, with IP*®®''" I'ort Vale; "Jt Is not 
the little bit of the expenses of *’® . , " ’*'*i Rovernors of 
handling Involved to (hem, 8 perr̂ ''iV,®*’ ,P'’ovlnccs to address Iho 
cent would he plenty (or us to *®,' "® **'*" *® ® parllcular
pay, for the finance company. “««»8*on- clrcumslnncoH
Aotually one pays much more ®'® Pt̂ ’̂ulPu’, and as you have
than the phovo .11 per cent as f:';*!!’®®?®'',,® H '"  <*'®
llio prinolpfll iH ropnld monihlH'  ̂ 'vlll dcpiirt from (ho cur-
not us a lump-sum at 11 per cent y®.® *® ®/®'''
aftor two vears, words what are the views of the
Perhaps the government should **' relation to this
take a drasllc look at these rates.'
And the buying public should ask 
before signing up on monthly phy. F n iT H R 'C l  P O l l f I M  
monts. how much the chnrcesl O t V a U m
como to In dollani. Not in per r ««
cent, but In actual dollars, |f,o pFOREION LANGUAGES 
entire financing sum. And tlion Eighty replacements for the 
compare the carrying charge Soviet embassy in Indonesia's
. He reassured the British: “I 
am commanded to say to all Her 
Majesty’s native-born subjects 
that this is their country, and that 
their country opens.wide her por­
tals to, receive them from what­
ever part of the world they, come, 
and that they will enjoy here, all 
the rights, privileges and imniun- 
ities .of British subjects.”
He welcomed ,th; . Americans, 
but let it be known it was not 
their country: "I am command­
ed to say to the citizens of that 
great republic, which, like the 
mustaid-seed, has grown up in­
to a mighty tree, and gives shel-. 
ter to the :oppressed of .all na­
tions, .that offshoot from ' Engr 
land 'of which. England is still 
proud T— 1 am commanded to 
extend to you the ..right hand of 
fellowship and-to. give yyou 
hearty, welcome; to our country. ’ ’ 
Douglas reasoned, as ‘he warn­
ed: "Our Gracious Queen ..com- 
meuids me' to receive you With 
kindness and to allow you to dig 
for gold in her dominions, and to 
offer you the protection of British 
laws, as long, as you obey those 
laws and pay the Queen’s dues 
like honest men , . . Every wise 
man and every good man knows 
the value of good laws, and every 
man who expects to receive their 
proteqtio.i when >he. himself gets 
into trouble must be ready at all 
tinfes fo c- • .ituuy ,.i
support of those laws.”
That speech mqae a great im­
pression on the miners, and by 
the ' end of 1858 Douglas was 
able to write: "With the small 
police — we have succeeded, 
through the blessing of God, and' 
with the aid of the well-disposed 
inhabitants, in bring all offend­
ers to justice, and in maintain­
ing a remarkable degree of quiet 
and-good order.”
This l i t t l e -  known Douglas 
speech to the miners of Fort 
Yale In September of 1858 should 
be in every B.C. school book 
today, '
10 YEARS AGO -
May, 1948 — Miss Alice Curr 
of Keremeos, only daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. H. CMrr, graduated 
recently from the Royal Columbi­
an Hospital at New Westminster 
with first class honors . . . J. Y. 
Halcrow was ^ected president of 
the Penticton .Parent-’Teacher As­
sociation at a meeting in the high 
school auditorium. J. R.'Robton 
was;> chosen vice-president and 
Mrs. L. W. Pigeau, secretary . .. . 
The' new government liquor store 
opposite the Keremeos hotel open 
ed for |)usiness. '
OTTAWA’'.— I have just read a 
fascinating book about the U. S.
A. It is-not just "inside”, but 
outside and right through our big 
neighbor. The book incidentally, 
holds, up a' mirror to us, and 
serves as a crystal ball — a red 
flag —  showing us whither we 
are bound if we'continue on our 
present course of trying to keep 
up with Uncle Sam.
In “America as a Civilisa­
tion,’’ published' by the Musson 
Book Co. Ltd. of ’Toronto at $12, 
Max Lemer, a. New Yorker in 
his late fifties.,' has produced a 
monumental and comprehensive 
study of his contry which is en­
cyclopedic in its scope. It covers 
persqnalities from "Cortes, Her 
nado” to "Crockett, Davey” and 
"Crosby, Bing.”  It describes 
modern phenomena from "dat 
ing’’ to ''delinquency,” and amic 
the. lavish praise yet shows the 
seamy side of America os a ciy 
ilisatidn under such lieadings as 
slavery, ' lobbying and segrega 
lion.
It does not surprise me to dis­
cover that It took Mr. Lemer 
twelve years to write tills fact- 
packed 1 ,000-page survey, es­
pecially when one recalls that 
authorship is not his only, or 
oven his major, career, for he 
doubles the unusual combination 
of college professor and writer 
ot a daily newspaper column. 
B I G G E R  A N D  B E T T E R  
Mr. Lemer’s theme is that the 
U. S. A. has achieved the high­
est level of civilization yet 
known to history, and that The 
Americans are distinct creatures 
differing in many ways from all 
other humans. The validity of 
thesle .theories of course depend 
u p o n  . one’s viewpoint. Does 
super-egotism coupled with >the 
supermarket make for a. high 
standard of civilization? Or, are 
there certain intellectual and 
spiritual qualities found else­
where which are as desirable as 
the bigness, the dynasism and 
the abundance found in the iqsher 
parts of the U.S.A.Y The Ameri­
cans may differ from aU other 
humans, but do they not differ 
too little from, each other?
■Under the heading; “The or­
deal of the American women,” 
Mr. Lemer paints this word-pic­
ture of that most-envied of her 
sex. X
"If anything, she is bedevilled 
by too many functions. She leads 
simultaneously a,.multiplicity of 
lives, playing at once the role of 
sexual partner, mother, home 
manager, hostess, nurse, shop­
per, figure of glamour, supervisor 
of the children’s schooling and 
play' and trips,' culture audience 
and culture carrier, clubwoman 
and other worker or careerist. Of' 
the two sexes, it is the man who 
is specialized to making a living; 
the woman, remaining unspecial­
ized, becomes the converging 
point for all the pressures of the 
culture."
That description sounds, very 
like the greatest asset, the most ' 
wonderful natural resource, to be 
found in Canada today; the Can­
adian wife.
THE STRONGER SEX 
And here is how he describes 
the cynosure of male Americans, 
the successful businessman.
"Much of metropolitan life has 
been molded by the working day 
and the recreations of the cor- . 
porate executive: the conserva­
tive but well-tailored clothes, the 
long and usually liquid expense- 
account lunch at which "deals” 
are made, the Institution of the 
cocktail hour at the end of a 
tense day, the gobbledygook of 
interoffice ^memoranda, the ath­
letic clubs with swimming pools 
and squash courts for keeping 
fit, the elaborate layouts and 
paraphernalia for "businessmen’s 
golf," the amenities of a club car 
on the commuters’ trains, the 
heavy consumption of alcohol as 
a necessary stimulant, the growth 
of the night club as entertinment 
and as industry. This is the “ex­
ecutive life.” It has its costs, in­
cluding the fifty-five or sixty 
hour week, the tension; the char- 
tcteristic executive diseases of 
l Icerated colitis, rheumatoid ar­
thritis, a s t h m a  and hyper­
tension.”
Mr. Lemer has throughout de­
scribed the “ feel” of the U.S.A. 
and the fullness of its range more 
convincingly and more complete­
ly than in any other.book I have 
read. His complete little vignettes 
of every aspect of life in the 
United States give a fascinating 
and authoritative picture of the 
folk next door to us.
20 YEARS AGO 
May, 1938 — The Rbtary exhi­
bition, and carnival held in the 
Penticton Co-operative building 
realized nearly $600,: club presi­
dent Smith Little reported . . . 
Surveys of high - and low: 'level 
roa’ds between Penticton, a n d 
Surtimerland' have‘s been -' checked 
by government . engineer • W. L. 
Hayne ■ preparatory to a decision 
being made reached about: road 
improvement between ' the two 
centres.’ •.. ■ '"/ 'v
80  Y E A R S  A G O
May, 1928 — Jackie Clark, 
seven-year-old. son of 'Mr.l.and 
Mrs. Sam Clarke, was injurefl 
when he was hit by a car driven 
by Vernon Winger . . . A burglar 
broke into the iCranha Jewelry 
store - on Main .Street* and 'Stole 
nearly $900 worth of diamonds 
and watches; . . .  The Anglican 
Guild held its annual tpeeting in 
Cawston at the home of Mrs. S, 
McCurdy. Mrs. T. Pettypiece was 
re-electqd president. vMrs. C? 
Shaw was named vice-president, 
and'Mrs. A-. Wainwright; secret­
ary.
4 0  Y E A R S  A G O
May, 1918 -  I. L. Merrill, 
president of the Hedley Mining 
Company, with Mrs. Merrill, ar­
rived In Hedley for his annual 
tour of inspection . . f The S.S. 
SIcamous is laid up tor repairs 
and painting and Its run on the 
lake is being taken by the Okana. 
gan , . , Pte. James Murdoch of 
Hedley arrived home on leave to 




In the past 10 years, a physical 
revolution has taken place .̂ in 
British Columbia”, writes Pierre 
Berton- in an issue of Macleans 
Magazine devoted to the B. C. 
centennial. ” But,V he continues, 
“it is still that part' of -Canada 
where nothing is done by halves 
the whole-hog prpvinjje . 
the booni-pr-bust proi înce . 
the TexaS and at the same time, 
the California of Canada.”,
These comments are the result 
of a trip home to his native pro­
vince vvhich Macleans Managing 
Editor made specially fob the 
magazine's centennial issue. Ber­
ton found the province to be en­
gaged in a tug-of-war between the 
romaned of • the past and the 
jright lure pf the future, "It is 
in the north”, he , observes "that 
you can sense what is happening 
to the province. The shape of 
things to come can be glimpsed in 
communities like Kitimat and 
Fort St. John. The pattern of his 
tory Is still evident in such towns 
as Prince Rupert > and Prince 
George."
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amount to the amount lo bo 
financed, and get the shock of 
your life how much It actually 
cost# you more, at these rates.'
Goods arc expensive enough 
under uncontrolled prices and In- 
flallonary wages. If the public Is 
lo be encouraged to buy heavily 
to get the wheels of Industry 
RoloB again, then bettor have 
the government first rectify.nils 
unjust Itlabic overcharging of 
loan-mo.ioys, In the form ol 
"finance charges,”
No personnl nffinee, locnily, H 
Is a country-wide phenomena. 
Possible, because buyers don't 
look sharp enough.
Any economy will eventually 
break down under 10 to 20 per 
cent Intelcsls, as Is liappenlng, 
"L a Y -E C O N O M IST ”
Jakarta recently arrived there 
and each spoke the native tongue 
fluently, By contrast the 226-man 
U.S, embassy there had only 
three Interpreters Similarly a 15- 
man mission of Russians all able 
to speak Arabic arrived In Libya 
whore the U.S, embassy only had 
one Arublc-spcaklng member.
Illustrations of this kind' can 
be found the world around . .
There is no universal language 
and none Is likely to moke Us 
appearance. In the meantime wo 
u'ould bo well advised to train a 
reBpcelnhlo number of our future 
cltl'zons to add major foreign lan­
guages to their vocabularies.
• Calgary Herald
Anesthetist's Seivice 
WeU Worth His Charge
By
HERMAN N. BUNDESEN. M. D. 
What, another bill?
I can picture many of you say­
ing thoHO very words as you opoq 
your (nail a few days after you 
have returned homo from the 
hospllul and an operation,
Oh, you gripe a little about 
the hospital bill and the sur­
geon's fees, but you realize that 
you got good service for your 
money. Aand hospital and med­
ical bills, as I have already 
pointed out several times, have 
not gone up as fast, or as high, 
as have prices on most oUior ser­
vices and goods.
PHOVEKII1AL MTRAW 
But then you open a letter 
from the anesthetist who served 
you during the operation, And 
that seems like the proverbial 
straw which brftko the camel’s 
back.
Why,' you might wonder, 
should you be charged by an 
anesthetist, a person you prob­
ably never even saw? Although 
the foe generally is a modest 
one, you might still wonder 
about It, So let's see what you 
got for your mone,v.
In the past qpnrter century, 
a valuable now specialized field 
has developed In medicine — an 
esthesia,
U)NG TRAINING 
The nneslliellst who attends 
you during surgery Is a qualified
The rise and fall of Social 
Credit in B. C. is discussed by 
Blair Fraser in another feature 
of this centennial issue. Fraser 
traces the history of the party 
back to the Great Depression and 
postwar readjustment, to the 
rather naive convictions of a few 
earnest, humble men and the * 
burning senise of evangelism ■ 
which the party acquired from 
William Aberhart and never lost. 
He goes through the astonishing 
record of the party during its 
five-year hey-day. When it almost 
seemed thaf Social Credit could 
perform all the miracles expected 
by its more devoted adherents.
But now, the Maclean’s article 
states, Bennett and the Social 
Credit are In serious trouble from 
political scandal, falling' reven­
ues, and murmurlngs within the 
ranks. And Fraser concludes; 
"At this stage, only one thing ap­
pears certain: the bloom is off 
the Social Credit (Record, Whether 
or not It survives as a govern­
ment of fallible men, as a com­
munion of saints it is through”.
he has spent four years in med 
'cal school, taken his Internship 
and then has followed this with 
(wo more years of training in 
ancstheslu,
Nurses also take specialized 
training to become competent 
anosthetlslH, and are valuable, 
The ahoslhollsl lakes consld- 
ernblo burden from the surgeon 
and permits him to devote his 
full attention lo Ihd actual sur­
gery. With a thoroughly trained 
anesthetist at hand, the'surgeon 
doesn't have to concent rate on 
checking- the, pulse and' blood 
pressure, watching the patient's 
color and breathing and numer­
ous other details which the on- 
csthotlst now handles. 
PREPARED IN ADVANCE 
The anesthetist has been ap­
praised of your condition and 
your medical history long before 
onlor Iho operating room. 
And he is prepared for any 
cventuallly.
So, you see,, you got a lot of 
service and protection for those 
few dollars which might be 
added to your regular metrical
Think It over* \vou'll realize 
It’s cctalnly well worth It. 
QUESTION AND ANSWER 
B. J.! My child has been get­
ting frequent colds. Is there any 
way she can be Irhmnnizert 
against them? 1 '




doctor or nurse. If he is a doctor, successful va^cclgf for roM*
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